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UNITED STATES GOVZRNMENT ieee Assoc. Dir. 
Dep. AD Adm. — 

1 “ Mr. Mintz Dep. AD tnv. 

1 Memorandum 1 = Me) Wannall es 
38 a ae Mr. Cregar Comp. Syst. 

x ; ; Ext. Affairs 

O <Mr. J.B, Adams DATE: © 8/1/75 le aad 
. 1 - Personnel File - * Ide 

Fred J. Cassidy __ PP Bsagetion 
FROM ee oe We od Personnel Fite = We. 

He afm Richard W. Held Legal Couhn. 
Nee L a Mr... Hotis \ Plan. & Eval. __ 

SUBJECT: senrupy. 7. 15 .1l- Mr. Daly antag 
= 

—_ Telephone Rm. 7 | ener eenane 

| é Director Sec’y _— 

Loch Johnson, Staff Member, Senate Select Committee, 
‘requested that SA Fred J. Cassidy be made available for an in- 
terview concerning. his. knowledge of the "Houston Plan." Johnson 
indicated that this would be a Staff interview. SA Cassidy is 

. currently on annual leave and Johnson was advised of this. He 
' requested that. he be notified when Cassidy would be available 
for interview. 

Staff Member Lester B. Seidel requested that Richard W/ 
Held be made available for Staff interview. . He indicated ee Y 44 
this particular interview would be with regards to COINTELPRO - ey 
against the Black Panther Party and the Bureau's investigation| } 
of the Black Panther Party. Seidel is. currently conducting in-_le¥ be" 

. terviews on the West Coast and the details. concerning the time Ss” 
of the interview have not ‘been established. 

" RECOMMENDATIONS : 10] REC-36 b2l/ ss 2 Gof 
mime ms 

(I) That SAs. Held and Cassidy. be a age 27 1975 
existing. employment agreement for purposes of this Sena 
select Committee interview. Gor 107 Lhatthh Ds ea 

a. a 
s (2). That an Intelligénce Division representative 

yx be made available to accompany SAs Cassidy and Held for. con- 
eed sultation during interview when final details are arranged. 

(The Intelligence Division Agent will not be present. during 
Was YY interview but merely available for consultation.) 

MDR-I¢ 
a (eA 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
—s oe ati lehe 
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OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20530 

AUG 2 0 1975 

/ 
/ 

é 

TO: John Mintz, Assistant Director 
Legal Cotnsel Division 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

FROM Mic c EK. Shaheen, Jr. 
special Counsel for Intelligence 

ze Zoordination i 

SUBJECT: / Three Specific Requests from SSC as They 
Relate to Item 4 of the August 13, 1975, 
Letter from Elliff 

Reference +8,made to a letter dated August 13, 1975, from 
John Elliff of the~Senate Select Committee to me, a copy of which 
was sent to you earlier and attached to my memorandum dated 
August 15, 1975. 

On August 20, 1975, Mike Epstein of the SSC staff orally 
requested delivery of three specific documents, access to which 
were embraced generally by Item 4 of the August 13, letter. These 
documents are: 

dy) i= (1) A June 7, 1961, memorandum from Courtney Evans to 
ge Bureau Agent Belmont 

SHAE (2) A routing or "buck slip" dated June 3, 1961, from . 
) 7 a the Attorney General to Evans bearing the notation 

Sy a J “oursue vigorously". 
Q, yD (3) A May 22, 1961, memorandum from Director Hoover to the 

Attorney General _ : : ee nj “tuk BAO) oss, GOL SI 
Please arrange for the deliver 5 these Gocument tania! Scie welt” 

soon as possible. Indeed, I should appreciate their receipt by this 
Office by tomorrow, August 21, 1975. If such informatio widdleper-js76 
mit you to expedite compliance with this priority request, Bureau 
Agent Cassidy knows of these documents and the SSC'S SpCGaletdelea nkaicas 
in then. J 
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5010-106 OPTIONAL FORMiNO. 10 @ MAY 1962 EDITION 
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 4 Assoc. Dir. 

Dep. AD Adm. — 

Dep. AD Inv. —— 

Memorandum ‘Xe ssc sr 
, L—- Mr. W. R. Wannall sania 
g xt. airs 

TO Mr. W. RZ Wannalil DATE: 8/18/75 Files & Com. — 
| 

Gen. Inv. 

1 —- Mr. W. O. Cregar Se 
* ; spection 

FROM S. Ss ionosaSsy\ I - Mr. 8S. 5S. Mignosa eZ | 

- : ssi lL - Mr. T. J. McNiff Lalleigiory ao 

oO C. H. McCarthy a ge ais 
Spec. Inv. 

ap BLL Leeman ~ Mr if : te wether F 1ORd conta $4 : 

SUBJECT: SENSTUDY 78) veka iS UNCLASSIFIED Ane x 2 < ‘het WHERE SHOWN or Training 
A nae natnepaat eter tA 4 He swise oe ' Z : Ps _ Telephone Rm. — 

Direétor Sec’y _— 

Reference is made to memorandum date Vi pcs 
captioned as above, which requested review, assessment and 
recommendations pertaining to the contents of pages extracted 
from a 693-page CIA document in order to fully identify the 
subject matter and to assess whether FBI operations were 
compromised. 

makes the assessment pertinent thereto: 
section CI-3 conducted the following review and Ae 

ve 

RE: Page 00026, "Siesta" and pages 00059-61, captioned Ahi #: 
‘Subject: General: Office of Security Survey. ye 

In response to that inquiry, FBIHQ advised CIA “© 
by letter dated 8/14/70, that the FBI interposed no objection 
to CIA investigation for such a purpose. At the same time, 
CIA was specifically requested to provide the FBI with any 
information develened relating to FBI internal security 

‘Hhalitiaa.. x Gere REMI cme responsibilities... “iD 19 [02 , Mpe Ny . CHL 

62-116395 OLASSITIED oy SFe ALM, 9 AUG 27 1979 
5 ae Siry Ns 28 tomers § scumnenseeZitr ne » BRE SECRET CONTINUED — OVER 

Classified 6098 CHI | 
Exempt from 5S, Categories 2 and 3 
Date of Decl ification Indefinite 

mBANUGZEMos030 ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

que 
5 



® @ 
Me SECRET 

Memo to Mr. W. R. Wannall 
Re: Senstudy 75 
62-116395 

The FBI did not conduct an internal security-type 
investigation regarding the relationship of Nunez-Toro and 
Fitzgerald. The FBI did conduct an internal security-type 
investigation of Nunez-Toro in 1965 as a result of his 
reported disaffection for the United States while living 
abroad. /We reopened that investigation in 1969 when it was 
reported that Nunez-Toro communicated with the Cuban Embassy, ~.. 
Ottawa, Canada.'/. That investigation was closed when it was 
established his*“family desired to return to Cuba and his ea 
contact was in that regard) (z 

avert 
A review of FBIHQ rites sales, no information 

that any 3 FT) ® oi Vg ATIC wt ( FC) fT = ere ) — @ -] = 

the fact, 

JEK-Act, 6 (1) (B) 

ASSESSMENT: 

No compromise of an on-going FBI operation. | 

TR eet CONTINUED - OVER 
SD vn 

HW 55135 Docld:32989633 Page 5 
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os SECRET 

Memo to Mr. W. R. Wannall 

Re: Senstudy 75 
62-116395 

RE: Page 00026, "Paragon." (s) 

[This matter pertains to an alleged plot in 
1972-73 to assassinate former Vice President Beare Agnew 
and the Director of CIA by using two L A 
revolutionaries. 

was scheduled "to 
finger p | 3 icials for assassination. 
The plot was allegedly conceived some time prior to 8/19/72, 
in Chile and was_to be carried out sometime between 10/25/72 
through 11/7/72.] The FBI investigated this plot thoroughly (S) 
and closed its™investigation on 2/2/73, when it was 
concluded that none of the individuals reportedly involved 
had any connection with such activity. 

ASSESSMENT: 

No compromise of an on-going FBI operation. 

RE: Page 00282, "28 October 1970.” 

During October, 1970, United States Government 
officials, including Dr. Henry A. Kissinger, who was then 
assigned to The White House, received cryptograms indicating 
bombings would occur in various cities of the United States 
on 11/29/70. The Soviet Military Attache, Washington, D. C., 
received a similar cryptogram reporting United States - 
Chinese activities against Russia. The sender of the 
cryptograms was identified and during our investigation 
other government agencies, including CIA, were requested 
to furnish the original cryptograms for fingerprint examination. 

ASSESSMENT: 

No compromise. 

TRP SECRET 
CONTINUED — OVER 

ies 

DoclId:32989633 Page 6 
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ee SECRET 

Memo to Mr. W. R. Wannall 
Re: Senstudy 75 
62-116395 

RE: Pages 00290, 00292, 00295, 00310. 

The contents of these pages concern the Daniel 
Elisberg matter, all of which is of a public nature. 

ASSESSMENT: 

No compromise. 

RE: Pages 00334, 00361-3363, 00368, 00371, 00373, 00376-379, 
00384, 00385, 00468-470 and 00615. 

IN NURD — OVER 

HW 55135 Doclda: 329896335 Page 7 
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TP SECRET 

Memo to Mr. W. R. Wannall 
Re: Senstudy 75 
62-116395 

ASSESSMENT: 

Z, wilInot interfere with any on-going FBI investigation. 
All activities engaged in by the FBI in connection with 
this project were conducted on the instruction of Attorney 
General Mitchell. 

RE: Page 00361, captioned "Memorandum for: Executive Secretary, 
CIA Management Committee. 

In addition to the] ———“‘t;étsSCSCSCSds te ntti’ 
of this page also refer to FBI technical coverage 

| __ _ oe Lt--is-point
ed out that Watergate Act 

Defendant James McCord telephoned the Embassy of Israel, 

Washington, D. C., after his arrest, believing that his 
conversation would be overheard and he would be able to 
challenge tainted evidence. The date of his telephone call 
to the Embassy of Israel is not known 

This matter is also public knowledge. 

ASSESSMENT: 

No compromise of FBI operations. 

RE: Pages 00457 and 00458, concerning Item Number 3. 

ie SECRET 
CONTINUED — OVER 

sh i as 
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Ke SECRET 

Memo to Mr. W. R. Wannall 
Re: Senstudy 75 
62-116395 

ASSESSMENT: 

There is no compromise of an on-going FBI operation. 

RE: Pages 00591-00593, captioned )"MHCHAOS Program.” /(S 
YEK Act 4 

There has been no compromise of such FBI informants 
and sources. 

ASSESSMENT: 

| No compromise of any on-going FBI operation. 

| ACTION: 

For information and referral to Senstudy Group. 

P SECRET ol gg : i 
| 

Ss (ur 

HW 55135 Docld: 32989633 Page 9 - 



FRO OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL ne 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20530 

1 197 # AUG 21 1975 

TO: John Mintz, Assistant Director 
Legal, Counsel Division 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

FROM: Michael E. Shaheen, Jr. 
Ae. pecial Counsel for Intelligence 

Coordination 

SUBJECT A enate select Committee Request 

Attached is a letter dated August 19, 1975, from the Senate 
Select Committee requesting the names and addresses of various for- 
mer and present Agents of the Bureau. Please arrange for compli- 
ance with this request as soon as possible. 

The Department has determined that SSC staff interviews with 
these present and former agents would not interfere with any current 
criminal investigation by the Department and will so advise the 
Select Committee when the requested information is transmitted. 

Lx ip Ledoy VALVE 275 - 5 7 (A 

ewevosuns  MDR- It toss — | ENCLOS| Ma acme ae peo dla let 
Tet 

Cbg Ouapeo
ved 

oO 
co 1 

ba-H639S” < Y 
% & Sak 

Ri mls ca ‘GG? ho CO 
— 
4 

o1 
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FROM: 

SUBJEG?: 

9
 

AUG 21 1975 

Jonn Mintz, Assistant Director 
Legal Counsel Division 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

Michael E. Shaheen, Jr. 
Special Counsel for nr 

Coordination 

senate Select Conmittee Request 

Attached is a letter dated August 19, 1975, from the Senate 
select Committee requesting the names and addresses of various for- 
mer and present Agents of the Bureau. Please arrange for comli- 
ance with this request as soon as possible. 

The Department has determined that SSC staff interviews with’ 
these present and former agents would not interfere with any eurrent 
eriminal investigation by the Department and will so advise the 
Select Committee when the requested information is transmitted. 

MDA-Ne 
eR Soe oP Tn - 

, REY SB aD 
Soli fo = 

ae ieee DocId: 32989633 Page 11 
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ROBERT MORGAN, 
GARY HART, COLO 

WILLIAM G, MILLER, STAFF DIRECTOR 
FREDERICK A. O. SCHWARZ, JR., CHIEF COUNSEL 

CURTIS R. SMOTHERS, MINORITY COUNSEL, 

HW 55135 Docld: 32969633 Page 12 

FRANK CHURCH, IDAHO, CHAIRMAN 
JOHN G, TOWER, TEXAS, VICE CHAIRMAN 

PHILIP A. HART, MICH. HOWAHD H. BAKER, JR., TENN. 
WALTER F. MONDALE, MINN: SARRY GOLDSVATER, ARIZ. 
WALTER D. HU DLESTON, KY. CHARLES MCC. MATHIAS, 42, MD, Ne. ek S. SCHWEIKER, DA, Nested orf Levtes Apeneate 

SELECT COMMITTEE TO 

STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH 

RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

(PURSUANT TO S. RES. 21, 84TH CONGRESS) | 

ie WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510 

August 19, 1975 

Michael E. Shaheen, Jr., Esq. 
Special Counsel for Intelligence Coordination 
Office of the Deputy Attorney General 
U. S. Department of Justice 4 ORI 
Washington, D. C. 20530 "ALL. FBT INFORMATION CONTAINED 

” SERN pe oa [EH 
Dear Mike: parnlcli4/ BY ae Cc 

The Select Committee, as you know, is investi- 
gating the FBi's relationship to mail opening activities. 
The Committee staff desires to interview all present or 
former Special Agents of the FBI who were responsible for 
supervising the communications between the FBI and the CIA 
with regard to this activity. Therefore, I am hereby 
yecpagtins thea pamne ard rresent acssicmmont and/or where-~ . 
abouts of these Special Agents. Furthermore, please pro~ 
vide the current addresses and office assignments of all 
Special Agents with the surname "McDougal" who were assign- 
ed to the New York City area in 1971, and the names and 
current addresses of all SACs and ASACs for years 1959 to 
1966 in the following field offices: . New York, Boston, 
Washington, Detroit, Seattle, Los Angeles, Miami, and San 
Francisco. 

in addition, please advise me as to whether Com- 
mittee staff interviews of these Special Agents would 
interfere with the current criminal investigation into 
these matters by the Justice Department. This request is 
pursuant to the special procedure to which we have agreed. 

Sincerely, 

TELL 
John T, B11iff 
Director 
Domestic Intelligence Task Force 

b> HC 27, O@Y 
ENCLOSURE 



FREBASS, Pooh Asst 1. } =| cOraRieapONS tno | Se so | we 1 Bxt. A ffoira panne 

Kg ~ | Files . 4 dh a 

| 
AY 4] 1975 1 Gen, Inv. ._...2e} 

4 Ident. ay é 

‘i TELETVPR V | Inspection | 
7 NRGIG AT CODE 

{ “Assoc. pin : 

ie ¥ | Dep.-A. ~Adra,_. 

3 Ub Ki wate iy” 

S Laboratory + 

“As b { Plan. & Eval, — | 

GUST 21, 1975 SSP sae Spee. inv. ees 

) 
c\ $ oY anes 2 : 

TOs DIRECTOR, FBI (62-11 6395) ! ie 

| 
| Director Sec’y j 

(62-2854) 
Hades 

9:45 PM URGENT 

paloma 5 ene 

“ SENSTUDY 75 
/ 

RE BUTEL TO ATLANTA, AUGUST 14, 1975, AND ATLANTA TEL TO BUREAU, 

AUGUST 15, 1975. 

FORMER Ga EDWARD F. GAMBER, MARIETTA, GEORGIA, ADVISED THIS DATE 

HE HAS BEEN CONTACTED BY PAUL WALLACH, SSC STAFF MEMBER, WHO HAS 

ARRANGED AN INTERVIEW WITH GAMBER IN THE ATLANTA AREA AT TEN A.Me,y 

SEPTEMBER 2, 1975. SA GAMBER INTENDS TO CONTACT THE OFFICE OF LEGAL 

COUNSEL BY COLLECT CALL AUGUST 22, 1975. 

x ND 
| 

Re seem ALL IN ro CONTAINED . 
HERE! uNcLAssi"> Spa 
DATE joptijoo- = ES 

: J — 
(Bente 

4, a ‘ ¥ 

= 2—-Mle BYS AOS 
oe = 

(Waters: tenet Tel vaxencsneet 

ae 9 Ave 27 1975 

=m came memes EES 

a Fs . s 

So ee ae . ( 

d 
fo 

/ 

Beg-AUE RG Bel 
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Assoc. Dir. —% 

Dep. AD Adm. — 

MAY 1962 EDITION 
re nah APSA Fong (41 CED TOI 11.6 ® 

_ UNITED STATES GOS#*RNMENT 

~ Mr. Mintz ~ Emc. pep. ap nv 
, L 7 0 co, 

M emorandum | ; -~ Mr. Wannall - Enichsst: Dis ‘ 
- Mr. Cregar - Enc. Comp. Syst. 

Ext. Affairs —_ 

TO ‘J. B. Adams DATE: 7 /29./75 clea eluates 
1 - Mr. Hotis - Enc. 3 
1 = Mr ° Daly me Enc. Inspection» 

FROM ‘Legal /Counsel Viz; l ADR- | — 
‘ f ’ gboratory 

“ — = ALLINFORMATION CONTAINED . 7" ( a iG a 
pec. Inv. 

5 f 
(- ‘SUBJECT: SENSTUDY 1975 

eG SrA Soe aa) 
em et a 

‘ DATE ’ Training 

Telephone Rm. 

weet ee X Director Sec’y —_ 

On 7/25/75 at ‘the request of Special outed For 
Intelligence Coordinator Michael Shaheen in the Department, jdt 
a meeting was held between representatives of the FBI (SAs 

- Paul Bt Daly and John Thomas), representatives of the Senate 
Select Committee (John T. EL1Liff, Task Force head of the Domestic 
Task Force, Mark Gitenstein) and Michael Shaheen of the Department. 
At this meeting Mr. Shaheen advised that the proposed procedures 
concerning the handlings of requests for documents by the Senate 
Select Committee had been approved by the Attorney General and in 
the Senate Select Committee. (A copy is attached.) 

Shaheen and E1L1Lif£ indicated the purpose in meeting on 
the 25th along with an anticipated meeting on Monday, 7/28/75, was 
to assist the SSC in the planning of a superseding request in 
accordance with the newly established procedures concerning 
document ‘requests. Both Shaheen and EL1iff£ expressed concern at 
this time that the schedules set forth in the new agreement was 
such that in many instances the Bureau would not be able to 
respond in time to meet the deadlines. Additionally, Shaheen 
expressed concern that the provisions require that the Attorney / 
General adjudicate any question as to the necessity of furnishing 
a document ‘to. the Committee and to make such a decision within a 
hours would be very burdensome. “Sy 

Messrs. ELLif£ and Shaheen were advised by SA Daly tha 
this would be true, pointing out that in many instances files are’ 
not readily available because of FOIA requests, needs of the oa 
Bureau's ongoing investigations and law suits in which it was 
necessary to. view particular files. It was also pointed out that 
many of the requests of the Senate Select Committee necessitate 
the review of a number of files and/or numerous. volumes of a 
particular file all of which are not necessarily available 
immediately. Mr. Shaheen advised that it was the Attorney 
General's desire that Senate Select Committee requests: take 
precedence over all other matters including the Freedom of In- 

{formation. It was pointed out to Mr. Shaheen that our responses 
to Freedom of nepen ee are. a deadline by law and; if 

OR — L16395~ x 14 
Enclosure a ae ST J 7 0 PERG 

co eas Z wy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 
HW 55tadii0 DoclIa: bF8%e3 Page 1 
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Legal Counsel to J. B. Adams Memorandum 
RE: SENSTUDY 1975 

this were to be the Attorney General's feelings, he should 
advise this Bureau in writing so that we would be in a 
position to use this statement of policy should this 
question arise during litigation. It was pointed out that 
in many areas of possible abuse set forth by the Senate 
Select Committee we have pending FOIA requests and/or 
litigation which require the availability of those files 
for responses. 

E1Lif£f indicated that it was the Committee's. desire 
in their forthcoming superseding request to request material 
that had been previously furnished the-Committee with the under- 
‘standing that there would be less excisions made in compliance 
with the new agreement. He inquired as to whether the Bureau 

. could advise him as to what material previously furnished was 

| 

readily retrievable and could be furnished in accordance with 
a new request. He was advised by SAs Daly and Thomas that it was 
not possible at this time to give him a response, however, we would 
endeavor to make an analysis of prior requests to obtain this in- 
formation and have it available for the meeting Monday, 7/28/75. 

A general discussion was had concerning the new agree- 
ment especially concerning the type of material which might 
properly be excised and third agency problems. It was generally 
agreed upon that not only the identity of informants be excised 
but also information which might disctose the identity of infor- 
mants might also bé properly excised.” EL1iff indicated that the 
Committee did not wish to see many items referred to the Attorney 
General as is. called for by the agreement for his. decision and 
would rather at least on a preliminary basis where it was a 
question of the propriety of the excision that the discussion 
be. held with Ré~or one of his representatives before such a 
referral was made. Shaheen also indicated a desire that the 

‘referrals to the Attorney General be kept to a minimum. Regard- 
ing the "Third Agency" problems which are not addressed in the 
agreement ‘there was no final decision arrived at. EILLiff£ and 
Shaheen were. under the impression that the clauses referring 

} to foreign intelligence operations or foreign intelligence 

| HW 55135 

sources would handle this problem. They were advised that - 
this was not the case. This was not true since even in 
these instances Senators on the Committee are given access 
after the Attorney General has made a determination that 
material involved "pecularily sensitive foreign intelli- 
tgence sources or pecularily sensitive ongoing foreign 

CONTINUED - OVER 

Vo 
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Legal Counsel to J.. B.. Adams Memorandum 
RE: SENSTUDY 1975 

intelligence operations." It was pointed out that ‘this 5 
would require that many. eee be referred to. the | 
Attorney General for his. determination which would be 
contrary. to Messrs. E11iff's and Shaheen's. desires. | , 

The meeting was. held 7/28/75, Messrs. Gitenstein and 
ELLif£ of the Committee, Michael Shaheen and Steven’K.. Blackhurst » 
of the Department, and SAs. Paul’ V. Daly, Seymor Phillips and Elmer 
Larson were in attendance. Regarding the "Third Agency" rule 
| problem, we advised the Department and the Committee that we’ 
would’ continue to’abide by this rule. . The Committee presented 
a request. dated July 28,. 1975 ,. captioned "Superseding Request > 
for. FBI Materials." This document ‘amounted to a recapitulation 
of prior requests made by. the Committée with 4 schedule for 
delivery set forth in’ accordance with ‘the established guidelines 
for the production of documents. . An item-by- item analysis of the 
" réquest ‘contained in the ‘document was had and whiere necessary 
modifications. concerning scheduled responses was made. It was ~ 
obvious the intent ‘of the Committee in making the superseding 

grequést was. to. have more documents made available in the Commit- 
tee offices and also to have less. excisions made on documents. 
previously furnished the Committee based on prior requests. We 
were requested by Shaheen to prepare as soon as possible cor- 

'xespondence to the Attorney General setting forth instances where | 
the deadlines set by the Committee could not be made. This prompted 
the provisions in the guidelines. for the production of documents 
which require the Attorney General to notify the Committee Chair- 
man and Vice Chairman within 24 hours of any. expected delay beyond 
96. hours. of the request. 

" RECOMMENDATION : be, “grt 

Action. For information. Qe 

TOND I | 
nS 2 
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eo ‘ S FR ROPOSED. PROCEDURES 6 

(1) The Dorestic Task Force Leader will submit periodically a list 
pertaining 

of I maverials, xekesesh to the in 2@ inquiry being conducted _ u noer cut 

altace ts ie which the Comittee staff wishes access OY of which the i 

ae ; Re ae anys 
Committee Coe ey a ques beens as to the scové4or mente 

ee gyre eran Try > 

’ 

L we SF o aT VIS gs ‘TS ocd , ,T foes aS f ‘st + 4 “a % of any portion cr such list shall be identified by the Special Counsel 
oe 

4 , and discussed at the tame of eceptance of the list, bates n the DIL 

The first suc list will be delivered to the Devertment of 

Justice within 5 hours of the ecemtion of this procedure, and will ww ure 

summarize and superssce all. the presently cutstanding requests; this 

. # -~ a = _ a + ow 4. * -} ? an 3 Fd ft. ~ zr. + 7 List will be in priomiey crder,"as Mixed by the Committee, with Pined 

‘ 
~ 7 ~ t~ so men nag Fo pe? FL ne aan ens, . dan im LY rss 
Sea ies ee ads ao = ae oo SOLE oe 4 at eae ww: i Gent ww Ors 3. é LS L Rens x iy 4 tot te! ac Vv fre a [or 

ge ™ rsa * wee Fy 1 , ~ 5 aah de} ee mittee LEQUESTES acide Ory Or access shail be ‘deliv ered to ‘tho ComnLovoe 

A ox et “4 iy -_ ~, } vr" aa 2 tyr ee * zs en y fe > “ai a 

or made accessible an Room 4172 of the Hoover Building not later thin 
e 

Pr 

within Lé°SS hours of the date specified, The Committee Chairacn an 

“ 4 + Fs JL rw ~ nda os no = oyty ae te Vice Chairnen shail pe informed py the myer mCY Generel, wich: ae 
each 

of receipt of soz recucst, of eny delay beyond Mo” 96:3 hours, the comscted a4 > 5 Cie be, wt 

4 : t 

length of the celay, ard the specific reasons for the Gclay. Portial 

«a 

access or Gelinery shall be proffered, by the Bureau of/to any materiocls 

reguested, woile the batance of such materd als are being premared. A 

partial proffer shall 3 oxters] the time of full response seb, forth 

herein. » dbcuse ED en 

ae ee ee 
* 

® Wherever used herein, the term Domestic Tack Force Lealler (DIT) 
¢ ee a — 

7 =e - . vst “ 7 am} S } wy cm S05 ~ ™?! ate ve ~” a on * » 5 « ae is understosd to include the Chief Counsel and the Minority Cosacel 

of the Sonate Select Comittee. .., ae eo PF a he ites 4 

: : ge alt iS ide Oe be 
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graph 1. In the event of a specific problea arising with the 

applicability of these procedures to any matters in current litigation 

or. any matters in which criminal prosecution is pending, or any matter 

which the Attomey General shall soccifically designate as extraordinarily 
ee Sara Sa ER Na al el EE PS CN, santa ts ME He ap a pcre Sala sr rrr A cS et i Si i SNe wrt yA RF Arlee aL 

problem areas shall be identified by the Attorney Generel to the Chairman 

and Vice Chairman by letter upon consideration of the lists submitted — 

pursuant to this provision. The special procedure to be followed shall 

| 

be proposed, defined, adopted, end followed after consideration by the 

SSC of the specific problem area and pertinent inaguiny and discussion at 
SS nS, Ey RE I an a arg ag a eI TI 

the staff level. ~ 

(2) The following procedures shall apply (a) where delivery of materials 

requested might jeopardize Fel sensitive sources or ongoing operaticns, 

or (b) where the Domestic Task Force Leader requests access to materials, 

rather ee delivery to the SSC. | 

(3) The Department will furnish access at the Hoover Building in Room 

“U1L71 to those materials requested: 

(a) only to the members of the maittee , where it is determined 

by the Attorney General that the materials involve peculiarly sensitive 

foreign intelligence sources or ncculiarly sensitive ongoing forcign 

intelligence operations. 
a 

* No restriction of currently openational arrangements is intended under 
this provision. 

- ae 
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(b) In all other cases, to the appropriately cleared staff who 

* 

will have access to all of the materials. 7 _ 

(c) An exception to (a) and (b) above is made fdr the identities 

of so-called "live" informants or potential informants as defined in the 

FBI Manual of nseuccons as to which no access will be furnished 

unless the identity of the individual as an informant or potential 

informant has already been made known to the Comittee ; jointly agree 

on the limited disclosure of such identities to the Chairman and Vice 

Chairman. | 

(d) As to other informati6én which would identify persons, as 
ean -sinentenae Soaeinesinmenctietencientennagerammmntnnsaemmmananmemimenn 2 

sore who have cov ded ¢ 
A 

contim ue to to provide informmetion to the a 

oe te oe Cy oe ty a eS I hee a TE SA aia Ra IS oP 

FBI, a as to hose iy the FBI — undertaken an obl getion of 
i AG la Pp RA PCE ES-ES NAS, OREN ge ES ES tr A A PN rE SEE 

J : . $a 7 s wle utter er ~ . . 

Con zt ate dent cL ali LV * the c Ce Ee : 1c te S Cc nN d 1 EC S S c Ary a . sh 2 i 1 Dre oS 2 Ve the 
a @ A 

- ee eke eter sre aes ang ds eieei ate rk serene en a a re ee eral ee oe a en ea AE gn DR pa gen ets al I NE EE REI OEE 28 OTT pe 

t 

confidentiality and shall make no use“which would impair the confi- 
, 

dentiality of this class of information to which access has been 

given, unless the identity of the individual as a source has already 

been made knoxn to the Committee, or unless such information eppears 

in a vnich have been screened by the FBI as provided in 
gee gg RE PP VA SP gs eg EP cS Pa Se EE Se > i Pe PCP aA a 

para: eh 6 be slow. 

* Examples of prohibited use are: 

(1) interviews of the source, as source 

(2) interviews or inguirles that would disclose the fact that the 
adentity of a confidential source was made known to the staff. 

(3) public disclosure. 

" 

¥~ 1 



(4) Those materials to which the staff has access may be reviewed 

and studied in Room 4171 of the Hoover Building and such notes may 

} be-taken as deemed appropriate by the Staff. 

(5) The Committee staff shall select from these materials to which 

access is herein provided, those materials which it deems pertinent 

to the Committee's inquiries and necessary for delivery to the 

Committee's offices. 
° 
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(6) The Bureau shall make copies of such materials as are specified 

by the staff under the provisions of (5) above for transfer to the 

Committee's offices } 

- (a) before the copies of such invterials are taken to ‘che 

Committee's offices, the Bureau sh all, within 24 hours of the 

selection, make appropriate excisions and paraphrases of infor- 

mation which might, if inadvertently disclosed, naanee sensitive 
or sensitive . 

FBI sources ané/ongoing operations. 

(b) If the Task Force Leader has eny objections to the excisions 

or paraphrases, the materials in issue will be forthwith conveyed by 

the Bureau, with a weitten statement.of its grounds for its position, 

to the Special Counsel who shall resolve the matter by negotiation 
~~ 
* 

wa thin 24 hours. 

(a) In the event the matter is not resolved within 24 hours, the 

‘SD ecial Counce] shall sulxait. the matter forthwith to the Attorney 

General who shail notify the Chairman forthwith and arrange for an 

«5s $ 
appropriate disposition. 

(7) The Commni-ttee staff 5 ray remove to the office of ssc for appropriate 

use, any notes oe they ma make upon review of materLal So by 

the FBI, as provided in (6) above, without such notes being reviewe 

by the Bureau. The Committee staff may remove notes on unscreencd 

materials only if such notes are reviewed and cleared by the Burea 

under the provisiens of (6) (Ce) thru (c) above, 

¢ 

AN trier meg yeeveretienas, sp jini tii a. R38 a 
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(8) The staff and the members of the Conmittee may examine the 

original materials to which the staff has been given access as ~ 

yA extensively as necessary, in the Hhover Building at Reom 4171, 

duming normal FBI business hows; vpon reasoneble notice, special 

arrangements inay be made for access at other tines. 

. 
~~ 
a 

ees eh * 
* 

ni Pe Sean, 

(9) These procedures are adopted subject to satisfactory experience 

in implementation. If after a fair trial the vrocedures herein co 
S aenetmneene mane he saps nr unl gg Pi a a apa aA alte CT SY il Pei Pi at EE Hi Te ier ciel eA SS Sy aaa 

not operate suitably in the view of either the SSC or the Attorney 
ta Ct a TY NT EI Sr thereat TDA Ra Te eters AE OE aA EAS NE A ce le TAI a Sree enh tr ep attain A Sa, 

General, the procedures my be unilaterally set aside by either the 
SE pee cata Rh Sy Ay 

‘ot vdae ‘ x am ateke e ~ SS ian aden oh ted eee a SSC or‘the Attorney Genersl and othor appropr.ete and sinceble 

methods of procedure undertaken, , 
orate fo eeeeene sl 
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Legal Coun. __ 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
MAY 1962 EDITION 
GSA GEN. REG. NO, 27 

UNITEED.STATES GOVERNMENT “Assoc. Dis. 

5010-106 Ve a... 8 

Director Sec’y __ 

REGULATIONS shaditst>) He, 
iM ese af 

ALL INFO Spec. Inv. —_ 

REVIEW OF PORTIONS OF | HEREIN SUNGLASSES ey ee BUREAN MANUAL OF RULES AND. DATE Jo lehan BY A 

Intelligence Division has requested the Administrative Division to 
review Sections 10 and 12 (copies attached) of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations for any possible excisions or problems in furnishing this 
material to the committee and to furnish the results of the review to Legal. 
Counsel, attention Dennis R. Dickson. 

Section 10, pertaining to Appeals and Grievances, and Section 12, 
Transfers-Resignations, have been reviewed and no problems can be foreseen 
and no excisions are necessary. In this regard, it is noted that Part I, 
Section 10, Appeals and Grievances, needs to be revised to set forth the 
current appeal rights of nonveterans. Attached is memorandum recommending 
a Manual revision be approved pointing out that under current procedure, 
final action in disciplinary matters involving cases of nonveterans up to and 
including dismissal is taken by the Assistant Director, Administrative { 
Division, with the employee having the right to appeal this action to the A 4 
Director. NS | 

There was some question under Section 12 dealing with transfers to 
foreign assignments wherein it is set out that Chief Clerks should be afforded 
training in maintenance, consolidation, and destruction of files, whether this 
information should be furnished. This was discussed with Deputy Assistant 
Director, Homer R. Hauer, Files and Communications Division, who advised 
there is nothing objectionable to this reference regarding destruction of files 
and the reference of same need not be excised. 

Under Section 12, dealing with foreign assignments, information is 
set out regarding people being transferred to such assignments receiving 
training on coding equipment, the AFSAM-7. This was questioned as to 
whether it should be excised. Alvin C. Frank, Section Chief, Communications 
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* ‘Memorandum. Burns to Walsh 

Re: Senate Select Committee 

It should also be noted that certain Manual changes are being 
recommended in connection with Section 12, in relation to absences for 
maternity purposes. In Section 12, page 10, we are recommending that 
the phrase "absence for maternity reasons" be used in all instances where 
we have previously used the phrase "maternity leave."' These recommended 
revisions have already been approved and are being processed. In 
Section 12, page 8, we are recommending a revision indicating that 
employees resigning for maternity purposes can utilize accrued sick leave 
during their period of incapacitation and are not setting out specific time 
elements as previously utilized. Memorandum is attached recommending 
this change. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

That this memorandum be furnished to Intelligence Division, 
with three copies to Legal Counsel Division, setting forth that the 
Administrative Division has no objection to the material set out in - 
Sections 10 and 12, including proposed revisions, of the Manual of Rules 
and Regulations being referred for review as 

& 
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SUBJECT: 
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ERNMENT + Assoc. Dir. 

Dep. AD Adm 

Dep. AD Inv, . 

Admin, 

Comp. Syst, 

Ext. Affairs 

Mr. Walsh DATE: July 22, ; 1975 Files & Com, _. 

Gen. Inv. 

} Laboratory 

Plon. & Eval. 

; : | MDR- Io Saad: Inv. 

NONVETERAN A PEAL RIGHTS AINED | " Training 

AMENDMENT TO MANUAL OF RULESLLINFOR MAO e AK Loge! Coon — 
AND REGULATIONS HEREIN res 

DATE ] 
ye? Director Sec'y —_. 

Fhe purpose of this memorandum is to update Part I, Section 10, 
Appeals and Grievances, of the Manual of Rules and Regulations to set forth 
the current appeal rights of nonveterans. 

Attached is the proposed change pointing out that final action in 
disciplinary matters involving cases of nonveterans up to and including 
dismissal is taken by the Assistant Director, Administrative Division. 
The nonveteran employee may appeal the action taken by the Assistant 
Director, Administrative Division, to the Director. 

It is recommended that one copy of the attached be referred to 
the Intelligence Division and three copies to Legal Counsel Division for 
inclusion in Section 10 of the Manual of Rules and Regulations as this 
material is being referred to the Senate Select Committee for review along 
with other sections of the Manual. The Committee can be advised that the 
Manuals are constantly being updated and the attached change is currently 
effective and will appear in the next revision of the Manual. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

That the attached Manual revision be approved and made effec- 
tive immediately and that the copies, attached, be disseminated to 
Intelligence Division and Legal Counsel Division in view of material being 
furnished to the Senate Select Committee. 
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| July 23, 1975 

PROPOSED CHANGE IN 
MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS 

¥ 

Part I, Section 10, Appeals and Grievances 

G. NONVETERANS' APPEAL RIGHTS 

Recommendations for administrative action following inquiry by 
a field office, headquarters division, and possibly including the 
FBI Inspection Division staff, where serious charges may result, 
are forwarded to the Personnel Section of the Administrative 
Division. The matter is reviewed and a decision recommended. 
The Assistant Director of the Administrative Division, following 
his review of the matter, determines what final action is to be 

‘ taken up to and including dismissal. The employee may appeal 
this final action to the Director. 

DR-le 
ALLINFORMATIONCONTAINED ~~: 
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DATE LO/14 Lap. BY wba liteslene 
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PROPOSED CHANGE. IN MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS =: $y mss, 
. Legal Coun. 
Telephone Rm. —, 
Director Sec'y “es 

. R. G. Hunsinger memorandum to Mr. Walsh dated ee 

April 3,.1975 authorized changes in "Maternity Leave . 

Policy." 

‘Proposed changes in the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations were handled under the date of May 23, 1975; 
concerning changes in Maternity Leave Policy in addition 

to previous changes there is attached a revision for your 

approval. : 

RECOMMENDATION 

That the attached be sent and forwarded to the 

Training Division for handling. | 

MDR-' | 
ALLINFORMATION CONTAINED |. ' ; 

seer A eve 
Enclosure 

HS: ced | 
(3) : 
1-Mr. Woodworth ~~... :: 
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PROPOSED CHANGE IN MANUAL : 
OF RULES AND REGUALTIONS | 

“2 > Part I, Section 12, Page 8, 4b(2) should read as follows: 

(2) Employees resigning for maternity purposes 
Generally, an employee resigning for maternity 
purposes is paid for accrued sick leave for 
period of incapacitation and resignation will 

° become effective upon expiration of accrued 
sick leave. Note: In order for employee 
to be paid for sick leave......... ccc cecenne 

MD R-Ib 
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cs simpecr: ven PEAL RIGHTS . oe ee tee: 
“+ AMENDMENT TO MANUAL OF RULES | : oe 

AND REGULATIONS : | mirante Sec'y — : 

Fhe purpose of this memorandum is to ipdate Part I, Section 10, 
. Appeals and Grievances, of the Manual of Rules and Regulations to set forth” 

the current appeal rights of nonveterans. : 

Attached is the proposed change pointing out that final action in 
disciplinary matters involving cases of nonveterans up to and including 
dismissal is taken by the Assistant Director, Administrative Division. . 
The nonveteran employee may appeal the action taken by the ere 
Director, Administrative Division, to the Director. 

It is recommended that one copy of the attached be referred to 
the Intelligence Division and three copies to Legal Counsel Division for 
inclusion in Section 10 of the Manual of Rules and Regulations as this 

‘material is being referred to the Senate Select Committee for review along 
with other sections of the Manual. The Committee can be advised that the 

” Manuals are constantly being updated and the attached change is currently . 
‘ effective and will appear in the next revision of the Manual. 

RECOMMENDATION: . 
- / 

That the attached Manual revision be approved and made effec- 
tive immediately and that the copies, attached, be disseminated to 

Intelligence Division and Legal Counsel Division in view of material being 

furnished to the Senate Select Committee. | 
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: PROPOSED CHANGE iN Coe ee 

MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS oo - ms 

. Part I, Section 10, Appeals and Grievances ) : 

G. NONVETERANS' APPEAL RIGHTS 

‘Recommendations for administrative action following inquiry by 
: a field office, headquarters division, and possibly including the 

FBI Inspection Division staff, where serious charges may result, 

are forwarded to the Personnel Section of the Administrative 

Division. The matter is reviewed and a decision recommended. 

The Assistant Director of the Administrative Division, following 

his review of the matter, determines what final action is to be 

‘ taken up to and including dismissal. The prone may appeal 

this final action to the Director. 

MDR-16 
-_ALLINFORMATION CONTAINED 
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Training 

"Legal Coun. __ 

Telephone Rm. — | 
. Director Sec'y —- 

“)-/supject: PROPOSED CHANGE I man OF RULES AND REGULATIONS © | ee 

R. G. Hunsinger aenonenaum: to Mr. Walsh dated 
April vt 1975~authorized changes in "Maternity Leave Ree 

Policy. oar 

"‘Seieieieiian changes in the Manual of Rules and 
° Regulations were handled under the date of May 23, 1975, 

concerning changes in Maternity Leave Policy in addition 
to previous changes there is attached a FOvs220n for your 
approval. 

. RECOMMENDATION 

That the attached be sent and forwarded to the 
Training Division for handling. 
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a3 Part I, Section 12, Page 8, 4b(2) should read as follows: 

(2) Employees resigning for maternity purposes 
Generally, an employee resigning for maternity 
purposes is paid for accrued sick leave for | 
period of incapacitation and resignation will 

° become effective upon expiration of accrued 
sick leave. Note: In order for employee 
to be paid for sick Lleave....... ccc eeerevees 
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NR@62 SE CODE FEDERAL Ova nu UF iN eRSTIGATION 

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION 
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/ 4221 PM ie 8/18/75 SLA 
Asst. Dir, 

Admin. 
Cw. Svst 

: it sy CVA an Eat. Affairs —- 
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Te fot rent a fe a : . Ident ear eeorme & | FROM SEATTLE (134-1177) PELE EYRE : i 
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ee 

NITEL TO BUREAU, JULY 8, 1975, CAPTIONED *SENSTUDY 157 "Dy 

- PAUL DESMOND, AKA, INFORMATION CONCERNING, 00: SEATILEs es 

RE SEATTLE AIRTEL TO BUREAU, JANUARY 21, 1972, AND SEATTLE 5: 

FOR INFORMATION OF BUREAU, SEATTLE POST INTELLIGENCER; DAILY 

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON, NEWSPAPER, ON INSTANT DATE CARRIED AN ARTICLE 

ENTITLED “BOMB-CASE FIGURE ‘ASSASSINATED® HERE’, THIS ARTICLE 

QUOTED SEATTLE POLICE CHIEF ROBERT HANSON AS SAYING THAT SUBJECT 

WAS FOUND BEAD IN HIS APARTMENT WITH A SINGLE BULLET WOUND IN HIS 

CHEST, AND THIS HAD AN APPEARANCE OF BEING A FLAT OUT ASSASSINATION. 

THE SAME ARTICLE STATED THAT DESMOND IN PAST HAD CLAIMED HE 

HAD BEEN RECRULTED BY THE FBI TO HELP THEM APPREHEND BOMBERS AND 

THE FBI DENIED DESMOND'S STATEMENT, | 

SEATTLE HAS AGAIN ANSWERED PRESS QUERIES WITH THE SAME DENIAL 

THAT DESMOND EVER WORKED AS AN INFORMANT FOR THE FBI. 

COPY OF ARTICLE BEING SENT TO BUREAU UNDER SEPARATE COVER. 

END 
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FBI 
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TO: FBI (62~-116395) 

FROM: ee ANGELES (66-6243) (P) 

fore 
SUBJECT U. S. SENATE. SELECT COMMITTEE ON 

INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC); 

INTERVIEW OH SA WALLACE E. WARD 
BY SSC STAFF MEMBER 

‘Re Bureau teletype to Los Angeles dated. 7/31/75, 
captioned SENSTUDY 75.. 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the oxjgPhal 
and seven copies of a letterhead memorandum concernin e 
above interview. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
Los Angeles; California 

In Reply, Please Refer to August 3%, 1975 
N 

ERICAA, 
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VNaIN2> 

U.S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC); 
INTERVIEW OF SA WALLACE E,. WARD 

BY SSG STAFF MEMBER 

On Au gaulIdn. Special Agent (SA) Wallace E. 
Ward. was interviewed by SSC Staff Member Lester Seidel at 
Tos Angeles Headquarters regarding Cointelpro/Black Panther 
Party. The interview lasted from 9:12 a.m., to 9:22 a.m. 

Seidel asked how long SA Ward has been a 
Special Agent with the FBI, and SA Ward responded nine 
years. He further requested previous offices SA Ward 
had been assigned to, and SA Ward responded Cincinnati, 
Ohio. Seidel advised the Bureau informed him that SA Ward 
had been assigned Cointelpro/Black Panther Party in June, 
1969. Seidel requested to know what work SA Ward had been 
assigned before this, to which SA Ward responded he could 
not remember, but believed general criminal work. 

Seidel requested to know what specific instructions 
were issued with regard to operating Cointelpro/Black 
Panther Party. _SA Ward advised that due to his employment 
asreement, the SSHSTELVS HSRUPS- OFTHE BUSca Mere Sa 
the possibfe overlap of Bureau investigation, he did not 
feel he could respond to any further questions. The official 
interview was terminated at this point. 

SA Ward was advised by Mr. Seidel that the interview 
was voluntary but SA Ward was not advised of his rights in this 
matter. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. A\e \ 4 WOR 

__ ALLINFORMATIONCONTAISSSA, 

: se azar Sean le HL 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 $010~106 os 
MAY 1962 EDITION 
GSA GEN, REG. NO. 27 

UNITEB-STATES GOVERNMENT 
Assoc. Dir. 

Dep. AD Adm. — 

M d 3° ce Dir 5: Js A. Mintz Ri re ae 

CMOTaAnNaUuUmM (l= Mr. J. B. Hotis) “Sin” 
C1 = Mr. P, V. Daly) Comp. Syst. —_— 

Ext. Affairs 

Mr. W. R. Watmall DATE: 8/18/75 Files,& Com. — 

L- Mr. W. R. Wannail i of i 

W. O. oer] 1 - Mr. W. O. Cregar wjRX ean rom 
In 

te Ll - Mr. S. F. Phillips Pele 
Legal 

Plan. & E a 

ALL ee CONTAINED ; Spec. Inv3 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED Training 1 
DATE OL/ BY fa ey Hasnbaraiiacees 

we 

At the request of the Senate Select Committee ‘NS 
=i 

4 

SUBJECT: Oden) 

(SSC), we recently furnished to it superseded material dated 
back to 1960 and relating to various sections of the Manual 
of Instructions, including Section 87. In furnishing this : 
material, we did not furnish the various cover sheets Qy, 

relating to the many revisions since 1960. . 

\X We have received a telephonic request from 
Miss Martha Talley of the SSC Staff for additional infor- 
mation which would help her to better understand the various ‘3 
revisionsto Section 87. She also specifically desired a JN 
copy of page 1 of that Section as it existed on 1/1/60. Wy 

| » 
We have secured the various cover sheets for the N 

many revisions, as well as a copy of page 1 which bears Whe 

X the revision date of 8/13/56 and which, according to 
Mrs, Alene T. Smith of the Training Division, was the page 1‘ 
in force as of 1/1/60. ae \ 

bet : 

In order to comply with the request of Miss Talley, ~ ¢ 
it is not believed necessary to obtain from the SSC a A 
formal, written request; neither is it believed necessary \y 
to transmit the requested material by formal correspondence ‘A 
to the SSC through the a General, 

EX Jog , RECSE [pot egy 
ACTION: Attached to Supervisor P. V. Daly's copy of this — 
memorandum 4% the material which it is requested he furnish to 
Miss Talley. 3 Attached to this memorandum is a file copy of 
the page Iallluded to above. Mrs. Smith has available in the 
Training Division duplicate copies of the cover sheSts=reterited 
to above. oi 

eed gsuee AUG 25 1975 3 
Enclpsure a> 

62-1 6395 C4 
oS abl C7 ) | : ,! 

| woh AUG, DocId: 32989633 Page 436 



SECTION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS S7A 

‘ . . Y oe woe 

we SVYATUTES 7 4 
Title Jf» USC, §§ S55, 2333-2385, 2387-2390, (formerly §§ 4-11, 13, Title 18, 
and §§ 33-35, 37, Title 90, USC), effective 9-1-48. Violations occurring 
prior to G-1-4@ should he considered under former code sections, 
Sections 2384 and 2385 were amended 7~-24-56 %o0 increase maximum penalties 
(Public Law 766). 

§ 2384. Seditious conspiracy ~— (A representative trial under this section - 
involved 28 members of the Nationalist Party of Puerto-Rico, The trials 
were held in September 1954 and February 1955 in the U. S. District Court, 
Scuthern District of New York, and resulted in 27 convictions. Sentences 
imposed ranged from 14 years to six years.) 

nTf two or more perscns in any State or Territory, or in any place subject 
to the jurisdiction of the United States, conspire to overthrow, put down, 
or to destroy by force the Government of the United States, or to levy 
war against them, or to oppose by force the authority thereof, or by force 
to prevent, hinder, or delay the execution of any law of the United States, 
or by force to seize, take, or possess any property of the United States 
contrary to the authority thereof, they shall each be fined nowt more 
than $20,000 or imprisoned not more than twenty years, or both."] A es en ey ey PAPE en res es 

ee § 2385, Advocating overthrow of Government ~ Smith Act of 1940 
(Prosecutions under the Smith Act have been primarily instituted against 
a number of Communist Party functionaries for conspiracy to violate the 
provision of Title 18, USC, section 2385, set out below under the elements 
as la, but there have been several individual functionaries indicted, 
tried and convicted under provision le, (4) and (5) below, which is commonly 
known as the “Membership Provision" of the Smith Act of 1940,) 

“whoever knowingly or wilifully advocates, abets, advisesj, or teaches the 
duty, necessity, desirability, or propriety of overthrowing or destroying 
the government of the United States. or thé government of any State, 
Territory, District, or Possession thereof, or the government of any 
political subcivision therein, by force or violence, or by the assassination 
of any officer of any such governments; or ‘ 
“Whoever, with intent to cause the overthrow or destruction of any such 
government, prints, publishes, edits, issues, circulates, sells, distributes, 
or publicly displays any written or printed matter advocating, advising, 
or teaching the duty, necessity, desirability, or propriety of overthrowing 
or destroying any government in the United States by force or violence, 
or attempts tc do so; or 
"Whoever organizes or helps or attempts to organize any society, group, or 
assembly of persons who teach, advocate, or encourege the overthrow or 
destruction of any such government by force or violence; or becomes or is 
amember of, or affiliates with, any such society, group, cr assembly of 

* persons, knowing the purposes thereof— . 

[ “Shall be fined not more than[{$20,000]or imprisoned not more thanftwenty } 
years, or both, and shall be ineligible for employment by thé United States 
or any department or agency thereof, for the five years next following his 
conviction." | 

f ["If two or more persons conspire to commit any offense named ‘in this section, ' 
J each shall be fined not more than $20,000 or imprisoned not more than twenty 
[ years, or both, and shall be ineligible for employment by the United States 
f or any department or agency thereof, for the five years next following his 
[ - conviction."] 

a. Elements of section 2385 
There are three possible violations involved in section 2385, 
&. <Advocaied, abetted, advised, or taught 

4 fhe person, knowingly or willfully . 
2} Advocated, abetted, advised, or taught the duty, necessity, 

' desirability, or propriety ef overthrowing or destroying the 
Gevernment of the U.S., or the government of any state, 
territory, district or possession thereof, or the goverrment 
of any political subdivision thereof 

ADA th tae, Le 
ALLINFORMATION CONTAINED ally a- - loo 37 DY / 
4EREIN IS UNCLASSIFI te Mv 
DATE bb BY es a 1 SHSLOSURE 
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CODE TELETYPE 2 7 Mr. J. A. Wane, 

fo (] «= Mr. J. B. Hotis) 
TO SAC BALTIMORE e AUGUST 20, 1975 . 

1 - Mr. W. R. Wannall 
call on DIRECTOR FBI (62~116395) PERSONAL ATTENTION ~ - 

oes teyb em, 

/ oe 75 - ry We ©. Cregar 

S. F. Phillips } 
\’ ~REBUTEL MAY 2, 1975, FURNISHING BACKGROUND CONCERNING J 

. NY SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE (SSC) AND BUREAU'S DESIRE TO COOPERATE 

e , 5s WITH an AND BUTEL MAY 28, 1975, CONCERNING CERTAIN FORMER 

ff 8 "FBI éupLovers WHO IT WAS BELIEVED MIGHT BE INTERVIEWED BY 
< 
ANY SSC STAFF, 

98 az 
™~ z @ &) An RECENT REQUEST OF THE SSC INDICATES IT MAY INTERVIEW 
d oenms 5 “ 4 ; a: F 

= g N: FORMER SPECIAL AGENTS GEORGE A, BERLEY, 4116 DUNNEL LANE, a“ 
™~, ems : “3 . ; fo 

SEWN | KENSINGTON, MARYLAND 20795, AND JOSEPH M. ENGLISH, 18 EAST- bes 

Zin / . cs 
~®E/ © MOOR DRIVE, SILVER SPRING, MARYLAND 20901. SUBJECT MATTER - 
tro , 

OF INTERVIEWS UNKNOWN, 

IMMEDIATELY HAVE BERLEY AND ENGLISH CONTACTED IN el 

ACCORDANCE WITH INSTRUCTIONS IN REFERENCED BUREAD TELETYPE 

_ MAY 28. SUTEL IN ABOVE CAPTION RESULTS OF CONTACTS, - bE 

‘ eAy0k = RECS D2 /(O27 /| 
L- 67~245562 sienna file Former, SA Gcoree A. ae 

AS Ge ENVESTIGATION 

| 4 =°@7=295922 (Personnel tile FOPHEUNSATIOUSaemiON. English) 
e yrs catch: 

SFP samt) 7 Coin iG sone ae 

a So fi ; Leg, auc 22 1° 
Dep. AD Inv. — NOTE: . ys pe —== 

sst. Dir.: potas Biased 

geen The alerting of these retired ean Agents 

Comp Sys aegordance with procedures we have been following. A11l 

risatn. information necessary to the Baltimore Office for the contacts 
Gen. ev... Was incorporated in the referenced 5/28/75 teletype. 

Sea 

Intell. ® 

| Laboratory _- 

Plon. & Eval. — 

Spec. Inv. —_.—. 

Troining 
‘ v/ =i Si 

Legal Coun. —_—— in Sy. CoG. 

be Telephone Rm. — yearns UNIT [7] \ S 1 ; G 4, 4 ey <sais Ow eeuN 

irector Secly OOM L_] 

wis Re Ga pv0063 o9635 Bagh : 
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2 FRANK CHURCH, IDAHO, CHAIRMAN 
& ‘p ~~ JOHN G, TOWER, TEXAS, VICE CHAIRMAN 

PLILIP A. HART, MICH, HOWARD fl. BAKER, JR.MAN. 
WALTER F. MONDALL, MINN, BAKRY GOLOWATER, ARIZ, 

WALTER D. HUDDLESTON, KY. CHARLES MCG, MATHIAS, J@., MD. 
sae ay eager RICHARD S. SCHWEIKER, PA. “a f’ HUE if en S&S £ tes s CE crite AL 

s . 
7 eh 

WILLIAM G. MILLER, STAFF DIRECTOR 
FREGERICK A. O. SCHWARZ, JR., CHIEF COUNSEL 

CURTIS R. SMOTHERS, MINORITY COUNSEL Saeko? COM ee ao 
STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH 

. RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

(PURSUANT To S. RES. 21, $4TH CONGRESS) - 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510 

ne : August 20, 1975 

MDR- I@ 
- je ALLINFORMATION CONTAINED , 

Z . ; fat. ’ HEREIN sie 
Mic DATE| ty, 
ichael BE. “SRaheen,,. Jr, Eg. 

e /oeecial Counsel for Intelligence “Coordination 
Office of the Deputy Attorney General . i 
U. S. Department of Justice 
Washington, D. C. 20530 

Dear Mike: 

Attached is an additional request for FBI mate- 
Yials in seven parts, requested for delivery or access by 
August 26, 1975 (Part I), August 29, 1975 (Parts' II and IIT), 
September 4, 1975 (Parts IV and V), and under Special Pro- 
CU US cut eS Va G@ika.vVaay vh 

~~ ae 

Please note that a few items are given earlier AK 
° ° & YS deadlines than we discussed yesterday. These include AO 

Part II, items 5 and 6, and Part IV, item 7. Please let 
me know i£ alternate Hedi iaes should be set. for these 
materials. 

ss 
I also hope you will expedite the requests made 

in my letters to you yesterday, especially the request for 
names of agents in connection with mail openings. This 
latter request should be considered a request for delivery 
by August 25, 1975, although I hdpe we can have it by the 

_ end of the week. REC-5¢ bo2 A/L 3% -_ S5é 

Thanks ,for ggitilgooperation in this matte. 
» iz ge pene 

| we Sincerely, wae 

| | uCUNSURE Se EDL LL 9 ave 22 1975 
( ohn @, ELLE —_— 
oe ae 
Domestic Intelligence Task Force 

a t 

—Ftat 4 : 
eo 

we ASS 2,618 —_— Page 39 , 
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August 20, 1975 

! | | ' REQUEST FOR FBI MATERIALS 

Part I -- requested for delivery by August 26, 1975 

t 

1. Materials pertaining to the origins, approval, and 
implementation of SAC letter 70-48 dated September 15, 
1970, which authorized development of Security Infor- 
Mants between the ages of 18 and 21. 

1 
J 

| 

2. Materials pertaining to a two-day conference neld at 
FBI headquarters on September 17-18, 1970, with racial 
supervisors from 39 field offices plus two legal 
attaches, including the initiation of the conference, 
the subjects discussed, and any advice or instructions 
to the field related thereto. 

3. Materials pertaining to the origins, approval,” and 
implementation of decision in 1970 to grant approvals 
For Special Agents in Charge on their own initiative 
to authorize use of concealed recording devices by a 
Special Agent or proven source in covering public 
appearances by black and New Left extremists except 
where such appearances are at educational institutions. 

4. Materials pertaining to the Attorney General's testi- 
mony on February 27, 1975, regarding "types of abuse 
for which the Bureau has been susceptible in the past. , 
(This material was previously made available for review 

: per III. D. of your letter of August 1, 1975. Delivery 
is now requested.) 

$ 

5. All SAC letters and SAC memoranda previously made avail- 
able for access by SSC i at FBIHOQ. (C£., Part IV, 
item 3.) s\OR Me oe 

APL INFORMATION a. x 
CLASS! HERE ion wv se atte 

Te 

Y2-11639S PS @ 
ENCLOSURE 
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8. 

9. 

Materials pertaining to the furnishing of information 
to the White House in February 1970 and March 1970 
regarding the role of Klan organizations in mailing 

_Jjetters.to the President protestiryy school desegrega- 
tion. 

Materials pertaining to the origins, approval, and 
periodic review.of the preparation and dissemination 
by the Research Section of the Intelligence Division 
of the following: ‘ 

a. CINAL, a periodic intelligence letter summarizing 
significant items of interest im the security field; 

b. "The ‘Extremist Speaks", a monthly compilation which 
shows the extremist views of right, left, and racial- 
ly oriented groups and individuals; 

c. “Special Report, Nationwide Civil Disturbances" 
an extensive brief prepared at the request of Vice 
President Agnew; 

d. "Stop the Bombing Campaign: A Communist Cause", a 
study prepared at the request of the PECsuaeoe. S 
Foreign Intelligence Advisory board; 

e. A secret paper for the U. S. Iptelligence Board 
analyzing “Racism, Radicalism, and Nationalism in 
the Caribbean"; 

£. "FBI Summary of Extremist Acitivities", a weekly 
summary of racial extremist activities. 

Materials pertaining to the origins, contents, and main- 
tenance of additions to, and periodic review of, the 
National Security File maintained by the FBI laboratory. 

All materials pertaining to Project HUNTER, including, 
but not limited to, all memoranda discussing the origins, 
approval, implementation, and periodic review of the 
requests by the FBI for the opening of mail by the CIA 
in connection with this project and any other CIA mail 
intercept activity; and all materials pertaining to the 
origins, approval, and implementation of the requests 
by the FBI for CIA mail intercepts directed at the 

/ ° 

& 
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il. 

ie 

« a © 2 

ree orate a = _— ee S 5 ere 
ae ' 

Wigs F . 
a wee lt ete a ee ®,, : 

a 

following: SNCC, Institute for Policy Studies, Clergy 
and Laymen Concerned About Vietnam, and Jeremy Stone. 

Copies of the 90-day status letters Sh COINTELPRO 
activities submitted by the Chicago FBI field office 
to the Bureau. 

Last known address‘of former FBI clerical employee 
Katherine Osborn Jensen. 

Present office of assignment or last known address of 
the following present or former Special Agents: 

‘a. John Kleinkauf; 

b. William Forsythe; 

c. James Bland; 

d. Paul Cox; 

e. Theodore P. Rosack; 

£. Robert Denz; 4 a vs 

g. Fred Fox. 

633 Page 42? + 
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‘Part II -- requested for access by August 29, 1975 

Eh ce te 2 ate inne ch wet ome: 

Materials pertaining to the dispatch of an FBI infor- 
mant to attend the World Conference on Vietnam in 
Stockholm, Sweden, in November 1970% and the dispatch 
of this informant to any other such conference(s) abroad. 

All materials included.in the "Brief for Director's Use 
in Connection with Attorney General's Staff Conference" 
for the year 1970 and any other years for which such 
briefs were prepared. ‘ 

Materials pertaining to the origins in 1954 and the 
expansion in 1955, 1959, 1962, 1963, aad 1970 of the 
program entitled "Intelligence Coverage of Friendly 
Foreign Countries (Bufile 65-63113)", and any periodic 
review thereof. 

Materials reflecting the information supplied by, 
and Bureau supervision of the handling of, William 
O'Neal, known to the SSC to have been an informant 
within the Chicago Black Panther Party, including 
the log of contacts with O'Neal kept by Special © 
Agent Roy Martin Mitchell. 

- “oe 

All materials submitted by the FBI to the Department 
of Justice in the course of the investigation leading 
to the presentation of evidence in 1969 to the federal 
grand jury regarding the shootings of Fred Hampton and 
fark Clark in Chicago on December 4, i969. 

* 

Materials, including inspection, investigative, and 
special inquiry reports and personnel records, pertain- 
ing to former Special Agent (FNU) “Jarck" .Freedman, now 
retired, who was at one time assigned to the New York 
City field office of the FBI? 

» 

rs 
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Part “III -- requested for delivery by August 29, 1975 

. 1. Materials pertaining to the origins,-approval, yprepara- 
._. _.tion, and dissemination by the Racial Reporting Unit 

. of the Intelligence Division in 1970-71 of the follow- 
ing: 

a. A special paper for the Vice President concerning 
racial disturbances in Mississippi and Georgia; 

b. A detailed account of advance information concern- 
ing the potential for violence in support of the 
Black Panther Party in New Haven, Connecticut. 

2. Materials pertaining to the origins, approval, prepara- 
tion, and dissemination by the New Left Reporting Unit 
in 1970 of a library of “hand out" material on the New 
Left for dissemination on a high level to government 
officials and responsible citizens. 

3. Materials pertaining to the origins, approval, and 
- implementation of the following airtels and letters to 

field offices Borige ted = tne New Left movement: 

a. Airtel dated 10/23/68 cnseduecind the field to 
expand its Key Activist programs; | 

b. Airtel dated 10/28/68 instituting a program to 
obtain a comprehensive study of the whole New Left 
movement; = 

c. Letter dated 11/5/68 instructing the field to con- 
Guct a detailed survey of "underground" newspapers; 

d. Airtel dated 3/10/69 requesting information about 
statements by Key Activists; 

e. Airtel dated 3/16/70 instituting a survey of *inan- 
cial support given to New Left groups; 

f. Airtel dated 3/19/70 instructing the field to 
. locate New Left communes and identify participants; 

g. Teletype to all SACs dated 4/17/70 defining a com- 
mune and instructing the field to develop informant 
coverage of all communes; 

: I 
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h. Airtel dated 5/13/70 instructingeach office to sub- 
Mit monthly reports on informant coverage used 
against communes; 

<<} 

i. Airtel dated 5/15/70 forwarding copy of departmental 
v letter concerning campus disorders; 

j- Airtel to select offices dated 8/26/70: instructing 
them to submit handwriting specimens of each Key 
Activist to be placed in the National SGCuE ay File 
maintained by the laboratory. : 

k. SAC letter 70-48(B) dated 9/15/70 instructing the 
field to,develop new informants to infiltrate com- 
munes and the staffs of underground newspapers; 

1. SAC letter 70-57(C) dated 10/13/70 discussing 
briefings of local law enforcement officials regard- 
ing New Left extremism; 

m. Airtel dated 11/4/70 instructing the field to ; . ae 
investigate all members of SDS and to consider each 
for the Security Index. 

= “es 

‘4, Materials pertaining to the origins, approval, and 
periodic review of the establishment of the Black 
Nationalists Photographic Album on March 8, 1969, and 
to the origins and approval of dissemination of the 
Black Nationalists Photographic Album to other agencies. 

5. Materials pertaining to the origins, approval, and 
periodic review of the preparation of # monthly Racial 
Calendar by the Racial Intelligence Section of the 
Intelligence Division. 

6. Materials pertaining to the FBI's receipt of and 
; response to directives of the Department in 1953 and 

thereafter, including letter from the Department fated 
July 28, 1966, requesting information of the Nation of 
.Islam. 

7. Materials pertaining to the origins, approval, and 
periodic review of the program entitled "Communist : 
Influence on Racial Groups (Bufile 100-442529)". 

6 
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“8. All memoranda and any other materials which pertain 
to the establishment of a special unit to handle 
Communist influence in racial matters in 1963 or 1964. 

: 9. All memoranda and other materials which pertain to the 
assignment of Special Agent Seymour Philips to head 
the unit identified in item 7 above. 

10. All memoranda and other material which pertain to the 
assignment of Special Agents Theodore P. Rosack and 

2 Richard Bates to the unit identified in item 7 above. 

11. All memoranda and other materials relating to the re- 
assignment of Special Agent Seymour Philips out of the 
special unit identified in item 7 above. 

12. All memoranda and other materials analyzing or report- 
ing the Communist Party's participation in and/or 
influence on the March on Washington. 

13. All memoranda and other materials reflecting an analy- 
Sis of the Communist Party's, influence in racial mat- 
ters which wero written subsequent. to the March on 
Washington. a 

14. Materials pertaining to the origins, approval, and 
periodic review of the "Key Black Extremist Program". 

15. Materials pertaining to the proposal, consideration 
by the Executive Conference on October 29, 1970, and 
approval of a program to conduct a survey of black 
student unions, including instructions sent to the 
field on November 4, 1970, to implement this program. 

16. Materials pertaining to the origins, approval, and 
periodic review of the Ghetto Informant Program insti- 
tuted October 11, 1967, and justified by memorandum 
of G. C. Moore to W. C. Sullivan dated July 1%, 1970. 

17. Materials pertaining to requests by the Intelligence 
Division for placing name stops in the Identification 
Division and for placing names in the stop file of the 
NCIC Unit, during or after 1970, where such requests 
relate to persons other than fugitives. 

7 



18. Materials pertaining to the use by the FBI Intelligence 
Division in 1970 of carefully controlled contacts with 

: the Commission on Campus Unrest to secure a copy of 
—— .—their report in advance in order to ensure that there on 

: were no unfavorable comments concerning the FBI. 
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Part ‘IV -- requested for access by September 4, 1975 
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Materials pertaining to all actions undertaken by 
the FBI, in connection with COINTELPRO or other- 
wise, to encourage tension between the Chicago Black 
Panther Party and Chicago youth gangs. 

All materials pertaining to the opening and maintenance 
of a Bureau file, if any, on the following persons and 
organizations, including material reflecting the’ deci- 
Sion to open the file, the information compiled in the 
file, and any other Bureau activity related to the sub- 
ject and recorded in the file: 

a. Legion of Justice; 

b. Thomas Sutton; 

c. Thomas Stewart; 

qd. Steve Sedlacko; 

e. Jerry Gaisor; 

£. oEviie avecuian: - 

g. Chicago Black Panther Party; ¢ 

h. Fred Hampton; 

i. vesse Jackson; 

j. Chicago Urban League; 

k. Renault Robinson; 

1. Father George Clements; 

m. The Woodlawn Organization; 

n. Black Strategy Center; 

oOo. Black Peace Stone Rangers; 

p. Rev.. Arthur Brazier; 

/ 

q. Archie Hargraves. 

t 
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3. The following materials pertaining to FBI activities 
in Mississippi: 

ge a. Ail materials reflecting contacts and reports of 

oe eee CONtacts (and the substance thereof) between and/or 

° among the FBI, the Meridian, Mississippi, or 

z- Jackson, Mississippi, police, and A. I. Botnick, 

from September 1, 1967, to March 31, 1970. 

b. All materials reflecting contacts between the FBI 
and Tom Hendricks, from May 1, 1968, to August 31, 
1968. s 

c. All materials reflecting the information supplied 
by, and, Bureau supervision of the handling of, 
Alton Wayne Roberts, Raymond Roberts, and Gordon 
Clark, known to the SSC to have been informants, 

: from May 1, 1968, to August 31, 1968. 

a. All materials pertaining to FBI activities with 
regard to Thomas A. Tarrants, including all com- 
munications with other law enforcement agencies 
and private individuals or groups one there- 
to, during Avril - September 1968. = 

e. All maces See ans ss the events in Meridian, 
Mississippi, in June 1968 which resulted in the 
shootings of Thomas A. Tarrants and Kathy Ainsworth. 

4. All materials reflecting the information supplied by, 
and Bureau supervision of the handling o#, the follow- 
ing persons known to the SSC to have been FBI infor- 
mants: ‘ 

a. Robert Hardy; 

‘b. Terry Norman; 

c. Douglas Durham; . é 

d. Larry Grantwohl; 

e. Mary Jo Cooke; 

t 
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*£, Joseph Burton;* 

ge Thomas Tongyai; 

h. Howard Berry Godfrey; 

i. Harry and Jill Schafer;* 

j- William DuValle; 

k. Charles Grimm; = 

° 1. Boyd F. Douglas; 

m. David Sannes. 

5. All materials pertaining to the activities and deci- 
Sions of the FBI ieading to the arrest by the FBI of 
persons in 1971 in Camden, New Jersey, later prosecuted 
in the case of United States v. Briggs. 

6. All materials pertaining to FBI activity with regard 
to the Secret Army Organization in the San Diego, 
California, area. 

- -« L =. . “es 

7. All annual inspection reports for the Intelligence 
Division beginning with the earliest available and 
including the year 1972-1975. © 

* Please also include all materials relating to travel by 
any of these individuals outside the United States for, on 
behalf of, or at .the request of the FBI. 

/ 

1 nee + 
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Part Vv -- requested for delivery by September 4, 1975 

‘ 1. All materials pertaining to the refer¥ing of informa-~- = 
"~~ --~€iion by the Los Angeles field office of the FBI in 

1973 to the Los Angeles district office of the Internal 
Révenue Service with regard to Bella Stumbo and Della 
(LNU) and the allegation that Bella Stunbo had been 
using the false name of Della (LNU) to conceal income. 

> 

2. Materials pertaining to a "no contact list", and any 
i other similar matters such as SAC letter 66-78 dated 

December 15, 1966, reflecting that Courtney Evans is 
a person not -to be contacted. 

32. A list of all “control files", “set-up files", and 
“functional files" maintained by the FEE Intelligence 
Division. 

6 
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Part VI -- materials to be coordinated with response under 
' gpecial procedures for electronic surveillance 

and surreptitious entry 
ae 4 a= 

aw" 

Materials pertaining to FBI electronic surveillance 
policy, as listed below, and any other materials 
logically related -thereto (based on analysis of mate- 
rials in "Black Notebook"): 

a. Memorandum of W. C. Sullivan dated September 25, 
e 1964, which is referenced in the first sentence of 

: . the September 30, 1964, memorandum from*Mr. Sullivan 
to Mr. Belmont captioned "Confidential Informant and 
Similar Types of Coverage". 

b. Follow-up memorandum which is referenced in the 
"Action" section of the September 30, 1964, memo- 

- randum from Mr. Sullivan to Mr. Belmont captioned 
“Confidential Informant and Similar Types of 
Coverage". 

c. All memoranda and other materials which reflect 
responses to or implementation cf President’ 
Johnson's June 30, 1965, "Memorandum for the Heads 
of Executive Departments and Agencies" pertaining 
to electronic surveillance. * 

dad. All memoranda and other materials which reflect 
consultations between FBI officials and the 
Attorney General as required in the penuitimate 
paragraph of President Jonnson's June 30, 1965, 
"Memorandum for the Heads of Executive Departments 
and Agencies" pertaining to electronic surveillance. 

‘e. All memoranda and other materials reflecting a 
March 30, 1965, conversation between Director Hoover 
and Attorney General Katzenbach as referenced in the 

| last paragraph of the March 30, 1965, memorandum 
| from the Director to the Attorney General pertain- 
! ing to "proper controls over wiretapping and the 
: installation of microphones". 

£. All memoranda and other materials reflecting pro- 
cedure which was "set up" as referred to in the 
March 30, 1965, memorandum from the Director to 
the Attorney General pertaining to “proper controls 
over wiretapping and the installation of micro- 
phones". 

* 
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All memoranda and other materials wHich reflect 
the "various recent conversations" between the 
Director and the Attorney General,.as referenced in 
the first sentence of the September 14, 1965, memo- 
randum from the Director to the Attorney General 
concerning "special investigative techniques”. 

All memoranda and other materials which reflect 
the following actions referred to m the September 
14, 1965, memorandum from the Director to the 
Attorney General concerning "Special investigative 
techniques": 

‘< * 

(1) Uthe Federal Bureau of Investigation has 
severely restricted and, in meny instances, 
eliminated the use of special investigative 
techniques in carrying out owr investigative 
work." 

(2) "we have discontinued completely the use of 
microphones." 

(3) "ZI have further cut down on wiretaps."_ 

(4) "I have further refused to authorize any mail 
covers, trash covers, or the use of the poly- 
graph in our cases." * 

(5) "I have instructed that such (portable) 
recorders not be used by the HEBir" 

Memorandum from the Director to tke Attorney Gen- 
eral dated September 23, 1964, which is referenced 
in the first sentence of the Septenber 27, 1964, 
memorandum from the Attorney General to the Director 
captioned "Special Investigative Technigues". 

All memoranda and other materials reflecting *reci- 
Sions, modification, or changes with respect to the 
eliminations or restrictions reflested in the 
September 14, 1965, memorandum des¢ribed in para- 
graph h above, and which recisions, modifications, , 
or changes resulted from the Septenber 27, 1964, 
memorandum described in paragraph i above. 

All internal FBI memoranda pertaiming to the imple- 
mentation of the June 16, 1967, "Memorandum to the 
Heads of Executive Departments an@ Agencies" from 
Attorney General Clark. 

* 
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1. All internal FBI memoranda pertaining to the imple- 
mentation of the October 16, 1972, "Mcmorandum to 
the Heads of Executive Departments and Agencies" 

“ae From Attorney General Kleindienst. 

ma Any communications between the Justice Department 
and the FBI regarding the "new standards and guide- 
lines for use of electronic surveillance .. ." 
referred to by Attorney General Richardson in his 

! September 12, 1973, letter to Senator J, W. Fulbright. 
% 

n. All internal FBI memoranda pertaining to,the imple- 
mentation of the standards and guidelines referred 7 
to in item m above. 

* 
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Part VII -< materials covered by procedures for the 
Martin Luther King case 

=p 

Contents of the OC file labeled Martin Luther King, 
Jx. which was designated as File #100 by the Inspec~ 
tion Division, including note dated December 10, 1965, 
to Mr. Hoover: routing slip dated July 22, 1969, to 
Miss Gandy; memorandum dated June 10, 1969, from the 
Director to the Attorney General; and Serial Removal 
Charge-Out dated December 13, 1973. : 

Serials 100-106670~253 and 100-106670~255. p 

Any FBI materials which would establish what was 
originally attached to the December 10, 1965, note to 
Mr. Hoover which appears on OC File #100. 

Identification of the FBI personnel whose names appear 
in the lower left-hand corner of the December 10, 
1965, note to Mr. Hoover which appears in OC File #100, 
together with their present offices of assignment or a 
last known address. - ot a 

Pieneteveatton of the FBI employee who entered the 
name "Martin Luther King, Jr." on the December 10, 
1965, note to Mr. Hoover which appears in OC File #100. 

Identification of the FBI employee who entered the 
names “Martin Luther King, Jr." and "NiclHfolas deB. 
Katzenbach" on the July 22, 1969, note to Miss Gandy 
which appears in OC File #100. 

All materials which reflect the circumstances sur- 
rounding the xeroxing of three copies of the December 
10, 1965, memorandum to Mr. Hoover on June 30, 1966, 
as reflected on the copy of the note which appears in 
OC File #100. 

All memoranda and other materials pricr to October 7, 
1963, which pertain in any way to electronic surveil- 
lance or proposals for electronic surveillance of the 
Southern Christian Leadership Conference and/or 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

/ 
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9. All memoranda and any other materials reflecting cor- 
respondence, communications and/or contacts between 

—— FBI headquarters personnel and FBI field office per- 
__..Sonnel with respect to feasibility, installation, ini- 

tiation, continuation, authorization, re-authorization, 

and termination of and disposition of tapes with 
respect to each of the electronic surveillances iden- 
tified in the FBI'S July 24, 1975, memorandum attached 
to your letter of August 11, 1975, which responded to 
Item III. G. of my July 28, 1975, reguest. 

8 

° LO. ALL memoranda and any other materials reflecting 
; authorization or articulation of the protedure identi- 

fied in the ,.last paragraph of page 6 of the FBI memo- 
randum referred to in item 9 above, to wit, "authori- 
zation for utilizing a misur was made by the FBI 
Director or his designees". 

Ll. All memoranda and other materials which pertain to 
photographic or covert optical surveillance of 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

12. All memoranda and other materials which reflect infor- 
-mation received from the Central Intelligence Agency 
concerning Dr. King. 

13. All memoranda and other materials refkecting advance 
information received by the FBI that Dr. King would 
be meeting with Stanley Levison in any of the cities 
and on any of the dates upon which any of- the micro- 
phone surveillances of Dr. King were operational. 

14. All memoranda and other materials reflecting (as the 
result of information obtained from physical surveil- 
lance or live sources) that Dr.” King did in fact meet 
Mr. Levison in any of the cities and on any of the 
dates upon which any of the microphone surveillances 
of Dr. King were operational. . 

15. All memoranda and any other materials which pertain 
to the transmittal of tape recordings of King sur- 
veillances from the Intelligence Division, or any per- 

; sons therein, to the Laboratory Division, or persons 
therein, or vice versa. 
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All memoranda and any other materiais* which related 
tos: 

a. The preparation and/or dissemination of a 
--"composite" tape (or copies théreof) which con- 

tained any or all parts of any tapes which re- 
- sulted from electronic surveillance of Dr. King. 

2 * —— 

aa 

b. The preparation of any transcripts of any or all 
parts of any tapes which resulted from electronic 
surveillance of Dr. King. ‘ 

t 

c. The mailing of any tapes which resulted from 
electronic surveillance of Dr. King and/or any 
other materials to Dr. King, Mrs. King, and/or 
the Southern Christian Leadership Conference. 

ad. The playing of any tapes which resulted from 
electronic surveillance of Dr. King, or offers 
to play such tapes, or the displaying or dis- 
semination of transcripts of such tapes, or 
offers to display or disseminate such transcripts, 
to persons not employed by the FBI. 

o * me = iy 

The Committee is not requesting tapes or transcripts. 

» 
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- Mr. J. A. Mintz 
~ Mr. W. R. Wannall 

Mr. W. O. Cregar 
-~ Mr. S. F. Phillips 

\/ The REROEORT General August 15, 1975 
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EX 104 
U. B. SEMATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 
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i 

Enclosed for your information is the original of a 
mMemorancum concerning an intervie by a Staff Member of 
captioned Committee of former FBI Special Azent Theodore A. 
King. A copy of the memorandum is also enclosed for forwarding 
‘to Mr. James A. Wilderotter, Associate Counsel to the President. 

Enclosures - 2 iu DR - } & 

7 AULT poe CONTANITS 
62116395 eee UNCLARE! as . 

pate /D Is QO. EY WA Maye 
1 « The Deputy Attorney General 

Attention: Michael E. Shaheen, Jr. 
\ Special Counsel for 

eh -  —, Intelligence Coordination 

1 - 100-106670 (Martin Iuther King, Jr.) 
1 - 67-526234 (Personnel File Former SA Theodore A. King) 
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1 - Mr. J. A. Mintz 
i - Mr. W. R. Wannall 
1 - Mr. W. O. Cregar 
lL - Mr. S. F. Phillips 

62116395 August 15, 1975 

U. S. SEVATE SELECT COMMITTEE TO 
STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH 

RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

RE: INTERVIEW OF FORMER FBI SPECIAL 
AGENT (SA) THEODORE A. KIiG BY 
SSC STAFF MEMBER UDR - IF 

ALLAN FORMATION a eb) a 

On August 11, 1975, 3h adie CHL 
of Security, Southern Bell Telephon 12 company »; Atlanta, Georgia, 
voluntarily advised the Atlanta Field Office of the FSI that 
he was interviewed by SSC Staff Member Michael Epstein in 
the Dirksen Senate Office Buliding in Washington, BD. C., on 
August 7, 1975, between 10:00 and 10:45 a.m, Theodore A. King 
served in the FBI a. an SA from May 3, 1954, until March 16, 
1960, when he resigned. It appears from the details of the 
interviey, as set out below, that Theodore A, King was 
interviewed as an official of the Southern Beil Telephone 
Company and net as a former FBI SA. 

t Ny The following are the details of the intervieyv as 
\ furnished by Theodore A. King: 

® Me ot 

At. the begirming of the intervie, which vas not 
under oath, King was furnished a form''varnine him of his rights, 
which he signed. Epstein was the only other individual present 

Assoc. Dir. during the interviev. Epstein stated the interview concerned 
Der AD An Che activities of Martin Luther King, Jr., and the Southern 
sede: “Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) during the early 1960's. 
con sur Epstein asked the name of the employee in the telephone company 
Ex. Afers_. ho was the contact with the PBI in the 1960's and King advised . 
Files & com — ge was Charles Eberhart. King explained he took over the Y~.: » 
Ident. Security Division of the Southern Bell Telephone Company in ie 
ees 1961, and he handled the contacts with the FBI efter that time. 5 
wtorrry— Ring stated that Alden Miller vas the contact man at the FBI Laboratory 

Be Beceem the “06670 (Ma i “cg Se) nae - rtin er Kin r 
Legal Coun, — 1 - 67-526234 (Personnel File ornare SA Theodore Re R EOF PAGE 3 
Dircetor See'y ~~ MAIL ROOM({__] , TELETYPE uNIT [1 ys - . {x PRP IEA, - 
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SENATE SELECT COMMITYES ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES CSsc) 

RE: INTERVIGY OF FORMER PEI SA BY Ss 

King was asked If he provided assistance to the 
FBI on national security information at any time and ho 
stated he did not recall. 

King was asked if the Southern Bell Telephone 
Company provided any leased cable or leased Line te the FBI 
at any time and King stated he did not reeall. King stated 
he had several conversations with FBI individuals resardine 
the procedure for obtaining leased lines and he advised them 
to follow the normal channels through the company to male 
application for leased Lines the same as any other customer, 

Kins was asked if any other Arent might have had 
contact with the telephone company in connection with obtainine 
leased Lines and he stated it vas antirely possible, 

King was asked 1f he covld recall any leased Lines 
beine obtained under Fictitious names and ho advised he knetr 
of none. 

Kine was asked if he vas ever given any names or 
numbers to furnish information regarding, and he stated that 
he did not recall. He was asked if he ever received any 
request in writing regarding such and he stated he knaiy of 
MONE. 

King was asked if he assisted in any vay in 
furnishing information about the telephone services of 
Martin Luther King, Jx., ar the SCLC and he advised he could 
mot recall, 

King was asked if he knew Martin Luther King, Jr., 
or the SCIC vas under investigation at the time, and he stated 
he did not. know it for a fact. 
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SE"ATR SELECT COMMITTEE of TiTTELLIGENICE ACTIVITIES €ssc) 

RE: THWPYERVIEW OF FORMER FBI SA BY SSc 

King was asked if the Southern Bell Telephone 
Company had any written policy about giving out information 
at the time and he replied there was no written policy 
until after 1968, which stated in substance that no 
information would be given out without a subpoena. 

MOTE: 

Information reported herein taken from Atlanta 
teletype, dated 8/11/75, captioned "Senstudy 75." 

so es 
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- a cr: SEE INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE 
: ~ CLASSIFY AS APPROPRIATE BEFORE COMPLETING. = 1 

TO: Intelligence a Staff 
ATTN: Central Index 

HOW PROVIDED (check appropriate term. If a document was made available 
for review but not transmitted, so note.) 

3. TO WHOM PROVIDED (check appropriate term; add specific names if appropriate) 

. IDENTIFICATION (provide descriptive data for documents; give name or identification number of briefer, 
interviewee, testifier and subject) 

| : Meaorandm oe results of an interview e — 

. IN RESPONSE TO fice fst e and item number if in response to formal request, other- - CLASSIFICATION OF 
wise state verbal request of (name), initiative, subpoena, etc.) INFORMATION (enter 

U, C, S, TS or 

Codeword) 

HA, 

. KEY WORDS (enter the appropriate key words from the list provided separately; if key words not listed are 
used underline for emphasis) 

Survelilanca, eléctronie 

. SUMMARY (See reverse side before completing this item) 

Forner FBI investigation of Martin Dither King Jr. 

MDR-I 
Ail INFORRAATION CONTARLID HEREIN §S UNCLASSICIET 

62+116395 DATE LIL HDL Logs Paadloye 
FMR: frie 
(4) ORIGINAL VIA LIAISON TO CENTRAT COMMUNITY INDEX 

IN CONNECTION WITH SENSTUDY 75 

TREAT AS VeuloW 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

e Type or print clearly in ink. 

e Indicate classification of the abstract top and bottom. 

e Date the abstract and put on any internal control numbers required. 

e "FROM" entry should clearly identifythe organization providing the 
information. ar 

e If additions (as when a copy of document sent to SSC is later sent to 
HSC) or changes to a previously submitted form are necessary, submit a 

copy of the original abstract, with the change indicated. 

SPECIFIC ITEM NO. 8. SUMMARY - enter brief narrative statement describing 
substance of information and showing relationship to Intelligence Community 
matters if appropriate. Any feedback or evidence of investigatory interests 
should be noted. Commitments made to supply additional information should be 
noted. Additionally, certain administrative information may be entered here, 

@e.g., restrictions on review of a document, if document was paraphrased, whether 

interviewee is current or former employee, etc. If actual document or transcript 
is provided, that fact should be noted and no summary is required. Additional 
pages may be attached if necessary. 
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' WASHINGTON, D.C., ON AUGUST 7, 

AN, AY WHICH TIME THE FOLLOWING TRANSPIRED: 

ie 

fe! 4d ~~ Go 

(SF lke 

ON AUGUST ily 

SQUTHERN bELL TELEPHONE COMPANY, 

PBI AGENT, ADVISED HE WAS INT2RVIzWED BY SSC STAFF MEMBER 

MICHAEL EPSTEIN IN TH& EVERETT DIRKSEN OFFICe BUILDING IN 

1975, BETWEEN 10:02 AM AND 

; § 

. FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
COMMUNICATIONS SECTION 

AUG 1 1 1975 

5355 Pll WITEL AUGUST 11, 197 SSHELETYPE 
DIRECTOR , Fol 

(62-2 854) 

(62" 116595) 

: Léea. COUNSEL DIVISION AND INTD, (WeOe CREGAR) 

« 

o 

t 

a 
v 

™, 

19 75 yx THEGDURE Ae KING ,) DIRECTOR OF S&CURITY, 

A, GEORGIA, AND FORMER 

4. (i / t 

1@345 

| Assee. Dir, ——— # 
| Dep.-A.D.-Adm.—.. # 
1 Dep.-A.D.-Inv._. £ 
t Asst. Dir.: 
is Admin, 7 
1 Comp. Syst. —— 3 
|} Ext. Affairs .— } 
| Files & Com. —§ 

Gen. Inv. en 

6 Adent 
f Inspection - 
av Ay. 

a.e ot eee fe) 
Ty 

AT THe bEG INNING OF Tht INTERVIEW, WHICH WAS NOT UNDER OATH, 

KING WAS FURNISHED A FORN/ WAR WING) HIM OF HIS RIGHTS, WHICH 

li, SIGNED. 

Tia INTERV IewW. EPSTEIN STATED THe INTKRVIEW CONCERNED THE 
ACTIVITIES OF MARTIN LUTHER KING, JRe AND THE SOUTHERN CHRIS- 

TAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE (SCLC) DURING THE EARLY 1969'S. 

EPSTEIN ASKED THE NAME OF THE EMPLOYEE 

EPSTEIN WAS THE OMY OT HER. INDIVIDUAL PRESENT DURING 

IN THE TELEPHONE COMPANY 

WHO WAS THi CONTACT WITH THz Fol IN THE 1968°S AND KING ADVISED 

‘df WAS CHARLES &BERHART. 
x 

DOT 

A fy 

wT T IME 
DR lp 

ALL INFORMATION cone 
UNGLASSITES HEREIN 

DATE HOD BY a7 
44ers 

KING GAFLAINED He TOOK OVER THE 

© <8 CURITY DIVISION OF Th SOUTHER N BELL TELEPHONE y= T/ i 

' IWGi, AD Hi HANOLED THe CONT aci-s wit FAP? Fs J Corbn’ tala HAT T 

KING SEATED THAT ALDEN MILLER Was THE CONTACT MAN al G He ES, 
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PASE ‘two AT -62-2854 

“KING WAS ASKED IF HE PROVIDED ASSISTANCE TO THE FBI ON NATIONAL 

SiCUR ITY INFORMAT 10N AT ANY TiMe AND HE STATED HE DID NOT RECALL. 

KING WAS ASKED IF TH SOUTHARN BELL TELEPHONE GOMPANY PROVIDED 

ANY LEASED CABLE OR“ LEASED LINE TO THE Fol AT ANY TIME AND KING 

STATED HE.DiD ‘NOT RECALL. KING STATED HE HAD SEVERAL CONVERSATIONS 
WITH FI IND IVIDUA,S REGARDING TH PROCEDURE FOR OBTAINING LEASED 

LINES AND HE ADVISED THEM TO FOLLUW THE NORMAL CHANNELS THROUGH 

THE COMPANY TO MAKE APPLICATION FOR LEASED LINES THE SAME AS ANY 

OLHER CUSTOMER. | 

KING WAS-ASKED IF ANY OTHeR AGENT NIGHT HAVE HAD CONTACT WITH 

THE TELEPHONE COMPANY IN CONNE CE ION WITH OBTAINING LEASED LINES 

Ai HE -STATED IT WAS ENTIRELY POSSIBLE. 

KING WAS ASKED IF HE COWD RECALL ANY LEASED LINES BEING OBTAINED 
UNDER FIG ITIOUS NAMES AND HE ADVISED HE KNEW. OF NONE. 

KING WAS ASKED IF Hé WAS EVER GIVEN ANY NAMES OR NUMBERS TO | ! 

| FURNISH INFORMATION REGARDING, AND HE STATED THAT HE DID NOT RECALL. 

Hg WAS. ASKED IF HE EVER RECEIVED ANY REQUEST IN WRITING REGARDING 

SUCH AND He STATED HE KNEW OF NONE. 

KING WAS ASKED IF HE ASSISTED IN ANY way IN FURINSHING INFOR- 

MAT TON ABOUT THS TELEPHONE SERVICE OF MARTIN LUTHER KING, UR» OR 

THE SCLC AND HE ADVISED HE COULD NOT RECALL. 



PAGE THREE = AT.-«@22 85.4 

«KING WAS ASKED IF HE KNEW MARTIN LUTHER KING, UR. OR THE SCLC 
| WAS UNDER INVESTIGATION AT THE TIME, AND HE STATED HE DID NOT 

“ KNOW IT FOR A FACT. 
KING WAS ASKED IF THE SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY HAD | 

ANY WRITTEN POLICY ABOUT GIVING OUI INFORMATION AT THE TIME AND 

HE REPLIED THERE WAS NO WRITTEN POLICY UNTIL AFTER 1968, WHICH 

STATED IN. SUBSTANCE THAT NO INFORMATION. WOULD BE GIVEN OUI WITHOT 

A SUBPOENA. cl 

END 

SJP FBIHQ CLR 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 : $010~106 - e : 

MAY 1962 EDITION 
GSA*GEN. REG, NO. 27 

® eee 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
pee 

Dep. AD Inv. —- 

Memorandum L- Me, J. A. Mintz = spe 
1 = Mr. W. R. Wannall Comp. Syst. —— 

Ext. Affairs 

| Mr, W. R,.Wannall pare: 8/15/75 pila Coa 
Gen. Inv. 

we , 1 - Mr. W. O. Cregar rarer) 
. a? OL-4 és iff Int FROM : W, ‘cregarl”” 1 Mr. I. J. McNi oratory 

| Or ee . S - a ee 
pec. Inv. 

3 Training 

& CHL /¢ Telephone Rm. — 

Director See’y —— 

Bureau letter to the Attorney General with enclosed 
memorandum, both dated 8/7/75 and captioned "United States 
Senate Select Committee on Intelligence Activities," advised 
that the Senate Select Committee (SSC) had requested the 
current address of former Special Agent (SA) Thomas J. Smith 
so that he may be interviewed with regard to his knowledge 
concerning the "Huston Plan." Referenced LHM furnished the 
SSC with the current address of SA Smith as 3410 Memphis Lane, 
Bowie, Maryland 20715. 

The note to referenced memorandum advised that an 
attempt was made to telephonically contact SA Smith at the 
above residence at which time it was ascertained that SA Smith 
was out of town and not expected to return until sometime in 
the future. A message was left for SA Smith to contact FBI a 
Headquarters upon his return. e ae 

On August 14, 1975, SA Smith telephonically contacted 
SA Thomas J, McNiff at FBI Headquarters, SA Smith was advised 
that the SSC had inquired as to his current address as they 
desired to interview him with regard to his knowledge concerning 
the "Huston Plan." He was advised that upon being contacted 
by the SSC, he should immediately advise the Legal Counsel 
Division in order to secure a release from his em ent 
agreement. He was also advised that shoul die * so) Ags iz Ee Oo d 
Bureau Agent would be available upon his r Jest foimesunsel 
purposes during the interview. It was also “aaataa out to 
Mr, Smith that during the interview, there were cer®aiAJG 22 1975 
privileged areas concerning — he would not be. required is 

62-116395 gi REC-56 ear ceeeey 

L - 67-449472 (Personnel File Former SA Thomas J. Smith) 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. R. Wannall 

Re: Senstudy 7/5 
62-116395 

answer questions, namely: information which might divulge the 
identities of FBI sources; information relating to sensitive 
methods and techniques; informatiori which might adversely 
affect ongoing FBI investigations and information which origi- 
nated with other agencies, including foreign intelligence 
agencies. Mr. Smith expressed his appreciation for the infor- 
mation and concluded by saying that upon being contacted by the 
SSC, he would advise this Bureau of the date of the anticipated 
interview and his decision as to whether or not he would request 
that a Bureau Agent be made available for consultation. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

None. Above for information. 

+ 
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TED STATES GOVERNMENT ~ Dep 
Ve d 1 - Mr. N. P. Callahan Dep, ADA 

: ae oN m 1 - Mr. T. J. Jenkins ae : 

emoran U lL - Mr. J. B. Adams Conn Se 
J Ext. Affairs 

Mr, W. R. aes DATE: 8/12/75 Files & Cam, 

Ident. 

, ab 2 - Mr. alee A. Mintz mea 

OM Se 0.\ Skee eo | (1 - Mr. J. B. Hotis) ee 
St ee %- ly Ll - Mr. W. R. Wannall sar tage 

SUBJECT:\ SEN oo 75) WD NTAINED Mr. W. O. Cregar Spec. Inv. 
ALL INFORMATION GO 

- Training 

i 
Telephone Rm. — 

ae to} ANS sy S S = ; fom IAW Director Sec’ | ees 

Memorandum outlines problem area with respect to 
confidentiality of FBI sources which we have encountered in 
the Senate Select Committee (SSC) investigation. 

In their investigation of COINTELPRO, SSC has been 
given access to material from which we excised only informants 
and potential informants as defined in Manual of Instructions. 
When such material was requested for delivery, we have excised 
identities of all individuals to whom we have incurred an 
obligation to protect their identity and relationship with the 
FBI. SSC has objected to these more extensive excisions in 
delivered material, claiming the agreed-upon procedures do 
not allow us such latitude. This was not our understanding 
of the agreement, ei 

As a result of this impasse, on morning of 8/8/75, js" 
the Director and other FBI representatives met with the | 
Attorney General (AG) and the Deputy Attorney General (DAG) 
in an attempt to resolve the question. The AG deferred a 
decision at that time pending the receipt of certain requested 
information concerning the general COINTELPRO operation. Later 
that date, Mr. John E1LLiff, SSC, contacted SAs William O. Cregar 
and Elmer W. Larson of the Senstudy Project, INID, and stated 
the DAG had suggested he attempt to get together with Bureau 
representatives and reach some sort of c ce TS os Ore. 

‘ ; ‘ Shia 
accommodation in this area. REC-56 2 ff A we S ae s S 

During the af bchoon of 8/8/75, MessrmGL SEE tee ememst, 
Larson and E1Liff conferred at length. Mr. ELLiff indicated . 
he felt it was imperative that a certain number of individuals, 

62-116396 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. R. Wannall 
Re: Senstudy 75 
62-116395 

who had cooperated with the FBI in the COINTELPRO operations, 
be interviewed by SSC Representatives so that a more accurate 
picture could be obtained concerning possible harm to 
COINTELPRO targets. He indicated there was a deadline set 
for completion of COINTELPRO phase of SSC investigation and 
time did not allow for extensive interviews; however, he 
estimated that given no deadline a maximum of 36 such contacts 
would be made and,in view of the deadline, 8 to 12 interviews 
of the type indicated. to be more realistic. Mr. ELLiff isolated 
three cases which he suggested might most easily lend themselves 
to a compromise on this point and suggested they be considered 
by the Bureau. If the Bureau saw fit to agree in these 
instances, he suggested further deliberations be made to 
select further cases in which the cooperative sources' identities 
could be made available to the SSC. 

SAs Cregar and Larson emphasized to E1Liff that the 
principle involved here was not whether or not the cooperative 
source was of great and current value to the FBI but that the 
issue was. the FBI's obligation to the source to protect the 
j}confidentiality of the relationship, While professing to 
acknowledge the validity of the Bureau position in this regard, 
E1L1iff, nonetheless, was adamant in his standing that the SSC 
be allowed to contact these sources without the FBI first 
contacting them to ascertain their amenability to such interview. 
It was stressed to ELLiff that prior contact of these sources 
by the FBI would be mutually advantageous since it would 
satisfy FBI obligation to the source and, if the source then 
agreed to interview, would provide the SSC with a forth-coming 
cooperative witness. Finally, after much discussion, E1LLiff 
suggested that the three cases presented by him be approved and 
following this he would be willing to consider negotiation 
concerning further disclosures of identifies of sources based 
on FBI proposal of prior contact. The three cases proposed by 
ELLiff are briefly set out below: 

; CONTINUED - OVER 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. R. Wannall 

Re: Senstudy 75 
62-116395 

1. In 1969, an Assistant State Attorney General, 
an established source of the Albuquerque Office, requested 

. public source information concerning an individual in 
New Mexico who was a candidate for appointment to a pollution 
commission. We were able to furnish such information reflecting 
the subject's affiliation with the Students for a Democratic 
society. 5S5C indicated they desire to interview our source. 

2.° In 1966, we furnished information to a California 
State Alcohol Beverage Control Commission agent that liquor 
was to be sold at a political fund-raising party. SSC desires 
to interview this source, 

3. In 1968, the editor of a Tucson, Arizona, 
newspaper contacted our resident agency in Tucson and requested 
pertinent background data concerning some of the activists in — 
various anti-draft, anti-Vietnam and similar groups in the 
Tucson area who had been receiving considerable publicity of 
late. Authority was granted to furnish public source data to 
the newspaper man. SSC now wishes to identify this contact 
and interview him. | 

On 8/12/75; the Director was advised of the proposal 
by Mr. Elliff, The Director indicated he desired to adhere to 
the current policy of not divulging identity of sources with 
whom the FBI has a confidential relationship; however, he 
extended an invitation for Mr. ELLiff to meet with him on 
8/18/75 at 4:00 p.m., for further discussion of this tissue. 
During the morning of 8/12/75, the Director's position and 
invitation was conveyed to Mr, ELLiff by SA Cregar. Shortly 
thereafter, Mr. ELLiff called back to advise that he appreciated 
the invitation but that in his view-the meeting would merely 
contribute to further delay and that he planned to contact 

CONTINUED - OVER 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. R. Wannall 

Re: Senstudy 75 
62-116395 

Mr, Michael E. Shaheen of the DAG's staff and press for 
khim to advise the AG and eskpencte resolve the issue as 

soon as possible. 

RECOMMENDATION : 

None. 
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‘This ig to ldentity Cé serials, copies of which were 

furnished to Jolin CHI, stalf meaiber of the Conate Celect Committes 
{SSO), on 6/5/75 for retention in £5C offices. 

arbara Banolf, a staif .aedoer of SEC, requested 47 
of the copies on 6/1/75 and io on 8/4/75. ‘The requests were cub.uit- 
ted by her based on copies which were previously reviewed by staff 
vaembers in room 4771, Jiu. fubsequcnt to the request for delivery 5 
of sncelific cerialc to csc oifices, they were re<-cxcised to insure 
inforzaation waich would tend to identify sensitive sources was 
deleted, ELxcisions in each serial, prior to being made available for 
delivery, was approved by appropriate Section Chief, Lut accepted 
delivery from fection Chief Cregar and signed both attached lists 
indicating receipt, =~ 

isteched are 29 copics of serigis requested on 8/1/75 aan 
which were delivered to LHW oa 8/6/75. Gther copies which were : 
delivered are not attached since no additional excisions were made 
other than those inade in the initial project for review only, ixcised 
copies of those serials were previously designated for the Cointelpro 
file, 4 second list is attached which contains ten copies of serials 
requested on 8/4/75 and delivered to Eff on 8/5/75. Wine copies 
which were delivered are not attached since there was no odditionnl 
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L oe Mr, Ji Pp, Thomas Director Sec’y 

This recommends representatives of Special and 
General Investigative Divisions review material from 
inspection reports which may be requested by the Senate 
Select Committee (SSC) to determine whether any excisions 
would be necessary before it is made available to the SSC. 

By letter dated 5/14/75, the SSC, Appendix B, 
Item I, Number 5, requested access to annual inspection 
reports and related surveys for the past 10 years with 
respect to the Intelligence Division and 10 field offices. 
At a conference between members of the SSC Staff and 
representatives of the Department of Justice and the FBIHQ 
Senstudy staff, 5/30/75, it was agreed that in response to 
the above request we would make available to the SSC Staff, 
for review at FBIHQ, copies of the reports of the two 

ere 4. iy 
if" 3 

Jy 
wes 
vr 

ees OME STET DES FER. 
awe ke 

inspections conducted of the Domestic Intelligence Division in 1971 
and the inspection of the San Francisco Office during © 
October, 1970. 

These reports have been reviewed by both the 

me LQ -MLAIS- BIA, 
Intelligence and Inspection Divisions and necessary excisions 
agreed upon. . 
transmitted through the Attorney General by letter dated 
7/22/75, that excised copies of the aforementioned three 
reports are available for review in Room 41/71 JEH. The LHM 

The SSC Staff is being notified by LHM 7/22/75, 

alerts the Committee to the fact that all portions of the 
San Francisco report which pertain solely to ore nee 

,without security ramifications, have been removed fr 
gmafiers. 

om that 

jepeport but can be made available for review showded=t heesSS Gor 
. ie as \6 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. R. Wannall 
Re: Senstudy 75 
62-116395 

determine that such material is pertinent to its mandate 
by making a written request for access to it, The criminal 
portions removed are attached to the tickler copies of this 
memorandum designated for Messrs. Cleveland and Gallagher, 
as they relate to matters within their Divisions' purview. 
It has been our experience that the SSC generally does request 
to see or obtain material not furnished during responses to 
an initial request, Therefore, it would be prudent for 
representatives of the General and Special Investigative 
Divisions to, at this time, review the material attached to 
Messrs. Cleveland and Gallagher's ticklers and make a 
determination as to whether any excisions must be made before 
review by the SSC Staff, should same be requested. Generally, 
under current ground rules, only material which would identify 
sensitive sources, including cooperative foreign agencies, 
or violate the Third Agency Rule, may be excised. Inquiries 
regarding current ground rules may be made by the Senstudy 
representatives of the General and Special Investigative 
Divisions of Supervisor J. P. Thomas, Room 4063 JEH, 
rxtension 4636. 

ACTION: 

It is recommended that the material attached to 
the ticklers of Messrs. Cleveland and Gallagher be reviewed 
as indicated above and returned to Mr. Thomas with any 
necessary excisions underlined in red by 7/24/75. 

WA, 
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The attached portion of the October, 1970 Inspection 
Report of the San Francisco Office has been received and in the event it 
is furnished to the Senate Select Committee, it is felt that those 
portions bracketed or underlined in red should be excised. The pages 
containing material to be excised are as follows: 

SS 179, 181, FST 209, 211, 222, 
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| ZRIMINAL INFORMANTS 4-H 

Ibs : 
INSPECTOR pe ~~"? During the inspection your 

Criminal Informant Program 

will be evaluated as to productivity and numerical progress as well as 
from a program development standpoint. 

MOR-I 
GENERAL . ALL WFORMATIONCONTANED 

HEREIN 1S UNCLASSIFIED | 

: : DATE Do. BY 2 ley 
1.. Identify supervisor and coordinator. 

2. Are any Agents assigned exclusively to this program? If so, 
identify. 

3. Prepare a tabulation showing the number of CIs and Potential 
Criminal Informants (PCIs) now as compared to last inspection. Tabula- 
tion should aiso include number of CIs and PCIs in headquarters city and 
each Resident Agency. Show numerical and percentage gain or loss. 

7 4, Prepare tabulation showing Agent participation in program 
using format set forth below: 

a. Identify Agents spending 50% or more of time on 
| - criminal-type investigative matters, who have 

- been so engaged for past year or longer, who 
es do not have currently assigned qualified CI per- 

me sonally developed by that Agent. 

b. Length oftime such Agent assigned to criminal- 
- - type investigations. 

— 
« 

c. If necessary to clarify, set forth nature of assign- 
ments such as general criminal, accounting, or 
other, together with percentage of time devoted. 

” 

SAN FRANCISCO ____ INSPECTION 
4-H 

OCT 16 1970 — b2 le rier SFR 
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Criminal Informants oO 

d, Those Agents identified in #a above, who have developed 
qualified CIs in past five years but because of transfer, 
reassignment, or discontinuance of informant do not 
now have assigned a CI (furnish dates of development, 
discontinuance or reassignment). 

e. Number of PCIis currently assigned to Agents identified 
in #a above. 

ma Nature of 
. Assignment Date Last Date Disc., No. PCIis 

Years on and % CI Devel- Reassigned, Now 
Name Criminal Work (If Needed) oped etc. Assigned 

3. Show payments to informants and compare with last inspection. 

6. Identify any informants to be contacted by only one Agent. Set 
forth justification for this procedure. 

Z 
Pp ‘What procedures and controls exist dealing with informant contacts 

after hours ? 

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 

se Briefly state overall objectives of your Criminal Informant Program. 
To what extent do your criminal desk supervisors participate in this program? 
(Do not include Criminal Intelligence Desks -~ separate survey.) 

2. Do you have standards or requirements by which you judge Agent's 
participation in program? Include specific comments regarding first-office 

' Agents, Agents transferred in since last PSD cHOn, one assigned to your 
Division for more than one. year. 

3. a. List by supervisory desks handling criminal classifi- 
cations, specific headquarters target areas (either 
geographically or by classification) selected for inform- 
ant development eiforts. Identify several for each desk 
and include examples for each criminal classification 
handled, Identify Agents specifically assigned to 
develop informants in each of above listed areas. 
Identify by file number informants developed. 
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Criminal Informants i 

b. Same for each Resident Agency. 

4, In order to maintain stability of your program and to insure CIs 
and PCIs are not "turned over’ for turnovers sake, do you require Agents 
to submit a newly developed CI or PCI at time closing or discontinuing 
memoranda are submitted on old ones? \ 

a OD. What administrative procedures do you have to insure your sub- 
stantive supervisors are aware of and participate in informant program ? 
Do they approve both opening and closing memoranda? Are they aware of 
productivity of CIs and PCIs handled by Agents assigned to their squads? 
How? Do you maintain a record of productivity by desk? 

6. How often is Criminal informant Program discussed by supervisors 

ac SGuac Centevencss” 

v i Do you keep statistics by Resident Agency (or road trip territory) 
on productivity of informants? Do you feel your informant coverage in each 
Resident Agency (road trip) is adequate? Where are the weaknesses? Handle 
each individually. 

Me a IO: Do you feel your informant coverage in headquarters city is 
adequate ? Break down by squad giving consideration to types of classifi- 
cations handled by each. 

L 9, What administrative devices do you employ to follow Agents working 
criminal cases in headquarters city and in Resident Agencies to be certain 
each is making maximum contributions to the Criminal Informant Program ? 

10. What steps are taken to eliminate the carrying of PCIs in a pending 
‘status for over one year, when during that time they have been unable to 

_ produce sufficient information to qualify as criminal informants? 

Ai. Racial and ghetto informants have proven to be of valuable assistance 
in Solution of numerous criminal cases. What provisions have you made to 
make these sources available to Agents working criminal work? How and to 
whom do they submit their requests for contact with these informants ? 
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WAC 
SAC essa 2 
(10/21/70) $° 
JTMsmer 

1. ASAC JAMES T. MORELAND 

SA STANLEY J. HENNESSY 

2. No 

3. SYMBOL INFORMANTS POTENTIAL INFORMANTS 

OCATION 6/69 10/70 Diff 6/69 10/70 Diff 
. 

eadquarters 75 74 =. Les 175 176 +1 +.57 
erkeley 4 6 +2 +50 5 10 +5 +100 
preka 3 2 -~1 =-33.3 L 2 +1 +100 
ayward 6 7 +1 +16.6 9 9 ~ 

5 5 ~ ~O- 3 8 +5 +166, 
2 L -1 4.5 35 31 -4 ~11.4 
2 3 +1 +50 5 8 +3 +60 
4 4 ~ -0- 7 7 - = 
2 3 +1 +50 7 4 -3 -42.8 
9 9 - -0- 20 27 +7 +35 
3 6 +3 +100 4 ES: ebLi -b275 
2 3 +1 +50 7 5 -2 -28.6 
2 3 +1 +50 3 6 +3 +100 
4 3 “1 25 4 4 - ~ 
5 6 +1 +20 3 5 +2 +66.7 

otals 7" 148 155 +7 =+4.73 288 317 +29 4+10.0 

» 4. 

years on | Date Last 
Criminal Nature of Developed 

Name Work Assignment CI 

. MALOY 2:1/2 — . Selective None 
Assigned ' Service 
San Francisco Matters 
6/16/69 

WOLFARTH 10,. Assigned ITSP, Fraud 19 69 
San Francisco By Wire 
7/14/69 : 

MAVITY 21/2 88s 4/69 
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TOTALS | 

6/69 LO/70Di£E & | 

250 250 - - 
9 16 +7 =+77.8 
4 4 ~ - 

15 16 +1 +6.7 
6 8 13 +5 +62.5 

57 52 -5 -8.7 
7 1) +4 +57.21 

11 11 ~ -O0- 
9 7-2 -22.2 

29 36 +7 424.21 
7 21 +14 +200 
9 8 -]l -11.1 
5 9 +4 +80 
8 7 w-l -12.5 
8 Ji +3 +37.5 

7 436 472 +436 +8.2 

Date Disc. Number 
Reassigned of PCIs 
Etc. Assigned 

None 4 

R - 7/69 5 

C - 8/69 
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6. 
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Comparative Disbursements 

Month 8/1/68 through 5/69 6/1/69 through 9/70 

June 1517.91 
July 1787.00 
August 845.00 1676.10 
September 755.00 1520.00 
October 1715.00 2233.00 
November 1095.00 1670.00 
December 1510.00 2623.60 

-... January 1270.00 1138.00 
February 1215.40 3510.00 
March 1300.00 2397.00 
April 2520.00 1460.00 
May . 2514.40 1303.00 

June, 1970 1308.00 
July, 1970 Sy UGeuU 
August, 1970 . 1195.00 
September, 1970 1248.00 

$14,739.80 $26,289.61 | 

None 

Agents contacting informants outside of normal working 
hours obtained supervisory approval for these contacts 
prior to making them and make appropriate notations on 
their #3 cards. Supervisors thereafter, during file 
reviews with Agents, check with them regarding those 
contacts and spot-check informant files to insure after- 

' hour contacts were made and appropriately recorded. 

" PROGRAM DEVE LOPHENT + 

‘i the overall objéctives of ie criminal informant program 
are to develop high quality informants who are in a 
position to furnish valuable information on a continuing 
basis. 

Criminal desk supervisors participate in the program by 
remaining alert to the necessitv of having good informant 
coverage in the criminal classifications which are Ole eos 
by their respective desks. ‘The supervisor is also 
required to approve any expenditure made to an informant 
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for information or services concerning any cas¢ 
handled on his desk and in this way will be aw ees of the 

progress of the program as it relates to their} de 3 

The supervisors also follow the Agents’ activitic3 in 

this regard on an individual basis to insure that. they 
are fully participating in the informant program. 

Wate “+ an 

meer 4 

2. The San Francisco.Office does have standards which 
requires all Agents assigned one year or more to this 
division should conform to and that is they should have 
a minimum of four PCIs or one CI and two PCIs or two 
CIs assigned at any one time. This, of course, is by 

no means considered a maximum and many Agents 
participate more fully in the program. 

There are currently no first office agents wesignéa to 
this division and when an Agent is transferred to this 
Givision and assigned to criminal work he is expected 
to show some progress by the end of Sixty days and 
within one year he is expected. to be in compliance 
with the above standards. soe, 

3's A. 7 . - 7 A - 

3 | . ".  pESK 1 

~ ‘Accounting Matters 
Supervisor H, ERNEST WOODBY 

DESKZ 

“Applicant Matters 
3 Supervisor ROBERT D. ROBY 

é These two desks are being handled as one unit 
4 inasmuch as the only true criminal classification handied by 

both desks are deserter fugitive cases, which are split 
atpheberrsaray between the desks. 

3 SA HENRY L. GAIDIS: is the sie agent who spends 
ae more than fifty per cent of his time on Squad 1 on deserter 
ae matters and SA FRANCIS d, O'nARA is the only agent on 
a Squad 7 who spences more than fifty per cent of ihis time on 
eS these matters, - 

ry ta - 
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Sas GAIBIS and O'HARA have been specifically 
assigned to Gevelop informants who can give coverage in | 
fugitive deserter matters and they have concentrated their 

‘efforts in specific areas where deserters are most '! 
likely to be found, as set forth below:  # 

t 
4 

137-5670 South of iMarket Street Area 

137-5355 ' North Beach Area 

137-5094 Tenderloin and North Beach 
Areas (homosexuals) 

137-5477 Tenderloin and North Beach 
" . "" Areas (homosexuals) 

137-5738 — .. .Haiyht - Ashbuxy and the 
Fillmore (Negro ghetto area) 

. + DESK 2 

Bank Robberies - Major Case 
ge Supervisor BRYON C. WHEELER 

‘Special Agents assigned to Squad 2 have been 
ins eruceed to continually be alert to develop top quality 
informants in order to carry out the responsibilities in 
their investigative fields. ‘The work on the squad is broken 
down into two major categories, the first of which includes 
bank ropberies and Kidnappings. Agents specifically assigned 
to develop informants in this field are SAs, MONTE ne HALL, 
FRANCIS J. COLLOPPY, JR., THOMAS J. PADDEN, ARDEN F. KEITH, 
ELDEN LOEFFELHOLZ, and WILLIAM R. tenBENSEL. The following | 
informants nave been developed in this field: 

137-5473 
137-2686 
137-2961 
137-2864 
137-4999 

‘y 137-4290 
137-5308 
137-1934 
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The second major category handled on oe desk is 
the 88 ~ Fugitive cases and agents specifically assigned to 
develop informants in this field are SAs RICHARD C. DU BRUILLE, 
CLARENCE A. BRO: and MICHAEL G. KEALEY. The following 

informants have been developed in this regard: 

-.. 137-5469 
7137-5426. 3 et oe 

DESK 3 

Generai Criminal Desk 

Supervisor MORRIS M. DE JEAN 

The main criminal classifications handled by this 
desk are ITSiHV, Theft or Destruction of Government Property, 
Crime on Government Reservations, Crime on the High Seas, 
Probation and Parole Violators, Bond enn BUSSEAVES 1 and 
Crime Aboard Aircraft and-.Air pee 

It is noted there are several major ee 
installations Within Headquarters City, including the 
Presidio and the U. S. Naval Shipyard at Hunters Point, as 
well as numerous Government buildings. 

In the ITSMV field SAs DANIEL J. BUCKLEY and 

EDWARD C. SAUER have been assigned to develop informants and 
in this regard the following have been developed: 

137-470 | | , 
137-3528 | ee : 

The fugitive classifications handled off this 
desk are distributed among the various members of the squad 
and in these classifications SAs BERLYN H. CLOW, JAMES E. 
TARLETON, JR. and GARY D. MINYEN have been specifically 
assigned to develop informants and the following are informants 
developed in this regard: 

is7-o29 4 
137-2164 
137-5425 
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Regarding the Government reservations, it is noted 
that specific liaison assignments have been made in peeeea 
to these but inasmuch as persons normally contacted on these 
bases are Government employees contacted on an official 
pasis, they are not considered appropriate for development 
as CIs and are bound to furnish information as part of 
their duties. It is noted, however, that the Hunters Point 
Naval Shipyard is in a predominantly Negro area and two 
PRIs, 170-845 and 170-241, are under development at that 
location by SAS assigned to this squad. 

. Regarding the air piracy and crime aboard aircraft 
violations, it is noted all major airports are located within 
Resident Agency territories and coverage at these locations 
Will be covered there. 

-— 

TFIS and ITSP Matters 
Supervisor GLENN A. ca 

i’ 

A major category on this aan is civil rights 
“matters but inasmuch as this classification does not lend 

itself to the development of informants it watt not be 
Govered in this write-up. . 

In TFIS matters the following ee neve been 
aesagnes these cases and have been instructed to develop 
informants in this field: SAs F. STEPHEN OSBORN, DAVID C. 
SUMMING, JAMES R. ECHOLS, RALPH V. FINK, STEPHEN L. JENKS, 
and MARSHALL H. FELDMAN. In this regard the following 
informants have been developed: 

137-5202 
137-5538 ae | Sc = 
137-5358 . ‘ : 
137-4826 

' The following agents handle primarily ITSP 
Matters and have been instructed to develop informants in 
this regard: SAs ELLSWORTH F. HEMINGWAY, FREDERICK A. GROS, 
and HARL W. BAKER. In addition, a major source of informa- 
tion in this field was developed by SA JOSEPH fT. FOX, OR., 
who was recently transferred to the Hayward Resident Agency, 
and is still contacted by SA FOX. The following are 
informants developed in this field: 
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©137-5547 
137-5168 | 
137-4458 nd 

, 137-1966 _ 2 
} 

DESK 6 
~ 

et 

Selective Service Matters 
Supervisor RAY ii. ANDRESS: 

It is noted all agents assigned to this desk work 
Selective Service matters and have been instructed to develop 
informants that will be of assistance in this classification. 

It is also pointed out that this desk has numerous 
subjects that fall in the radical left and Black militant 
category. anytilie titesSe: mubjecus, Whei.ancerviaed, aprear 
to be cooperative in any degree their names. and addresses 
are furnished to the appropriate desk for consideration as 
development to an informant. 

Members of this squad continually endeavor to 
develop informants in Black neighborhoods, homosexual hang- 
outs, and cheap hotel areas where most fugitive Selective 
“Service subjects are located. 

» The following informants have been developed in 
this regard: 

137-4948 
137-4876 
137-139 

a» 
7 

It is noted a anes of agents om this squad are 
veGene transferees into this office and there is a total of 
thirty PCIs currently under development by members of this 
squad. 

oe 

B. 

BERKELEY RA 

The Berkeley RA encompasses a large populous 
metropolitan area and its primary investigative problems lie 
in the security field. There are four agents assigned to the 

wT DE Fee ET eee LS 
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Berkeley RA handling primarily criminal matters and they are 
SAs WILLIAM H. SilITH, JR., TUVAL V. FARQUHAR, ROBERT ee 

PEVAHOUSE and LEON H. BLAKENEY. 

Due to the varied nature of the criminal work 
existing in the Berkeley RA and the relatively small area 

covered by the Berkeley RA, no specific targets have been 
designated for informant development, but all agents working 

criminal matters are constantly alert to the necessity of 
. having good informant coverage. The following informants 
have been developed: oe 

“137-4547 
137-3910 
137-4723 a oP CBee, 

137-109 a ee ere, 

BUREKA RA 

The Eureka RA is a one-man RA handled by SA 
RICHARD GUY MILLER and covers Humboldt and Del Norte County, 
which are both rural in nature. All classifications in 
this territory are handled by SA MILLER and in view of the 
“nature of the RA, no specific targets have been designated 
for informant coverage. Two informants have been developed in 
this territory and give oouenee criminal CoNeEage: They 
are as follows: | 

137-2613 
137-3685 

-, ° HAYWARD RA eo CF 

The Hayward RA covers the southern half of 
Alameda County and has been a rapidly expanding RA in popula- 
tion and has developed into a large trucking area with a 
population of approximately half a million people. 

| The major criminal problems in this RA have been 
TFIS and ITSHV violations. 

In this regard, SA SAHUEL A. MILLER has been 
specifically directed to develop informants covering TFIS 
violations and SA PAUL HM. CARPER, JR. has been directed to 
develop informants in the ITS2RV field. 

i 
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fhe following informants have been developed in 
this regard: | 

137-5402 = 
137-5011 ) 
137-5175 

The remaining informants in this RA furnish general 
information regarding criminal and fugitive matters. 

IONTEREY RA 

The Monterey PA covers a territory that is rural 
an nature and its main industrv is touciswa and agriculture. 

There are four agents assigned to the Honterey RA which 
handle primarily criminal classifications and they are SAs 
FRANK W, MITCHELL, WARREN A. COOK, MAX H. FISCHER and LESLIE 
LL, VANNATTA. Two problems exist in the Monterey RA territory 
and they are a large hippie-type population residing 
Within the RA territory and the town of Seaside, California, 

| is basically a Negro ghetto type area. The agents assigned 
! *. to criminal work have been instructed to establish as 

much coverage as possible in these two areas and the following 
two informants have been developed in this regard: 

~ 

po | 137-5255 
4 137-5778 

The major criminal classifications worked in this 
RA are Selective Service matters, deserter matters, theft 
and destruction of Government properties matters, crime on 
Government reservations (it is noted Fort Ord, a major Army 

camp, is located within the RA territory), with a sprinkling 
- Of other criminal classifications. The following three 
informants provide general criminal coverage for the entire 
RA territory: 

137-4008 
137-3258 
137-4601 
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The Oakland RA covers the nexthern half of Alameda 

County and is the largest RA, personnel wise, within the 
San Francisco Division. In this regard, its problems, as 
related to criminal investigations, are very much the same 

‘as Headquarters City. 

The following is a list of agents working criminal 
Matters who have been assigned to develop informants in the 
specific classifications they primarily are responsible for, 
along with a list of informants developed for coverage in 
these files: 

Bank robberies and major case matters are handled 
by SAs DONALD F. HALLAHAN and WILLIAM P. O'CONNELL. The 
following are informants developed in this ceuards 

£3772 1752 
Lo /-3i21 
£37-213 

In ITSMV, DGP, CGR, air ‘piracy and aircraft hijacking 
matters the agents handling them are SAs DAVID ROBERT EVANS, 

“YHOMAS C. HC GEE and CHARLES SPYROPOULOS. The following is 
a list of informants developed in this regard: 

137-5470 
137-5161 
137-5235 
137-5326 
137-5073 

ae 
* on 

i Handling TFIS and ITSP matters are SAs EWING H. 
RAUCH, JR. and R. JAMES WILLIAMS. In this regard, they have 
developed the following informants: 

i37-3515 : ms ia 
137-4674 ; 
137-5480 
137-4497 
137-5088 
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\ Agents handling Selective Service ate 
deserter matters are SAs ROBERT M. LEONARD, DONALD E. i 

' LOVEJOY, GEORGE W. SMITH and GEORGE P. WILLIAMS, JR. In 
this regard, the following informants have been deve Loped: 

137-5342 | 
137-1667 / | ve 

PALO ALTO RA 

The Palo Alto RA is basically a metropolitan area 
and its investigative proolems are primarily in the security 
field. The agents working the criminal classifications 
in the Palo Alto RA are SAs TROY F. WILDER and JEAN G. 
HUGHES. There have been no specific target areas assigned 
in Palo Alto due to the general nature of the criminal 
assignments given these two resident agents. The following 
informants have been develoned, giving general criminal 
coverage to the territory covered by the Palo Alto RA: 

137-1807 
| 137-5031 

| 137-5518 
| 137-5815 

. 137-975 

— | RICHMOND RA 

The Richmond RA covers northwestern Contra Costa 
County with its basic population located in the City of 
Richmond itself. As related to criminal investigations, 
its one problem area in the Richmond RA is the Negro ghetto 
area located in’ North Richmond. There are two agents 
working criminal matters in this RA, GERARD JAMES NORTON and 
RICHARD L. WEAVER. Inasmuch as the above-mentioned ghetto 
area is their primary problem area, they have been 
instructed to develoo informants, giving as much coverage 
as possible for this area. In this regard, the following 
informants have been developed: a 

137-2818 
137-5287 

| - 137-2575 
137-5091 
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The Salinas RA is a two-man oa primarily 
criminal matters. The territory is rural in’ nature and its 
primary industry is agriculture. 

In view of the nature of the territory no specific 
target areas ae been designated and SAs THOMAS P. DOWD 
and CARL A. GOSTING have developed the foldowing informants 
which provide Places eriminal coverage in' their territory: 

137-5452 
“—~. 137-5099 . : - 

137-5594. | a ee 

SAN JOSE RA 

The San Jose RA territory covers a large 
metropoliltan akea with a population in excess oF 8NN;,000 
people. Hight of the ten SAs assigned tc this RA handle 
criminal case aS529oments at mii fifty per cent of the 
time. 

There has been a high incidence of bank robberies 
in the territory and specific efforts have been made to 
‘develop informants by SAs WILLIAM N. KIDWELL, JR. and FRANCIS 
Mi, CONNOLLY which would provide information in this regard 
and they have developed the following informants: 

137-4215 | se 
137-5350 

The remainder of the criminal work in the RA is 
general in nature and no specific assignments have been made 
to develop informants and no agent has been svecifically 
assigned to the development of informants in the RA. $In 
addition to the above informants, there are five other 
symbol informants furnishing general criminal information 

‘and three informants eurarenn’ information in the criminal 
intelligence fiela’ 

. ~ 

* 4 
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SAN MATEO RA 

The San Mateo RA covers a large metropolitan 
area, including the San Francisco International Airport. 
There is a large volume of work at this alrport and SAs 
WAYNE J. MORRISON, JOWN F. BRESLIN and EDJARD C. SERNETT 

have been instructed specifically to develop informants 
providing coverage of criminal matters relating to it. 

- In this regard, the following two informants nave been 
developed: 23 | 

i 
i 

137-5204 
137-5501 

There have been no other specific targets picked 
for development of informants in the RA territory and in 
addition to the above two informants #ithere are four other 
informants furnishing general criminal information within 
the territory § 

SAN RAPALL RA 

The San Rafael RA terri tory: includes Marin and 
Napa Counties. All criminal work in Marin is handled by 
SA DAVID BD. THOMAS and one problem has been the City of 
Sausalito, which has a Large hippie population, and 
specific efforts have been made to develop an informant who 

. Could provide information concerning this element, and in 
>this respect, SA THOMAS has the following informant: 

: 137-5396 

In addition to this informant SA THOMAS has an 
informant providing general criminal information in Marin 
City, California, which is a Wegro ghetto area. This 
informant is 137-3167. 

SA ELWIN N. WEGNER handles all criminal work in 
Napa County, which is basically rural in nature and no 
specific target areas have been picked for this county. It 
is noted, however, SA WEGNER has developed an informant 
providing general criminal coverage for the ey of Napa and 
this informant is 137-5421. 
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The Santa Cruz RA is a three-man RA with two agents, 
PATRICK J. HAGGERTY, JR. and JOSEPH A. DUSHEK, handling 

the criminal work in this area. The territory covered by 
this RA is basically rural in nature and no specific targets 
have been picked for this territory. It is noted, however, 
three CIs are currently being handled in this RA and in 
addition, they have a symbol racial informant and a top 
echelon criminal informant target. These informants are as 
follows: : 

. 137-4132 . = Bn gee ge. 
137-5651 | ae 

137-5112 . Sse: . 
170-613 Se ST ele 

SANTA ROSA RA 

, Criminal matters in the Santa Rosa RA are handled 
‘by SAs| WILLARD E. BASEMAN and DOUGLAS R. AHLSTROM. 

The Santa Rosa RA covers three rural counties of 
Sonoma, Mendocino and Lake, comprising some 7000 square 

. Miles in area, The bulk of criminal activity is located in 
and around the headquarter city of Santa Rosa, California 
(Sonoma County). Informant coverage has been established 
in the legalized cardrooms and ‘night clubs in this area. 

Coverage in the counties of Mendocino and Lake is 
limited to the close personal relationship with deputy 
Sheriffs that cover the remote areas of these counties, which 
principal industries’ are logging and ranching. 

development, such as shipping companies, railroads, airports, 
or large industries. Coverage has been established in 
gambling, 137-3976 and 137-4486. In night clubs, coverage 
has been established with females, 137-5819 and 137-5818, 
both of whom are furnishing quality information and will be 

_ There are no principal targets for informant 

| converted as CIs. 

og | 
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In deserter and Selective Service matters, hippie 
coverage is maintained in Guerneville, California (Sonoma 

County) through 137-5462. This latter town is largely a 

summer resort town for the area, but does have a hippie 
populaticn in the winter months as well. Also, in the 
Indian and Mexican deserter fugitive matters, 137-1412 
gives coverage to the o row section of Santa Rosa, 
California. 

eh ame ow 

— 3 - WALNUT CREEK RA 

.Criminal investigations in the Walnut Creek RA are 
handled by SAs RUDOLPH H. MANCINI and FRANKLIN S. BURROUGHS. 

This RA covers a territory which consists of 
several large “pedroom" communities ann a large section that 
a6 rural in nature. 

The only problem high crime rate area in the 
territory is the City of Pittsburg, which is a Negro ghetto- 
type area and svecific efforts have been made to develop. 
informant coverage in this area. The following informants — 
have been developed and furnish general criminal ane racial 
information for the Pittsburg area: 

137-674 
137-5079 

In addition, the RA handles four other informants 
and they are: " 

137-3135 | 
137-5395 2.2. 
137-3529 . : 
137-4685 

4, Yes, in line with the. answer to question two above, 
agents are expected to submit a pen eee at the 
earliest possible date. 

5. -Supervisors participate in the informant program in that 
they must approve all expenditures to informants furnishing 
information in classifications handled on their respective 
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| desks. In this way they are aware of the ae auc ‘tivity 
| of the informant program as it concerns them. i iso, 
| if there is any particular problem concerning th > 
| handling of a particular informant, a supervisor is 
! expected to assist and give guidance to the agent 

handling this particular informant. Supervisors are. 
also regularly reminded of the importance of the 

! . anformant program at supervisors' conferences and follow 
! their individual agents to insure that they are fully 
| participating. 

—_ ® 
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| Supervisors in this office are not required to approve 
! either closing or opening memoranda on informant files. 
| No record is kevt of productivity ofinformants by 

desks, however, this information is readily available 
through the monthly statistical letter submitted on 
informant production inasmuch as each Seeeree is 
reported by classification. . 

| | S$. “Agents are reminded of the criminal informant program 
/ and their responsibility to participate in it at each 
: ' biweekly squad conference. 

7. Informant statistics are not kept by RA or road trip 
! territory, however, this information would be ava iabie 
| if it were necessary to obtain it by review of the 
| = particular informant files that are providing coverage 

in these areas. Our informant coverage in each RA 
area is considered adequate at this time and no particular 
weaknesses are noted. However, efforts are made ona 
continuing pasis to od to improve coverage in all 
areas. . 

8. It is felt that informant coverage at Headquarters City 
is adequate at this time, but as indicated innumber 
seven apove, a continuing [aeons is made to improve this 
coverage. 

~ 
= 

Regarding the coverage provided by each criminal desk, 
it is noted that as of October 12, 1970, the following 
Cis and PCis are being handled off the respective desks: 

re ewe arrowed, 
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15 14 

Desk 3 

7 17 

Desk 5 

11 27 
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“The classifications handled by the above listed desks 
are set forth in question three above. 

- 
° 

Administrative devices used to make certain agents are 
Making maximum contributions to the criminal informant 
program are that tne agents are followed on an individual 
basis through file reviews and supervisor conferences to 
insure they are meeting the criteria as set forth in 
question numper two above. The criminal informant files 
are also specifically reviewed on a semi-annually basis 
at the time the semi-annual LHtis are submitted to the 

‘Bureau. It is also noted files are cnecked at the time 

they are posted on a continuing basis. 

Informant files are reviewed at the end of the first 
year they have been opened on an individual basis and 
if they have been unproductive the agent is advised to 
close the case and replace the PCI with apew one. 
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tf the PCI has been productive the agent handling him 
is advised to convert him to a criminal informant. If 
it is a questionable matter it is discussed with the ° 

agent handling the PCI on an individual basis and) a 
decision is reached in this matter inasmuch as the 
agent is in a better position to make the judgement as 
to the potential of this particular PCI, 

112. All agents in the San Francisco Division are aware of 
the racial and ghetto informant program through 
participation. If an agent has a case that he feels 

. warrants contacting of ghetto informants he will 
| dictate a memorandum setting forth specifically that 
| they should be contacted by the particular eos 

handling them. 
“ 

12. Wo actual record is kept of how much use is made of 
the geographical criminal informant index. However, it 
has proved LO ve a Valuapile tool in cotcrmininyg wnec 
the logical informants are to contact in any given 

._ gituation. This has saved many investigative hours by 
‘+ making easily available to each agent the particular 
| type of informant coverage he might need. 
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ADDENDUM Fa aS Ok GC | ARNOLD C. LARSON x 7 : ae” ce Dc | ACY INFORMATION CONTAINED P oo . MARTIN TS ee. we peze_a[atlol sr Serena 

All criminal informant {CI) files and a representative 
number of potential criminal informant (PCI) files were reviewed 
during this inspection. Following review, a memorandum 
Gisclosing the rating afforded in each file has been forwarded 

‘to you for inclusion in the respective file. 

Your office is currently operating 145 CIs as 
compared to i41 CIs being operated at the time of the last 
inspection. There is also an increase in the number of PCIs 
under development at this time to 271 as opposed to 250 under 
Gevelopment durang the last inspection. These figures do not 
include Top Echelon informants or targets for development 
Which are commented on separately under the Criminal Intelligence 
Program. This represents a slight increase in the number of 
Cis and a more substantial increase in the number of PCIs 
under development. However, there is a slight decrease in 
two large metropolitan areas, namely, San Francisco and Oakland, 

, Which though slight represents a static situation as to 
- . Increasing coverage in these areas. The Oakland Resident 

Agency has also recorded a decrease in the number of PCIs 
sunder development. In analyzing the coverage in the resident 
agencies, it was noted that Monterey, Richmond and San Jose 
have the same coverage from CIs as during the last inspection 
although Monterey and San Jose have shown a substantial 
increase in the number of PCIs being handled. PCIs under. 
Gevelopment in Salinas and San Rafael are down somewhat, 
although this too in part is off-set by the increase in the 
number of CIs being operated. In view of the Bureau's 
increased responsibilities, it is absolutely essential that 
a strong criminal informant program be maintained .and in 

i fact expanded if the Bureau is to meet these increased - 
responsibilities. 

QUALITY 

All of the CI files were reviewed saving this 
inspection and the following ratings were given to the CIs 
presently being operated by this office: 

| 
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Excellent 
Very Good 
Good 
Fair 
Poor 

oo Not Rated 
: Total 

The two files which were not rated are SF 3308-C, 

SF file 137-5342 (Bufile 137-22463) and SF 2290-C, SF file 

137~213 (Bufile 137-3071). Because SF 3308-C furnishes 

information principally as a result of his employment in 

the U.S. Army, Personnel Center, Oakland, California Army 
Base, this informant should be discontinued as a CI and 
converted to a Confidential Source. SF 2290-C was recently 
reopened on the basis of having provided a service to 
Napartment of Justice attorneys and the Bureau but has furnished 
no criminal information for an extended period of time and 
had been in a closed status since 3/10/69. This informant 
should also be discontinued as a CI and considered as a 
Confidential Source. You should appropriately advise the 
Bureau that this action nas been taken. 

The following informants have been rated Fair and 
they should be given specific assignments for a period of 
$0 days in an attempt to improve their productivity. At 
the end of that period of time you should advise the Bureau 
of reasons for continuing them as informants or that they 

“are being discontinued. 

Symbol San Francisco Bufile 

SF22793-C 
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Number File Number - Number 

SF 3258-C 137~4999 1137-21270 
SF 2712-C 137-3352 1137-10786 
SF 3320-C 137-5425 1137-22726 
SF 3119-C 137-4547 1137-18815 
SF 2966-C 137-4265 137~-15784 
SF 3313-C 2 137~5168 1137-22503 
SF 3348-C 137-5594 137-23437 
SF 2684-cC 137-2613 1137-10351 
SF 3303-C 137-5161 1137-22387 
SF 3095-C 137~4080 1137-18823 
SF 3072-C 137-4674 1137-17879 

137-3135 137-9744 
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The following informants were rated Poor and 

Symbol 
k Number 

3 SF 3226-C 
a SF 3166-C 
s SF 3257-C 

.- 
¢ 

| should be closed immediately: 

San Francisco 
File Number 

(137-4427 
‘137-5091 
137-4888 

Bufile 

Number 
. £37-20833 
137~-19341 
137-21264 

> ne A representative number of PCIs were reviewed 

-~ 

and were rated as follows: 

Excellent . - & 
Very Good 10 - 
Good sek 
Poor fae 

Tnsufficiant Data - 
to Rate 27 

4 83 

2 . The following PCIs have been under development for 
3 a period in excess of one year and should be closely followed 
a and directed for a period of 90 days in an attempt to 
3 , qualify them as CIs. If at the end of that time they have 
a . not furnished sufficient information to vena as Cis they 
3 - should be closed. : 

3 ' 137-5486 
3 : 137-5483 
3 137-5474 . 

4 , ‘#n excess of a year. 
a . Since September 1969. 
s PCI was rated 

Rin: 

& 

=> “- "ENA aL 

eet ss 
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File 137-5485: has also been open for a period 
This PCI has furnished no information 
This file should be closed. ‘This 

= # 
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AGENT PARTICIPATION 7 

You have indicated Special Agents JAMES IALOY, 
CARLTON H. WOLFARTH and GARY N. MAVITY have spent 50%’or 
more of their time on criminal type investigative matters 
auring thepast year but do not currently have assigned a 
qualified CI personally developed by them. Further comment 
is being set forth later in this addendum concerning cee 
Agents. 

PAYMENTS 

A review of payments indicates that your office 
paid an average of $1,473.98 a month to informants during 
the period immediately preceding the last inspection. For 
the period immediately preceding this inspection, an average 
of $1,643.10 was paid to informants each month. A spot 
check of payments made to CIs and PCIs indicated value was 
being received for the money paid. You should insure that 
your personnel are alert to the use of monetary payments to 
enlist the further cooperation of infermants bv compensating 
them for expenses incurred in pursuit of information for 
this Bureau and as compensation for their effort on the 
Bureau's behalf. You should continue to closely evaluate 
informant payments to insure that value is received for money 
paid. ; 

- ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

According to Bureau records your office shows 
imcreases in 4 of the 8 statistical accomplishments 
attributable to informants and it is noted that these 
increases have occurred in matters concerned directly with FBI 
investigations. 

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 

You have indicated a rather extensive involvement 
of supervisory personnel in directing informant development to 
those areas of responsibility coming within the scope of 
their respective desks. Referring. to Government reservations 
and military installations, you indicated you do not 
consider Government employees appropriate for development as 
CIs as they are bound to furnish information as part of 
their duties. Your attention is specifically directed to 

“ 

(7S. 
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. I 
Section 108, I-12, Volume 4, Manual of Instructions, which 
states informants should be developed on Government 
reservations and military installations when warranted. [In 
view of the large installations located within your territory, 
it is suggested you identify particular areas of these 
installations wherein informant coverage would be logical 
and productive and give consideration to pinpointing such areas 

1 

for development. i 

; You have also indicated that Supervisors approve 
payments to informants and in this way are also aware of the 

productivity of the informant program. However, it is noted 
that approval of payments provides a rather limited 
assessment of the productivity of informants and points out 
the need for a continuing evaluation of respective coverage. 
Supervisors must constantly be alert to identify specific 
areas in which informant coverage would be iogical and 

» productive. 

You should give consideration to the development 

.of informants on Government reservations and military 
‘installations as suggested by the Manual of Instructions. 

. In a number of instances, it was noted there was 

no follow-up on incomplete information furnished by informants. 

In such instances, the informant was not recontacted any 

sooner than required by the 30 day contact rule, which would 

indicate a lack of @irection of the informant to further 

develop information of interest. The need to give informants 

Girection to develop information to the point it can be 

considered useful and valuable should be brought to the 

attention of all appropriate investigative personnel. 

There were few instances noted during review of 

the CI files wherein FD-302's had been utilized in recording 

informant information. It is recognized that much information 

regarding fugitives and possible suspects does not require 

e 
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such recording but in view of the recent passage of Senate 
Bill 30 which will greatly expand the opportunity to’ utilize 
informant information, you should make certain all personnel 

‘are aware of those instances in which informant information 
should be recorded on an FD-302 and the proper method for so 
recording it. 

Numerous areas have been identified in your 
territory as being the habitat of ethnic, ghetto and hippie 
elements, many with a high incidence of crime. To provide 
a better over-all view of the coverage in San Francisco and 

| . the heavily populated East Bay area and to facilitate a more 
convenient, ready reference for the agents of your office to 
this information, you should consider preparing a large wall 
map of the San Francisco - East Bay area and placing it ina 
central secure position in the office. In addition to criminal 
informants, you should include the location in which racial 
and ghetto informants will logically be able to furnish 
information and you should identify the location of all these 
informants on the map with an appropriate locator reference 
to an index showing the agent to whom the inrormant is 
assigned and the coverage which informant can be expected to 
provide. me oe 

EXPLANATIONS REQUESTED 

Explanations are requested from SA's JAMES P. MALOY, 
CARLTON H. WOLFARTH and GARY N. MAVITY as to why they have 
“not developed a qualified criminal informant during the past 
year. . 

i Comments of SAC, ASAC and SA STANLEY J. HENNESSY 
requested. Ss 

‘SA STANLEY J” HENNESSY, i:ASAC’ JAMES 4: ? 
AND SAC ROBERT E. GEBHARDT: § The Imppector's analysis of 

— the ininal Informant Program 
has been reviewed by-each of us. It has been the goal of 
this office to develop quality informants that can furnish 
information concerning violations within the jurisdiction of 
the Bureau. As noted by the Inspector, we have increased our 

ae 
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number of CI'S since the last inspection and have inc peased 
the number of PCI'S since the last inspection. .- We: have. also 
increased our payments to informants and-no instances have 
been found where we did not get value received from these 
payments to informants. We have achieved excellent statistics 
from them as indicated by the fact that at the close of the 
last fiscal year we were ahead in all eight categories of 
informant accomplishments. -This is our continuing goal and 
we will make every effort to surpass these accomplishments 
in the coming months. The observations, instructions and 
suggestions of the Inspector will be immediately complied 
with and this program will continue to receive close super- 
vision in order to get maximum results in connection with 
our work. 
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SA JAMES P. MALOY: Since my assignment to the San Francisco 
10/28/70 2 Office, I have developed 4 PCI's. I am 

[ presently handling 4 PCI's. One! PCI, 
STEVE VINSON (137-5565) can be qualified as a CI as soon as 
additional background information is obtained. I will 
immediately develop this background information and he will 
be qualified as a CI. In SF 25-75571 PCIjSteve Vinson}(137- 
5565) furnished information on which investigating Agents 
located and_ interviewed subject (Mosely). In 25-7475 PCI 
Steve Vinson }(137-5565) furnished information on which 
investigating Agents located the subject (Malagone). PCI 
Vinson is in a position to furnish information on Deserters, 
SSA fugitives, hippies and narcotics. In 25-73123 PCI 
Jay Wilson} (137-5790) furnished information re fugitive 
vonathan Pitts. In 25-72710 PCI Dewey A. Parker (137-5566) 
furnished information which resulted in the locdtion of 
subject Arsene Jcseph St. Amand. Ir. I reangnize the 

“importance of the. Bureau's informant program and will make 

wl 
“~;? 

every effort to develop other CI's. 
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SA GARY yay SOOMAVITY: In the period of time I have yeen 
10/28/70. assigned to criminal work : have 
GNM: 31 handled a number of PCIs with-aiview 

to the qualification of them as 
approved Criminal Informants. In the past year since I 
last had an approved Criminal Informant I have handled 
several PCIs including one who previously was the prime 
factor in the apprehension of a Bureau fugitive wanted 
for the murder of a police officer. This PCI has since 
furnished information of value which was relayed to the 
local police in a burglary case. He has been given the 
assignment to develop further information concerning local 
suspects in the handling of stolen merchandise from this 
and other burglaries. , 

In the past year I have been unable 
to devote a great deal of time to the development of this 
and other PCIs due to having been utilized as Relief 
Supervisor in the absence of the regular supervisor and 
because of the time necessary to prepare and present Lleciures 
at police schools on legal matters. 

I am aware of the importance of the 
Criminal Informant Program and will continue efforts to 
develop a qualified Criminal Informant and expect to 
qualify the above~mentioned PCI in the very near future. 

J i tewen « 
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SA CARLTON H. WOLFARTH: I eam extremely aware of the need to 
10/28/70 develop CIs and have had a total of 
CHW : ekk nine PCIs in San Francisco during the 

| time I have been in rt Francisco. 

I arrived in the San Francisco Division, 
7/13/69; on transfer from the Chicago Division. It is to be noted 
that I developed CG 7215C in 1967. This informant had either 
worked for or was close to the top men of organized crime in Chicago, 
Miami and New Orleans. At one time, through a-court order, this 
t{nformant was wired with a microphone and tape recorder so 
information could be obtained in an Obstruction of Justice case, 
I had at least one other informant while I was handling the 
above informant, and handled both until leaving Chicago. 

The potential of the four PCIs which I 
opened on cites and the one which I opened 10/19/70 appears 
promising and it is anticipated that at least one will develop 
into a CI in the near future. 4 

My assignments ta San eta rie nave 
been mainly ITSP - FBW investigations which are complicated and 
involve reviewing records and interviews with banks, broksrage 
house and other business officials. tI,had one excellent 
opportunity to develop a good CI when LOUIS HARDER has Vegas 
furnished me on 2/27/70 and 3/2/70 the original iffomation which 
led to the recovery of $650,000 worth of Avco Thrift Certificates 
at Las Vegas, [MARDER as recently as 10/27/70, furnished me 
valuable information.” He cannot be developed into a CI because 
he lives in Las Vegas and is under Federal indictment in Miami. 

es 

Lf am sorry that this delinquency on 
my part happened. It is regretted and I will not let it happen 
again. 8 ; 
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CRIMINAL INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM 4-M-3 
AND INTERSTATE GAMBLING ACTIVITIES 

Please furnish data requested 
below. If a question is not 

applicable, so indicate. : 

PART A. 

1. 

ob 

GENERAL 

Brief summary of commercial or continuing types of 
lucrative crime in your territory suchas organized 
illega) gambling, loan sharking (shyletking), labor 
racketeering, planned bankruptcy fram#i, et cetera. 

A brief analysis any corruption in lawenforcement or 
among political officials who tend to cantrol law 
enforcement. 

. Assess level of your informant and difer coverage relied 
“upon in making responses to paragrapits 1 and 2 above. 

What progress have you made in penelvation of racketeering 
operations since last inspection? Towhat extent has your 
Criminal Intelligence Program been expanded since last 
inspection? | 

Set forth total Agent days spent on Organized Crime and 
Gambling Programs in last six months and if less than 
previous six months explain. How mmwny Agents are assigned 
full time to these programs? Descriibe allocation of man- 

. power (headquarters and resident agemcies) and-outline your 
plans for allocation of manpower in fmture (headquarters and 
resident agencies). Outline supervisery responsibility and 

- functions in these programs. 

INSPECTION 
4-M- BS 

OCT 16 1970 
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Criminal Intelligence Program a2 

6. Tabulate by months since last inspection ‘the number of 
origin cases opened in classifications 92, 143, 144, 162, 
165, 166, 168, 172, and 179. 

4. Set forth accomplishments including convictions since last 
inspection as a result of Criminal Intelligence and Inter- 
State Gambling Programs in your territory. Separately 
set forth cases pending prosecutive action. 

8. While prosecution of underworld leaders and associates is 
@ prime objective, a continuing flow of basic intelligence 
on organized criminal activities and general crime picture 
in your area is necessary to future success of your pro- 
gram. Briefly deserihe examples of intellisence accom- 
plishments which enable you to stay abreast of these conditions. 

9. Cite examples of dissemination to other agencies, Federal, 
state or local, which have resulted in disruption of organized 
crime. 

PART B. GAMBLING MATTERS 

| ea Identify leading gambling operators in your division. 

Qe Indicate types of gambling prevaient in your division 
. and whether under hoodlum control. 

‘3. What is extent of gambling in your division? Furnish data 
— available with,respect to monthly or annual handle. 

| 4, Advise how sports line is received or formed in your 
division as well as how gambling operators are receiving 
early race results. . 

' 8, What progress have you made in penetration of illegal 
_ gambling operations since your last inspection? 

6. By letter to SAC, Albany, 1/27/70, captioned "Gambling 
Investigations Under Proposed S 30, Organized Crime 
Control Act, 1970, IGA Activities, ' the Bureau issued 

ee ee eo ae Qo of. 
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Criminal Intelligence Program -3- | 

Ys 
instructions regarding the investigation of gambling 
matters. How have you complied with those instruc- 

_tions? Be as brief as possible; however, be specific. 

PART C. TOP-ECHELON INFORMANT MATTERS} | 
5 

In providing information called for below, bear in mind 
that a top-echelon informant can be qualified on the 
basis of regularly providing productive information on 
local gambling matters even if not tied into La Cosa 
Nostra. 

Show number and location of top-echelon informants at 
time of last inspection and now. If decrease, explain. 
Identity by Gymbci number top-echelon informante a 
developed since last inspection. Listtargets for develop- 
ment in TECIP and.show location. What are your plans 
for increasing coverage ? 

} Identify Agents working full time or almost full time in 
Organized Crime and Gambling Programs who have not 
thus far developed a top-echelon informant and explain 
why not. , 

(Provide response only if applicable to your territory, i.e. 
presence of La Cosa Nostra or major hoodlum activity. ) 

Identify organized criminal groups (e.g. La Cosa Nostra) 
' present in your division. Explain briefly manner in which 

such group or groups, control any or all of operations 
outlined in Part A, paragraph 1. Identify leadership 

; @lement. Break down your response by headquarters city 
‘ and resident agency territories. 

What is estimated La Cosa Nostra membership in your 
territory and how many have been identified. Of the ~ 
La Cosa Nostra members within your division, how many 

LoS, 
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_ Criminal Intelligence Program -~-4.- E , 

| | 

have been identified by sources of your office? What 
are your plans for effecting identification of other La 
Cosa Nostra members residing in your territory? Has 
your intelligence developed any indication of a change 
in leadership or operations of La Cosa Nostra in your 
division? If so, advise of your contemplated action 
with respect to this situation. | 

3. Identify by symbol number any top-echelon criminal 
informants who are members of La Cosa Nostra or other 
organized criminal groups in your territory. Outline 
your prospects for development of additional informants 

_.of this tyne. 

PART E, TITLE II OF THE OMNIBUS CRIME CONTROL AND SAFE 
STREETS ACT OF 8 ———— ee 

* 4. Are Agents handling Criminal Intelligence Program inves- 
tigations thoroughly familiar with all aspects of Title Il? 

2. Have any Title ITI requests been initiated since last 
| . , inspection? Identify files. 

3. Identify files wherein investigative efforts are being made 
to justify Title Ill requests. , 

Comments of SAC requested. 

Docld: 329096 age ee HW 55135 
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CRIMINAL INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM AND 
INTERSTATE GAMBLING ACTIVITIES 

PART A. GENERAL 

l. The commercial or lucrative type of criminal 
activity in the San Francisco Division continues to be 
predominantly confined to the areas as noted below. 
Exhaustive and probative investigation and close liaison 
with local state and Federal agencies to date has revealed no 
evidence of an organized criminal group controlling these 
activities in, fan Francisco or Resident Agency territories. 
Investigation contacts with informants and other sources of 
information have failed to reveal the existence of any 

» gambling, loan..sharking (Shvlocking), ~~ e = Ae} aj 3 3 < Seg 7 se eee to, 
OVGaNLer t4240Gus, F aaa. y 

. labor racketeering or planned bankruptcy frauds. 

A. Local bookmaking involving horse and 
Sport bets conducted by numerous local 
independent bookmakers, some of whom 
have established "lay-off" arrangements 

Rt among themselves. . 

B. Prostitution ectivity primarily in the 
"Tenderloin" section of San Francisco 
involving out-of-town businessmen, 
tourists, and servicemen with prostitutes, 
most of whom are working for unorganized 
negro “pimos". 

C. Narcotic activity and related crimes 
-usually involving thefts and frauds near 
universities, military installations, and 
“hippie” or Bohemian sections of cities 
within the division. 

ies This office continues to enjoy an excellent rela~- 
tionship with the San Francisco Police Department and its 
official personnel. Cooperation and excellent relationships 

f 

SAN FRANCISCO INSPECTION 7 
10/22/70 
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are known to exist between all Resident Agencies and the 
local law enforcement agencies in their territories. No 
evidence or information has been made available to this 
office to indicate that there is any corruption in law 
enforcement in this division. : 

As the Bureau is well aware, Mayor JOSEPH LAWRENCE 
| ALIOTO was the Subject of anti~racketeering investigation 
| by this office several years ago, however, this matter has 
: .been closed. ALIOTO prior to assuming the position of Mayor 

Of the City of San Francisco was a prominent and well known 
attorney, particularly in the field of anti-trust matters. 
He.is known to have been the attorney for TONY LIMA, a former 
“Ross” of the LCN in San Francisco. He also represented a 
number of other LCN figures and their associates. 

' Prior investigation ‘revealed that the cousin of 
ALIOTO's father, JOHN ALIOCTO, was the former "Boss" of the 
Milwaukee LCN Family. JOHN ALIOTO attended the inauguration 
of Mayor ALIOTO at San Francisco in January 1966. 

As a result of an article published in "Look" 
-Magazine, September 23, 1969, linking ALIOTO with many LCN 
figures, ALIOTO filed a $12.5 million Libel suit against 
"Look" magazine and the authors of this article, RICHARD 
"CARLSON and LANCE BRISSON. 

On May 15, 1976, Federal Judge BRUCE THOMPSON 
declared a mistrial in San Francisco on ¢his suit in that 
the jury was unable to agree on the key issue of whether © 
the article linking ALIGTO with the “Mafia” was published 
with "malice and reckless disregard for the facts." The 
jurors told newsmen that the article was defamatory to 

. ALTOTO and that at least 50 per cent of the 27 points were 
indeed untrue. There was no agreement as to whether the 
falsehoods and the article‘s general claim that ALIOTO was 
"enmeshed in a web of alliances" with the "Mafia" represented 
“malice and reckless disregard for the facts." U.S. Supreme 
Court has ruled that such a finding is essential to a libel 
Judgment sought by a public official. 

“ 
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- On August 5, 1970, RUDOLPH RAPALE, brother-in-law 
of Mayor ALIOTO, filed a $.2 million libel suit against 
"Look" magazine and CARLSON and BRISSON. This article re- 
ferred to a trip by PAPALE to Mexico during which PAPALE met 
with FRANK BOMPENSIERO, "CAPO", of the Los Angeles Family of 
the LCN residing in San Diego to discuss a lard selling 
permit in Mexico for a company of which PAPALE was former 
president. 

On September 5, 1970, it was reported that retrial 
of the ALIOTO $12.5 million libel suit against "Look" was 
tentatively reset for May 3, 1971. 

3- San Francisco top level informants currently being 
handled consist of four members of the LCN and esix: TE 
infarmants in thea qamhling and velated ariminal fiaian. Drs 

LCN TE informants and ten PC target. informants report on LCN 
activities of the San Francisco and San Jose Families as 
well as LCN activities in other divisions. Our other TE 
informants and our 36 PC tarcet informants regularly report 
on matters involving bookmaking, prostitution, pornography 
and other criminal matters. JAs an indication of the level 

| of our informant coverage. since last inspection, SF~2689-C-TE 
| assumed the position of "Boss" of the San Francisco BcN 

Family. 3} These informants due to their positions and Iccations 
have de it possible to obtain top level information necessary 
to provide coverage for Items l and ae 

4. Since last inspection extensive investigation as 
well as informant coverage led to the first ITAR conviction 
hk fine pela ever in the San Francisco Division (see Item 7 
elow). 

Investigation in the case CARL EZEXIAL ECKSTIN, 
ITHI, case develoved a “shakedown” by ECKSTIN against local 
bookmaker VICTOR ROMCLO. This matter arose out of the failure 
Of ROMOLO to pay a bookmaking debt owed ECKSTIN. SALVATORE 
VINCENT “BILL” BONANNO, JOSEPH BONANNO, JR., MAURICE PATRICK 

HARTIGAN and MARTIN CHEIPETZ CARSON acting as agents for 
ECKSTIN attempted to collect the $1,600 gambling debt and 
during contacts with ROMOLO threatened him with physical harm 
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if he failed to pay the debt. This case is ace wid 
under investigation with the matter being presented to 
the Federal Grand Jury at San Franciseo for violation 
of Title 18, U.S. Code, Section 894, Extortionate Credit 
Transaction Statute. 

It should be pointed out that "BILL" BONANNO 
and JOSEPH BONANNO, JR. are the sons of JGOSEPH BONANNO, SR., 

a “Commission” member of the LCN in the United States. 

. The aforementioned Subjects are also involved in 
a separate ECT case involving the shakedown and threats to 
Go bodily harm to. WILLIAM JOSEPH ELLIS. ‘This matter is 
presently under investigation and will be presented to the 
Federal Grand Jury, San Francisco immediately upon completion 
o£ Grand Jury action in the ECKSTIN nee case. 

Since last inspection fevascidation has continued 
in xegard to GUISEPPI CONFORTE, the xrerorted Vice Lord, _ 
State of Nevada, who for years has headed up a@ major pros- 
titution operation. Through extensive investigation and 
the placement of SF 3239-C~-TE and SF 3369-C, this organization 
has been completely penetrated identifying his lieutenants 

"and scope of operation. As a result of the above, it has Leen 
determined that CONFORTE's operation has spread to the State 
of Hawaii being controlled there by one of his top lieutenants, 

'POMMY SEALE. San Francisco has wnder. preparation an affidavit 
for a request of a Title 3 electrcnic surveillance on the 
phones utilized by this organization in Honolulu. This Title 3 
affidavit hag been prepared with the assistance of Departmental 
Attorney at San Francisco and who has discussed same with the 
Organized Crime Section, Department of Just tice, who has advised 
that wpon completion of current investigation in Honolulu the. 
affidavit should be immediately submitted for approval. 

| As another example of the progress made in the 
penetration of the racketeering operation since the last 
inspection information was received that[ 
and ALAN "SUITCASE" FIDLER,:-two. Boston "hit men” received a 
contract, reportedly by a printer, to travel to San Prancisco 
and "straighten somebody out over..a union matter." ork act 6 (4), 
a former resident of San Francisco, is Known as a former 
associate of JACK GOLDBERGER, top local Teamster official 

POs 



‘and reportedly JIMMY HOFFA's oectat West Coast representative. 

- Found muraexred in Sosten end on his bodv were found the names 

+ an the field of intelligence and organized crime in this area 
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JOHNSON and FIDLER travelled to San Francisco from Boston in 
January, 1970 and through surveillance and subsequent intensive 
investigation it was detérmined that they met with one GEORGE 
R. DUNCAN, International Representative, International 
Typographers Union (ITU). It was determined that shortly 
prior to the travel of JOHNSON and FIDLER to the San Francisco 
area a strike situation existed at the San Rafael “Independent 
Journal" newspaper involving the ITU. Through cooperation and 
Liaison with local law enforcement, JOHNSON and FIDLER were 
arrested near San Rafael, California and found to be in 
possession of handguns and mace. Shortly after the return 
of JOHNSON and FIDLER to che Boston area, an individual who 
had knowledge that they had been given this contract was 

and telephone numbers Of SONNSON and FIDLER. Through these 
efforts the attempt by JOHNSON and FIDLER to perform the 
conditions of the contract were thwarted. In addition, this 
matter is being considered by Departmental Attorney for 
possible Federal Grand Jury presentation. 

Another example of progress made in the penetration 

resulted when through information furnished by top echelon 
informants reveal.ny the presence of ALATADENO JAMES FRATIANNO 
residing in the San Prancisco territory. Efhreugh investigation 
and surveillances conducted FRATIANNO was subsequently contacted 
and was developed as a top echelon target of this division. 
Frequent contacts were conducted with FRATIANNO and extensive 
cooperation was obtained from him concerning organized crime J 
FRATIANNO was identified as a member of the Los Angeles Family 
of the LCN and during August, 1970 was indicted by Federal 
Grand Jury convening in San Francisco for two counts of 
violation of Title 18, U.S. Code, Section 894, ECT. Although 
presently incarcerated FRATIANNO is being contacted periodically 
as a target_in an effort to continue devereraent of his 
cooperation: | * — 

Increase in penetration of racketeering operations 
since last inspection is evidenced by the above examples as 
‘well as the statistical accomplishments reported. hereinafter. 
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5. ‘Total Agent days spent on organized crime jan 
gambling program in last six:months was 2,370 days, ‘3 1 ours. 
The total for the prior six months was 2, 356 Gaye s : Ee. 

| 
There are 19 Agents working full-time on he CIP, 

24 in Headquarters City and 5 in RA's. | 

The following Special Agents are assigned full 
time to the CIP Squad: 

Supervisor - CHARLES N. HINER 

-S oe 
heated 

Squad So 

TECIP ~. LOWELL S. LAWRENCE, Coordinator 
CHARLES E. GALVIN 

ICA - BERNARD A. FEENEY, Ccordana tor 

i JAMES F. BLANTON 
| a THOMAS J. A. HENRY 

GEORGE B. JARVIS, JR. 
JOHN G. REDMOND 

ITAR ~ PROSTITUTION - COSBY J. MORGAN, Coordinator 
EDWIN K. TANAKA 
PETER K. STACKHOUSE | 

CIP~AR ~ FRANK UNDERWOOD, III, Coordinator 
JOHN CONNOLLY, JR. | 
J. TIMOTHY LANN 

? DAVID J. SARGENT 

Berkeley RA - GEORGE R. ZEIGLER 

Oakland RA - RUSSELL J. HUCKABY 

San Jose RA -~ JOHN M. PAGE 
- JOSEPH CHIARAMONTE 

ae Creek RA - RUDOLPH H. MANCINI 

Manpower for the program is constantly being re- 
evaluated for maximum effectiveness and efficiency both in 

“ 
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1969 

1970 
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Headquarters City and 

GEBHARDT 

Resident Agencies... 
be allocated in the future according to the demands oF. 
the investigative matters to be conducted. 

6. 

Manpower will 

Tabulation by months since last inspection, ofcthe 
number of origin cases opened in the following claussifica- 
tions: 

~~. 92-143) «144. 0«162)s—siad6Ss—iad‘GS—=“C«iBCia'TD—Cs«édL:Q 

guly 10 0 0 1 15 22 9 0 0 

August 4 9 0 0 ib -8 0 0 0 

“September 27 0. 0 0° 4a 34 i 0 G 

October 12 1 o- -0 23 30 9 0 0 
November 28 0 0 0 _ s4 26 0 0 1 

December 14 0 0 0. 8 2 .0- 9 0 
_ January 15 4 0 1 30 29 ] 0 0 0 

‘February 23 1 Oo” 2 30 31 0 0 1. 

‘March 17 1 0 22 #245 30 9 0. 9 
April 144 #0. 0 1 4 26 60 o- 0 
May 160 6 al 3-33 0 0 0 

' June 17 0 0 IS: 47! AL 0 "0 0 

July 8  g 0 4. lo 47 0 9 0 
August: <:: 4 0 0 6 16 30 “dL 0 “0 

September 16 0 ; 0 2 “43 58 0 0 zh 

TOTALS 225 7 0 65 258 474 2 0 3 

cl: 69633 Page 119 od j > 
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de ' S§ince the last inspection seven convictions Have 
been reported as a result of Criminal Intelligence and 
Interstate Gambling Programs as indicated below: 

Caption Bufile § SF File Convictions 

HULLEN HOWARD WATKINS, aka; 
GAIL KRISTINE WATKINS 
ET AL - VICTIMS | 
ITAR ~ PROSTITUTION; WSTA 166-3994 166-846 2 

THOMAS HENRY SZYMANSKI, aka; 
DONNA MARIE STEVENSON 3 
ET AL - VICTIMS os : 
ETAR - PROSTITUTION; WSTA 166-3664 166~615 1 

EDWARD ADOLPH BARDYSZEWSKI, aka 
TFIS: AR 92-11801 92-1180 1 

CHARLES PRITCHETT, aka; 
IVAR ARNOLD KVALNES, aka 

. PAR - GAMBLING; - et 7 te 
-CGR - GAMBLING 166-4217 166-949 2 

SACK GLENN KNOPFER; 
EUGENE DE POLO 
ITGD fs 8 1s 1431138 143-54 1 

: | Prosecutive action is pending in the below listed 
cases: 

a i ~ . Potential 
= Caption - . Bufile SF File. Convictions 
1 " : | 
ALADENA T,. FRATIANNO, aka 
AR; ECT _ 92-3899 92-271 1 

JACK GLENN KNOPFER; ee es 
EUGENE DE POLO ; 

ITGD 143-1138 143-54 a 

MILTON GOLDMAN, aka : 
ITSP: AR | 92-10419 92-715 1 
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The following additional convictions were reported 
‘by CIP is : f 

Caption Bufile . SF File Convictions 

ae JOSEPH ALEX RUDY, aka; 
DONALD NASON - VICTIM 
EXTORTION - CONTEMPT OF COURT 9-50141 9-2315 1 

TERRY LEE GREENFIELD; 
UNITED AIRLINES, : 
SPIA. - VICTIM . : : 
EXTORTION | (9-51445 9-2375 1 

MYRTLE ALICE HALL, aka 
LMERDA - Ti : i F=-S07L L99~Z207 f-4 

JOHN REED COX, aka; 
FLOREDIA ALLEAN SAVAGE =- VICTIM ; ; 
ea 9~49946 92303 Ll 

Prosecutive action is pending in the below listed 
cases: . oe i oe 
4 - Potential 

Caption » + Bufile SF File Convictions 

FRED JOE THORNTON, aka; 2 . 
ERMA SCOTT, aka - VICTIM ee : 
EXTORTION | 951238 9-2363 is 
SUZANNE HONEY STOUGHTON, aka-Fug. 5 " 
LMRDA - IM _ -159~3044 159-264 1 

TED CECIL SURRIDCE — f- eg 
LMRDA - IM «159-2972 159-259 i 

ROBERT WILLIAM WARD; - ak | 7 
SHIRLEY OWDEN - VICTIM “ ar . at 
EXTORTION bs 951212 9=2362 ol 

»” ; 
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86 Subsequent to the submission of last inspection 
report, through information by top echelon; informants this . 
office, information has been developed that SF 2689-C-TE 
has assumed the Boeee oe of “Boss" of the San Francisco 
LCN Family. 

SF 2656-PC has reported to the return to the San 
Jose area of STEFANO ZOCCOLI, Consiglieri of the San Jose LCN 
Family from Los Angeles where he had been ecerceye for the 
past year. 

During November 1969, SF 2656~PC reported that 
GEORGE ADRAGNA, a member of Western Pennsylvania Family of 
the LCN was coming to the San Jose area to live. Subsequently 
SF 2656-PC and SF 2o8¥-C-E reported that ADRAGNA’s mweibeisnip 
had been transferred to the San Jose LCN Family and he is 
currently residing in the San Jose area. 

‘Subsequent to the submission of last inspection 
report SF 2689~-C-TE reported: that JAMES FRATIANNO, a member 
of the Los Angeles LCN Family had moved into the San Francisco 
‘area where he remained until August when he commenced serving 

'" @ prison sentence executed by the State of California. 

er ee During October, 1969, information was received 
indicating that JERRY LISNER, major bookmaker, Los Angeles, 
California was in contact with.JOHN CASTELLI, bookmaker, 
Oakland, California. The purpose of this contact was for 
LISNER to establish a base of operation, particularly book- 
making, for his criminal activities in the San-Francisco 
area, Investigation subsequently established that LISNER 
and others commenced a bookmaking operation in Alameda and 
Contra Costa Counties, East Bay Area, using as its front 
A-1 TV Service, Oakland, which is owned by JOHN CASTELLI. 
Following extensive investigation in cooperation with the 
Oakland Police Department, no evidence was developed to 
indicate any violation of Federal statutes. On November 22, 
1969, the Oakland and Berkeley, California Police Departments 
Simultaneously arrested SALVATORE J. BERNICE, JOHN TRAPPS and 
two other associates who were engaged in LISNER's bookmaking 
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Operation. These arrests resulted in a breakup in he: 
entire bookmaking operation and subsequently during 
February, 1970 LISNER returned to the Los Angeles, 
California area. 

i - In July, 1970, information was made available 
£6. the; “San Mateo Police Department which. led to the arrest 
of WALTER DALY, PAULA DALY and SABRINA DUNN. ‘These indi- 
viduals were arrested for prostitution, conspiracy, 
maintaining a disorderly house and being an inmate in a 
Gisorderly house, These arrests were a direct result of 
informant information and investigation conducted by the 
San Francisco Office which revealed no Federal violation 
and therefore was referred to local authorities. This 
operation was determined to be a $90,000 a year “high class" 
Call girl service afd irom this five viher caiL gixi Services 
were uncovered, all local in nature in San Francisco. 
Intelligence information concerning these operations haS: 
been furnished the San Francisco Police Department and are 
being followed closely by the San Francisco Office. 

6 Results of dissemination of information resulting 
.in disruption of organized crime since the last inspection 
eee illustrated by “ue following cages ae ONDE AER Ne: 

. Raids | _> <2 * : 
Individuals Arrested 39 .. 
Convictions 38 
Amount of money seized $5,829.00 
Total “handle" - 
bookmaking : v895 8 000.00 

' Prior to the last inspection, these accomplishiients 
were as follows: 

“> 

Raids o ~ Lo 
ns Individuals Arrested 24 a 

Convictions 10 
. Amount of money seized $5,198.00 
Total “handle" = 
bcokmaking $575,500.00 

rs 
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In addition to the foregoing, as a result of 
information furnished py SF 2956-C~-TE and SF 3036-PC,, 
CHARLES FRANCIS LEAHY, JR., Major San Francisco Pookmaker, 
was arrested on August 4, 1970, by the San Francisco Police 
Department on charges of bookmaking and ex-convict in 
possession of firearm. Trial date was initially set for 
September 22, 1970 in Municipal Court, San Francisco, 
however, has been set over until October 28, 1970. 
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PART B: GAMBLING MATTERS 

L. In. the San Francisco Division there appears 
to be two gambling operators that lead all others in terms 
.of handle, volume, coverage, number of accounts, and 

‘number of employees. These operators are CARL EZEKIAL 
ECKSTEIN and CHARLES FRANCIS LEAHY, JR., both of whom are 
based in San Francisco. While they both handle substantial 
individual accounts, ECKSTEIN and LEAHY are primarily 
associated with and rely on lessor local bookmakers for 
“action.” ars 

CARL EZEKIAL ECKSTEIN, age 40 years, has been 
“ engaged in gambling activities most of his adult life. 

' +” . ECKSTEIN was formerly associated with TONY RUIZ and other 
' San Francisco bookmakers, but in the last year ECKSTEIN 
has set up his own independent operation. ECKSTEIN has been 
arrested on several occasions on charges of bookmaking but 
has never been convicted of this violation. In 1965 ECKSTEIN 
was convicted for failure to pay Federal wagering tax which 

- conviction was subsequently overturned. Details regarding 
his current operation are set forth below in Paragraph 3. 

. 

a eer - 

CHARLES FRANCIS LEAHY, JR., a native San Franciscan, 
m “ in his middle 40's, has been engaged in bookmaking activities 
* - throughout his adult life. He was convicted in United 

' §tates District Court, San Francisco, in 1961 for arrest 
on 9/28/60 for violation of Title 26, Section 7203, U.S. 

.Code, failure to report and pay wagering tax, and was 
sentenced to six months in jail and five years probation. 
Subsequent to his incarceration, LEAHY moved to Medford, 

t Oregon. He returned to the San Francisco area in the Spring 
| of 1969 and resumed nis bookmaking activities. During his 

absence from San Francisco, his ex-brotner-in-law, KENNETH 
JOSEPH ZAHND, reportedly handled his, LEAHY's, bookmaking 

: operation. LEAHY was recently arrested by the San Francisco 
Police Department on local bookmaking charges and is 
currently awaiting trial. 

“ 

a ae 
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2. fhe types of gambling prevalent in the San 
Francisco Division are primarily wagering on horse races 
and sporting events. In addition, small numbers betting 

“with a weekly drawing take place usually in the Spanish- 

speaking communities. There are also legal and illegal 
card games operating usually in low-income commercial 
‘neighborhoods. Gambling in the division is conducted by 
individual operators who are independent of each other, 
except for layoff purposes with respect to bookmaking and 
there are no indications of peoss um. control over any of 
these activities. 

3. Concerning the extent of gambling in this 
id Givision-. bookmakers ECKSTEIN and LEAHY, name@ in Paragraph 
fg : - j above, operate in the following manner. Both are i 
x daily contact with their accounts located in the Bay area 
a . °° Which include other bookmakers for layoff pu POLers split 

, Oe bookmakers, and numerous individual bettors. 

a Bets are placed with these operations generally 
on . at locations to which the general public has access, such 

re as bars, restaurants, coffee shops, and other small shops. 
(3 ' he "action" received at these business locations are in 
3 - ' ™“ ¢yrn called in to a phone spot operated by a bookmaker who 
sy _ " has a gambling relationship with the operator of the 
a “  pusiness. 

y ECKSTEIN normally operates with six employees, 
including two phone men, a bookkeeper, a pay & collect man, 

“and two runners. In addition, he utilizes several split 
bookmakers as employees. The principal bookmakers and 
split bookmakers-involved in the ECKSTEIN bookmaking 
operations are THEODORE CHALMIS, ALBERT DiGERONIMO, ELBERT 
HEDRICK, MANNY PRONGOS, and ALBERT CARLSON. ECKSTEIN's 

- monthiy handle based on informant data, evidence seized by 
a : the San Francisco Police Department during recent bookmaking 
3 a raids, and interviews of bettors is estimated to be approxi- 
gy | mately $50,000 for horse bets. His sports “action” varies 

with the season of the year and bettor interests in particu- 
lar sporting events; however, ECKSTEIN's handle for sports 

a action is estimated to be $40,000 per month. 

“Rar ns 
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LEAHY's operation normally consists of a separate 

phone man for horse racing action and sports bets, at least 
two pay & collect men, and several runners operating in the 
vicinity of three San Francisco bars in which LEAHY 
reportedly has a hidden interest. The persons believed 
to be associated with LEAHY as bookmakers and/or split 
bookmakers are ROBERT MAGIDSON, ATTILIO SPAGNUOLA, VICTOR 
FORNER, KENNETH ZAHND, MORRIS COOPER, and. ALBERT CARLSON, 

With respect to LEAHY‘'s handle it is to be noted 
that a review of records seized at the time of his arrest 

mn 8/4/70 discloses a daily handle for horse action in the 
approximate amount of $2,000 or approximately $50,000 per 
month. Data regarding LEAHY's sports handle is incomplete 
but Zt is estimated that this handle is comparable to that 
of ECKSTEIN. ce 4 : 

Based on a review of available Sean idng records 
‘ seized by local authorities on lessor local bookmakers, 
it is estimated that they have a monthly handle of approxi- 
mately $25,000 each. Investigation, including contacts 
with informants and local authorities, indicates there are 
“approximately 20-30 lessor bookmakers operating in the 
San Francisco Division on any given day. Accordingly, it 
would appear that the monthly handle for the San Francisco 
Division is in the approximate amount of one million dollars. 

4. Sports line is formed by local bookmakers who 
receive an early opinion line from sports services located 
in Los Angeles, California, operated either by GERALD 

_KILLGORE, DOMINICK "SONNY" DeFALCO, or FRANK MILANO. 
Upon receipt of this line information, the local bookmaker 
will make his own adjustments, if necessary, to suit his 
particular situation. In addition, the local major news- 

_papers in this division publish line information on a daily 
Dara prior to a particular sporting event. 

Early race results are currently being furnished 
to local bookmakers by JERI GORDON MATZA who openly operates 

1 
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a sports service at 225 Kearny Street, San Francisco. 
Investigation has determined that MATZA receives race 
results by calling either California Turf, Los Angeles, 
a horse race results business operated by FRANK MILANO, 
or J & K Sports Journal, North Hollywood, California, 
operated by GERALD KILLGORE. 

35. Since the last inspection, the San Francisco 
Office has developed SF 2661-C~-TE,Jwho is a,key: operator 
within the ECKSTEIN bookmaking organization. SF 3036-PC, 
who was targeted at time of last inspection, has been 
developed to the point where he furnishes detailed 
information on a weekly basis regardimg the LEAHY bookmak- 
ing, organization. This target is a split bookmaker handling 
sports "action" fox the LEAHY organivwkiou. AS a LEsult 
of information furnished by SF 3036-2 and SF 3237-C-TE, 

. LEAHY was arrested by the San Francisco Police Department 
on 8/4/70 on charges of peokten es amd: conyact in possession 
of @€ weapon. 

SF 3090-PC was hicenigiied at the time of the last 
inspection; however, during the past several months, he 
has furnished extensive information roars SS enae 
large bookmaking operations. 

SF 3387-C was developed sinte ene last inspection 
and was responsible for the initial imformation and identifi- 
cation of a major bookmaking operation in the East Bay area, 
including Oakland, California, and Naval Air Station, 
Alameda, California. The informant"s information led to 
the arrest and subsequent conviction of the two major 
operators within, the organization in United States District 
Court, San Francisco. In addition, based on informant's 
information and investigation by this office, there were 
two arrests and convictions effected by local authorities, 

“ Oakland. 
ate 
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| As a result of extensive investigation in the 
ECKSTEIN ITWI case, a "shakedown" on the part of ECKSTEIN 
against a local bookmaker was developed. This investigation 

) . : has resulted in two major ECT cases involving non-payment 
| of bookmaking debts which are currently under investigation 

and before the Federal Grand Jury at San Francisco. To 
date, eight local bookmakers have appeared before the 
Federal Grand Jury and others will be called. This has had 
a disruptive effect among bookmakers and has created an 
atmosphere of distrust. 

6. Pursuant to instructions set forth in Bureau 
letter to SAC Albany 1/27/70 regarding gambling investiga- 

, tions under proposed SB30, a review of gambling cases was 
: : uncertaken. ft snrmid be pointed out that during the past 

three years, it has been the policy of the San Francisco 
Office to closely follow the activities of local gambling 
organizations and/or subjects in an attempt to develop any 
indication of a Federal gambling violation. Per instructions 
additional 162 and 165 cases have been opened and investigated. 
Specifically since 2/1/70, sixty-three 162 cases and ninety- 

a eight 165 cases have been opened. 
“7 
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PART C. TOP-ECHELON INFORMANT MATTERS 

t 

8) 

ep i | | 

Las At the time of the last inspection, San Francisco had 7 
top-echelon (TE) criminal informants. , Of those 7, 4 were 

LCN members : 

SF-2550-C-TE, 
SP-2745-C-TE, 
SP-2689-C-TE, 
SF-3208-C-TE, 
SF-2956-C-TE, 
SF~3058-C-TE, 
-SF~3237-C-TE, 

san 

San Jose "family" 
San Jose "family" 

Francisco "family" 
New York "family" 
San Francisco 
San Francisco 
San Francisco 

eee le ee rere 

Since the last inspection, this office NeG developed 
three additional tE informants (ge Rs 

SF-2661-C-TE, San becnGisce 
 S$F-3300-C-TE, San Francisco 
SF~32393-C-TE, San Francisco 

At the time of ene last inspection, San eranerees had 
under development a total of 39 PC informant - targets. 

‘ 2 

_ “LCN Members - 10 

SP=-2501-PC, 
‘SF+2874-PC, 
SF~-3013-PC, 
SP-2545-PC, 
SF-2582-PC, 
SF-2630-PC, 
SF-2886-PC, 
SF-3132-PC, 
SF-31L41-PC, 
SF-3242-PC, 

f 

San 
San 

Francisco 
Mateo 

Monterey 
San 
san 
san 
oan 
oan 

oan 
oan 

“ 

Francisco 
Jose 

Francisco 
Jose 
Francisco 
Francisco: 
Jose 

Targets currently under development are as follows: 

od 



Associates of LCN Members - 5 
t 

SF~2656-PC, San Jose 
oF-3123-PC, Oakland 
SF-3241-PC, San Jose 
SF-3385-PC, San Francisco 
SF-3288-PC, " . 

ait mn 

Pe 

Gambling and General Criminal Field 

SF-2500-PC, San Francisco 
SF-2845-PC, ” " 
SF-2927-PC, " " 

““SF-3036-PC, Oakland 
SF-3061-PC, San Francisco 
SF-3090-PC, " tt 
SF-3112-Pc, " q 
SF-3135-PC, Oakland 
SF-3144-PC, San Francisco 
SF-3378-Pc, " " 

t 

*ton, 

* 

SF-3235-Pc, ° i" 
SF-3243-PC, * no 
SF-3245-PC, " i" 
SF-3251-PCc, ” i" 
SF-3132-PC, "  ° * 

-. S§$F-3290-Pc, ” " 
SF SF-3291-Pc, " mM 

.'* . §F-3310-Pc, * " 
SF-3318-PC, " " 
SF-3338-PC, " i 

a SF-3324-PC, " u 
| SF-3333-PC, " i 

SF-3336-PC, ” it 
_ SP-3347-PC, " i 
SF-3351-PCc, " i" 
SF-3350-PC, " ft ao 
SF-3355-PC, " ef te 
SF-3385-PC, % " 
SF-3349-PCc, " i 
SF-3234-Pc, ™ t" 
SF-3356-PC, Santa Cruz 
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6 oS rrnn eate = The San Francisco Division has under development a 
total of 46 PC targets in San Francisco and RA territories. 
The TECIP continues to be intensified for development of ad- 
ditional targets and information received regarding subjects 
of AR, ITAR and gambling investigations, as ‘well as informa- 
tion nec ved by our informants, is carefully!evaluated for 
possible selection of potential targets under this program. 

2 Agents 

JAMES F. BLANTON 
JOSEPH CHIARAMONTE 
THOMAS J. A. HENRY 
RUSSELL J. HUCKABY 
J. TIMOTHY LANN 
JOHN M. PAGE 
JOHN G. REDMOND 
DAVID J. SARGENT 

- FRANK UNDERWOOD, IIT 
GEORGE R. ZEIGLER NON i Nw 4 ND 

Targets Assigned 

2 
pane 

It should be noted that SA's LANN’ and SARGENT were as- 
signed to Squad #4 handling CIP matters subsequent to the last 
inspection. All agents on this squad are well aware and con- 
stantly apprised of the importance of the TECIP and efforts 
will continue to insure that each agent will develop a TE 
informant. 
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PART D. | : | I 

1. °° The La Cosa Nostra (LCN) continues to exist in the Northern 
California area and includes a San Francisco "family” 

: and a San Jose "family." There are ‘currently 8 members of the 
San Francisco “family” residing in this division and 19 members 
of the San Jose "family" residing in this division. In addition, 
there are two members of the San Francisco "family" residing in 
the Sacramento Division, one member in the Los Angeles Division, 
one in the Chicago Division and two members mesently residing 
in Italy. There are currently 3 members of the San Jose "family" 

‘pyesiding in the Sacramento Division and one in the Las Vegas 
Division. All of these members have been identified as members 
of the San Francisco or San Jose "families by TE infcrmants 
of the San Francisco Division. 

Four top echelon informants of this division who are 
members of LCN "families" have failed to indicate that the LCN 
“tam3iiies" of this division register any control over gambling, 
narcotics, prostitution or any otnen ee Lilegal SCETVaTY 
within this division. . ; 

1 The present leadership of the San Francisco "family" 
has recently been assumed by ANTHONY LIMA, who took over this 
position when the previous "boss", JAMES JOSEPH LANZA, stepped 
down in his favor. The “underboss" of the San Francisco "family" 

“is GASPARE "BILL" SCIORTINO and this "family" has one Capo de 
Decina, VINCENZO INFUSINO, who resides in ven California, 
in the Sacramento Division: 

The leadership of the San Jose "family" remains the same 
as at the time of the last inspection report with JOSEPH CERRITO, 
the "boss," PHILIPPO OCTAVIO MORICI and STEFANO ZOCCCLI, 
Consiglieris, and one Capo de Decina, EMANUEL FIGLIA. No ap- 
pointment has been made to the position of "underboss" since 
the death of the previous "underboss," CHARLES CARBONE, in 1967. 

Zi There are presently 8 members of the San Francisco "family" 
and 19 members of the San Jose "family" residing in this 

territory. All of these members have been identified by TE 
criminal informants of this division. 

--# 

TE informants of this office who are members of the LCN 

or associates of members of the LCN have been alerted to con- 
tinue to furnish information and identities of any individuals 
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who are associated with the LCN in this territory. SF-2689-C-TE 
| has indicated that the recruits are the "second army" of the 
| LCN and to be aware of and on top of activities of the LCN, 

it is necessary to identify these recruits. Since the last 

inspection, TE informants have identified an additional 11 
recruits of the San Francisco and San Jose "families" residing 

| in this territory or in the Sacramento territory. 

: As has been reported above, TE informant. of this office 
| reported the change in leadership of the "boss" of the San 
| Francisco "family" when JAMES LANZA stepped down in favor of 

. ANTHONY LIMA. 

In addition, informants of this office reported the 
return to’ the San Jose area of Consiglieri STEFANO ZOCCOLI, who 
has been residing in the Los Angeles territory. 

! 3. The following TE criminal informants are members of the 
LCN in the San Francisco territory: | 

| 
| | SF-2550-C-TE 
| Og SF-2689-C-TE 
| (| §F2745-C-TE 
| . SF~3208-C-TE 

, Agents of the San Francisco Division currently involved 
‘in the development of TE criminal informants and in AR investige- 
‘tions are contacting the Following PC targets who are members 
‘of the LCN in this ene in an feeeoee to Pade their 

“". " eooperatign: : 

SF-2545-PC 
SF~2501-PC 
SF~2630-PC Lo 
SF-2874-PC ee 
SF~3013-PC ae 
SF~2582-PC 

' §F~2886~PC 
SF-3132-PC 
-SF-3141-PC 
-SF-3242-PC 

| 
| Of the above LCN member targets, SF-2501- BG. SFe 2874-PC anc 
| SF-3141-PC, in contacts to date, have furnished some cooperati on 
| and it is felt that with continued contacts, these targets orrze 

~~ ™ 
Foe m= excellent potential. In addition, from.contacts to date, SFo327- = oie 

and SF-3013-PC have also expressed some cocperation and it is t¢-7- 
offer good potential as targets under the TECIP. 

Dees 
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PART E. TITLE III OF THE OMNIBUS CRIME CONTROL AND 'SAFE 
STREETS ACT OF 13968 | | 

. | sf | | 

ds All agents assigned to Squad #4, handling CIP matters, 
are thoroughly familiar with all aspects of Title III. 

2. Yes. See 3. below... | 

- Since the last inspection, extensive investigation, as 
previously reported herein, has been conducted in the 

GIUSEPPE CONFORTE; ETAL case. During recent weeks, an affidavit 
for a Title III electronics surveillance has been prepared with 
the assistance of the Departmental attorney at San Francisco. 
This case, as well as the affidavit, has been discussed with the 
Organized Crime Section, Department of Justice, by the 
Departmental attorney and it is agreed that upon completion of 
investigation currently being conducted by the Honolulu Office, 
these results should be added to the affidavit and immediately 
submitted to the Bureau and the Department For approval. a 
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| ADDENDUM . iy | = | 
INSPECTOR ARNOLD’ C. LARSON: The following comments 
10/27/70 fee are based on a review of 
FL:dp information of pending 

files and interviews 
with appropriate personnel: 

: i 
\ 

LA COSA NOSTRA (LCN) 

Investigation by your office revealed the existence 
of two LCN "families" within your territory. Membership 
within these "families" total 64 individuals. Your 
investigation revealed neither “family" is considered to be 
very strong and has little or no illegal eperaesons being 
conducted on a day to day basis. 

One "family" is dees in he. San eeaneiecs area 
. and has for the past few yoars beon headcad by Tames Lanza, 

an attendee at the Apalachin meeting in 1957. Lanza has 
recently stepped down as boss of the San Francisco "family" 
and has been replaced by Toni Lima. Your investigation 
‘reveals that Lima’ s leadership has not been approved by 
the "commission. You should follow this matter closely 
so you will be in a position to know all activities relating 

‘to ‘this change in position. . 

The second “family” is centered in the San Jose area 
-and is headed by boss Joe Cerrito. This "family" exhibits 
little enthusiasm for iilegal operations. You should clcsely 
follow the activities of members of this "family" to insure 
that any illegal operations are immediately known to your 
office. . | 

Organized Crime oe te ' a. 

Although prostitution, gambling and narcotic activities 
exist within your division, there is no indication from your 
investigations that these operations are controlled by either 
the LCN or other organized groups. Your investigations 
should be continually pursued with vigor in order that your 
office will be aware of any illegal operations within your 
division. This is particularly true in regard to gambling 
activities in view of the recent passage of Senate Bill 30. 

| ‘ | 2 
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: As you are aware provisions of Senate Bill 30 made it a 

Federal crime in certain gambling operations and it will 
not be necessary to prove interstate aspects of the 
gambling activity. ,; 

$ 

Top Echelon Criminal Informant Program (TECIP) | 

The following is an analysis of your Top Echelon 
Informant Program at cae time as compared with the last 
inspection: 

Rating Last Inspection Present Inspection 

Excellent 4 3 
Very Good 2 3 
Good 1 > : 
Fair 0 L 
Posy 0 0 
Insufficient Data to Rate 0 am 

LO ~! Totals 

It is noted your office has penetrated the LCN 
"families" in both San Jose and San Francisco through the 
development of member informants. This is very noteworthy 
and you are encouraged to make certain that your member 
informants are utilized to the best advantage of the Bureau. 

, Also, it is noteworthy that you have increased your TE 
‘coverage from 7 to 10 since the last inspection. 

SF 3058-C-TE (San Francisco file 137-4670; Bureau 
"Eile 137-17455) was rated fair because of a lack of preductivity. 
You should follow instructions issued in Bureau letter dated 
July 14, 1970 and if this informant is unproductive for four 
months subsequent to the receipt of that letter the informant 
should be eee 

: Although SF 2745-C-TE a Francisco file 137~3456; 
Bureau file 137-11174) was rated good, his progress should 
be closely followed. Although he is noted to be a member 
informant the file indicates he is very sick with varicose 
veins and is very old. The majority of information furnished 
by this source has been of a nature of past activities and 
little present information is being furnished by him. You 
should endeavor to have him furnish more productive recent 
informant or give consideration to concentrate on a more 
productive :ssource. 
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A review of your file 137=5207;; Bhreau Eile 137-20313 
concerning SF 3208-C-TE indicates the source was last contacted 
on June 26, 1970. The file indicates Spo ee sold his 
business and left for Los Angeles and this ‘information was 
learned by your office on August 13, 1970. The file also 
indicates this TE left the New York area because of being 
a victim of a shylock loan. In view of this information 
you should closely follow this informant's activities and 
be circumspect:in dealing with the informant to prevent 
any possible embarrassing situation from arising. 

The following is a rating of the PCs and a comparison 
with the ratings at the time of the last inspection: 

Rating . Last Inspection Present Inspection 

Excellent 0 a oe 2 
Very Good 6 a 7 
Good | 2 oe oid a 24 
Fair — e 1 A ante eee ee 3 

Poor “. 1 
Insufficient Data to Rate 20 : ' 10 

Totals 39 6 

It is very encouraging to note that you have increased 
your targets from 39 from the time of the last inspection to 

46 at the time of this inspection. You are encouraged to 
continue this most desirable trend. 

= : SF 2123-PC (San Francisco file 137-4945; Bureau file 
2137-11841) was rated fair. This target was opened on April 
8, 1968 and was last contacted on October 10, 1969. You 
advised that contact is being held in abeyance pending a 
surveillance which was conducted by the Oakland Police 
Department in early 1970. In view of the length of time 
Since this case was opened and the length of time since this 
target was contacted he was rated fair. 

SF 2630-PC (San Francisco file 137-2967; Bureau file | 
137-9023) was rated fair. By letter dated December 10, 1968 
.the Bureau advised that this target was over two years old 
‘and that you should consider deleting within four months if 
he was unproductive. This informant was also rated fair 
during the last inspection because of lack of productivity. 
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The only reason this informant is being classified fair, 
instead of poor is because information contained in your 
letter to the Bureau dated September 18, 1970 wherein your 
informant reported information was furnished by a TE to 

' the effect that the present “boss" of the San Francisco 
LCN "family" had been discussing leadership of the San 
Francisco LCN with the target. You are instructed that 
in the event he does not furnish valuable positive information 
within 90 days he should be closed and a more suitable target 
developed. 

SF 3061-PC (San Francisco file 137-4768; Bureau file 
137-17558) was also rated fair. This target along with the 
other two targets rated fair should be closely followed for 
90 days and be given specific assignments during that period 
of time. In the event they are aac they should be 
closed. 

SF 2582-PC (San peaneuss file 157-Z03sj} Lureau File 
437- -~§8249) was rated poor and should be closed. 

In.regard to your PCs, the following specific 
instructions are being furnished you: 

SF 2656-PC (San Francisco file 137-3086; Bureau file 
137-9425) was rated good}because of his beina close to San 
Jose LCN member Dominick Anzalone and Pittsburgh LCN member 
,George Adragna who recently moved ta San Jose. He is also 
close to LCN "recruit" Vito adragna,) Tt is noted that this 
target has been opened for a period* of more than one war 
and has been furnishing general rather than any specific 
information. You should encourage this informant to furnish 
some specific information concerning these people who he 
is close to in order that he may be retained as a target of 

“ your office. i . 

SF 3318-PC (San Francisco file 137- ~5545; Bureau file 
137- -22526) has been a target of your office since December 
26, 1969. Unless your office isin possession of some 
specific information to the contrary he should be immediately 
interviewed to determine whether he will be cooperative 
with your office. 

3 - 
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SF 3135-PC (San Hrancisco file 137-5010;i Bu teau file 
137-19079) was opened on'‘May 17, 1968. During the , wo 
inspections since he was opened this PC was rated Unsufficient 
Data to Rate. On November 20, 1969 you. advised that an 
interview of this PC was being held in abeyance pending an 
investigation by the Oakland, California Police Devartment. 
The file indicates that that investigation was completed on 
August 6, 1970 with your target paying a $125 fine. On 
August 19, 1970 you advised that interview of the target 
was being delayed pending further investigation. You are 
instructed that this interview should be immediately conducted 
in order to determine if this target will be eOege are with 
your office. 

“SF 3297-PC (San Francisco file 137-5457; Bureau file 
1137-22106) was opened on October 17, 1969. The file indicates 
that this target has never been interviewed and you indicate 
that contact with the target is being delayed until a more 
Logical area of vulnerability is developed. Inasmuch as 
tnks - ‘target Lo over Vii Year Gace Jac 2S feivc Char SULLLCLENT 

“information should be developed so that your office might 
approach this target to determine if he will be cooperative 
with your office. 

SF 3192~-PC ti Francisco file 137-5016; Bureau file 
137-10982) was opened on May 21, 1968. SF 3110-PC (San 

. Francisco file 137-2182; Bureau file 137-22452) has been 
* opened since December 8, 1969. It would appear that 

sufficient time has elapsed in-order for your office to 
develop background information so that an interview of 

. these targets can be conducted. You should without further 
delay interview these targets to determine if they will be 
cooperative and if not you should consider closing and Eeug=nS 
more suitable targets for development. 

Information you furnished indicates there are ten 
SAs who are working either exclusively or virtually exclusively 

‘on the CIP and IGA program who have not developed TEs. 
7 Although all ten Agents have PCs their progress should be 
: Closely followed to insure their participation in the 
nS development of TEs. In this regard you may desire to 

reiterate provisions of the Manual of Instructions to the 
Agents on the program concerning the qualifications of TE 
informants. 

“ 
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All Agents are to be reminded that in dealing with 
informants, they are to be particularly alert and not © 
leave themselves open for criticism or false accusations, 
The importance of having an alternate contacting Agent ' 
or another Agent along during the course of certain, 
interviews is advisable in case any conpromte tng situation 
is attempted. 

‘With the recent enactment of Senate Bill 30 you 
should concentrate on increasing your informant coverage in 
the areas covered by this legislation. Also in regard to 
the passage of Senate Bill 30 dealing with gambling, which 
you are aware does not now require interstate activity, you 
should not overlook the utilization of your racial informants 
to furnish information to your office concerning gambling 
activities. Other divisions of the Bureau have been 
particularly successful in coordinating the information 
from racial informants in to the CIP and IGA programs. 

Statistical Accompisshnents 

During the fiscal year (fy) you recorded two convictions 
in the CIP-IGA category. During the fy 1970 your office had 
‘three convictions. During the first three months of fy 1971 
you have recorded one conviction in this category. 

According to the information furnished by your office 
you have four cases pending prosecution, two of which are 
in the 159 (LMRDA-IM) category end two are in the 92 

» (Anti-Racketeering) category. Only one of these cases is 
_in the CIP-IGA program. A review of your files indicates 
that in file 179-24 in a case captioned JAMES FRATIANNO, 
EXTORTIONATE CREDIT TRANSACTION (ECT), the subject was 
indicted :under Title 18, Section 894 of the U.S. Code. 

. Your office was working the case under Anti=Racketeering 
. Classification and the file was opened after the ECT 
' indictment. . 
I 

In regard to the possible statistical accomplishments, 
_ from the above file it would appear the local office of the 
United States Attorney will seek indictments under the ECT 

_ statute. A review of your cases in this category reveal only 
three Office of Origin cases. The files also indicate instances 

‘wherein there are shylocking activities among the gamblers 
where there are large debts outstanding. A review of your 
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File 165-100 on Kenneth Joseph Zahnd, ai! Morris Cooper, 
ITWI, indicates the local office of the United States Attorney 
appears to be in no rush to seek Grand JULY) indictments on 
gambling matters. If the local office of the United States 
Attorney will entertain prosecution under ECT and is in 

‘ no rush to seek indictments under the gamoling statute, 
you should review at squad conferences with Agents assigned 
to the program provisions of SAC letter 68-46 dated August 
20, 1968 wherein provisions of the ECT statute are set forth. 

; In relation to statistical accomplishments, prior 
experience has shown a direct relationship between Office 
of Origin cases in a particular classification and statistical 
accomplishments. As of September 30, 1970 your monthly 
administrative report reflects the EOLEONINS: Office of Origin 
cases in the categories enumerated: 

Classification - Office of deteta Cases 
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‘ A review of the monthly administrative reports since 
| | the last inspection indicates your office of origin cases 

io has remained fairly constant since the last inspection. 
With the increase of manpower on this program and the 

| addition of informant development since the last inspection 
| it is anticivated that your office should be in position at 

this point to begin to show results in regard to the 
statistical accomplishment phase of this program. 

. y = 

' Supervision And penpowes 

The CIP and IGA program is supervised by Supervisor 
Charles N. Hiner, Discussions with Supervisor Hiner and 
personnel assigned to the program indicate a very enthusiastic 
approach to the problems involved in this program. - 
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Immediately prior to the last inspection, by letter 
May 29, 1970 captioned "CRIMINAL INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM, 
ASSIGNMENT OF ADDITIONAL MANPOWER," you advised the Bureau 
of the addition of ten Agents to be assigned exclusively: 
-to this program. Your success since that time has been 
noted by the addition of one conviction in 1970 vs. 1969. 
Also you have added three TEs to the program and seven 
additional PCs. This is to your credit and you are encouraged 
to continue this favorable trend. However, the collection 
of. intelligence information, though very important, is only 
one phase of this program. The other phase of the program 
-which must receive close supervision and personal attention 
is the obtaining of convictions to Fulfill the Bureau's 
responsibility toward statistical accomplishments. 

wine by ete Bay tren fen = 

In regard to statistical accomplishments, other 
divisions of the Bureau have been very successful in 
the utilization of Title 3. The utilization of Title 3 
requires extensive use or Wanpower aild af tne Titie 3 you: 

are presently awaiting approved is anpreved you should 
judiciously use manpower in the Ozeretren of the Title 3 
installation. 

| 
In regard to the utilization of manpower, it is 

imperative that all Agents assigned to this program show 
, the necessary zeal to accomplish the desired results of 
intelligence information and statistical accomplishments. 

‘-. In the event any Agents assigned to the program fail to 
' show the necessary enthusiasm consideration should be given 
to-the reassignment of those Agents to other squads. 

Administration And Files 

Several instances were noted wherein the "pink sheet” 
were not completed although the infcermant files have been 
opened for a considerable period of cones The following 
are instances of this: An OS 
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$37-2341. 
137-5545 137-3813 

° 137-5651 137-3241 _ 
137-5688 137-5293 
137-5650 137-5423 
137-5597 
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There were four instances wherein you were instructed : 
during the last inspection to complete the pink sheet and 

. although 14 months have passed since last inspection these 
pink sheets have not been completed. While failure to | 
complete the pink sheet when instructed does not necessarily 
indicate an Agent's enthusiasm in working this program, it 
does not show the desired attitude. These four instances 
are as follows: . 

137-4768 
137-5015 | 
137-4945 Se ee 
137-5016 | a 

A review of your 162 files indicates several instances 
wherein Bureau instructions were not followed. These Bureau 
instructions were set. forth in Bureau airtel dated Apiil Zz, 
1969, captioned "INTERSTATE GAMBLING ACTIVITY MATTERS." This 
is found in your file 162-00-21. Briefly, these instructions 
stated that the 162 classification should be reserved for 
Wintelligence-type'" inquiries and that substantive cases 
should be opened under the proper classification. These 
files which were opened on individual gamblers were as 

_ follows: se ies 

162-897 : > le 
162-896 a 

o 162-893 
162-885 
162-883 
162-902 
162-903 | 
162-892 eo . Hes, "a 
162-899 2 a ee es ye 
162-733 | og Bee ee — 
162-900 - ok _ 3 ; ' 

IM. Neer net 3% + a 
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A review of your 166 files indicates cases which 
appear to be of dubious prosecutive potential and 
you should closely follow these cases to insure that when 
it is determined they are of no intelligence or prosecutive 
value these cases should be immediately closed. Instances 
are as follows: 

233. 
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166-1628 166-1623 166-1652 : 166-1614 

166-1510 166-1624 166-1650 : 166-1615 

166-1491 166-1625 166-1635 166-1616 

166-1550 166-1627 166-1634 166-1571 

166-1551 166-1630 166-1646 | 166-1572 

166-1633 166-1607 166-1648 i 166-1567 

166-1632 166-1610 166-1649 ‘ 166-1575 

166-1631 166-1653 166-1667 166-1576 

Dissemination 

Your office has been very successful in obtaining 
favorable results in dissemination of information to local 
law enforcement agencies concerning local violations 
Oe during the investigation. You are encouraged 
to continue this favorable trend; however, you should 
bear in Mind that yielations that: WETo Siti ctay scCas.an 
nature previously may now be covered by the recent enactment 
of Senate Bill 30. Those which are determined to be Federal 
Violations, of course, should ee Roce ease in Federal 
court. 

New Legislation 

_ A review of your files indicates you have complied 
with Bureau letter dated January 27, 1970; concerning the 
»then proposed Senate Bill 30. You should closely follow 
_guidelines formulated by the Bureau in regard to this 
new legislation in order that your office will be abreast 
of the latest information so that the Bureau's responsibilities 
in the organized crime field can be fulfilled. 

Observations and Instructions 

za) Provisions of Title Ss the: Extortionate Credit 
“Transaction statute and of the Manual of Instructions 
concerning the qualification of TEs should be reiterated 
to all we on the program at squad conferences. 

-— 

(2) You should stress to all Agents on the sla 
the weCess ty of developing quality TEs. 

” 
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(3) You should stress the necessity of proper 
utilization of Title 3 installations as other field divisions 
have been very successful in this regard in obtaining a 
backlog of potential statistical accomplishments. 

(4). You should concentrate on quality cases which 
have prosecutive potentiai which will obtain the desired» 
Statistical accomplishments. 

(5) You should keep abreast of policy in regard to 
new Senate Bill 30 so that the Bureau's eae in 
this regard can be fulfilled. 

Comments gees HINER and SAC requested. 

SAC ROBERT E. E~ OBBRARTAI\ Inspector! s in-depth 
analysis and favorable 

‘comments regarding positive results achieved in the Criminal © 
Intelligence Program are appreciated. You are assured the 
observation and comments will be erose ty followed and 
lL 

“ 
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SELECTIVE SERVICE MATTERS ore 

| fe ! 
INSPECTOR anit. LARSON : The following comments, °' 

observations, recommendations 
and instructions are being made after an in-depth review. of 
a representative number of your Selective Service Act matter 
cases and administrative files along with conversations with 
supervisory and Agent personnel and review of the answers to 
questions in a separate yellow (4-M-5): 

. The San Francisco area 1S a 
haven to draft dodgers and this undesirable situation will. 
not be reversed until we make this area unattractive for 
“bums, ""“hippies," and members of white and black extremist 
groups who come to San Francisco in order to avoid the draft. 
Several cbstacles must be surmounted in order to reverse this 
undesirable situation. The indifferent attitude that the 
judges have displayed to date must be reversed towards a 
tough handling of Selective Service Act violators. Swunerviserv 
and Agent personnel mya t+ mMeintain ay slrotensaateton inne ates Bee 2A 

eee KR as wie aa wea d way Ney ae ee ee ee ee hort eet et ke tee fet ee Ne tsa 

continue to be a leader in streamlining processing procedures 
by the United States Attorney's Office and various Selective 
Service Boards to insure that these violators are promptly 
prosecuted in the courts. Every technique available to the 
Bureau should be used to get the judges, United States 
Attorney and public riled up about this ridiculous situation. 
Aggravated violators should be put in jail. ; 

There are 2,983 "hippie-tyve"” 
communes in the San Francisco Division comprising in excess 
of 20,000 population. 1,059 of these communes are located in’ 

: the Berkeley and Oakland areas comprising in excess of'19,000 
population and 43 communes are known to be violently oriented. 
Your office has eight subjects who have committed Selective 
Service Act violations that are members of white and black 
extremist groups. Every effort should be made to take these 
individuals out ofcirculation by placing them in jail. 
‘Information concerning their activities with extremist groups . 
should be furnished to the probation officers so that they 
can so inform the judges in their presentencing report. All 
Agents handling Racial Matters and Selective Service Act 
matters should be po eTodteet sy reminded to be on the alert 

SAN FRANCISCO INSPECTION 

4-M-5 es 

10/28/70 
OLD : 1lej/dp “ < 
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to identify members of the -Black Panther -Papty, Students 
For ‘a! Democratic Society, .and father -members -of -extremist ' 
“groups ‘who are in ‘violation of Selective ‘Service Act 
matters. “These should be promptly discussed with -the, 
United States Attorney for expeditious handling. 

There are several reasons 
why the draft dodgérs come to this area to heat -the draft, 
drowever 5” ‘the: six most important reasons are as follows: 

j 1. Nation-widé: ‘publicity during -the last 
oo three years concerning San Francisco 

apathetic attitude of the. United 
ates “District Judges. Sentences have 

ery Light and many decisions were 
due to “technical grounds which 
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was formed a few years ago in San 
LSCcO under “the auspices of the U, Sa 

‘tact CaQurt for the purpose of defending 
‘ive “Service Act ‘violators. The 

rneys ere ‘appointed from this panel, by 
urt, “when * a man cannot afford his own 

The expenses for the vielators' 
‘are Raid out of the U. 8. Legal 

‘ance. “or Public Defender ‘Fund: in San, 
resco. Many. of “these attorneys have 
‘Orly. deferided inductees. who refused to 
p Lowward 5or ee but have fur 
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| _ 5. Investigations have developed strong 7 
| indications that there is a loosely 

- organized . movement by registrants. 
to deliberately crowd the court calendars 
in San Francisco to make the reaching 
of any one man as Slow as possible. 
This will also give the violator the 
opportunity of getting the indictment 
against him dismissed alleging that 
the defendent cannot receive a speedy 
trial. 

tren 

1 re a ee — 

6. The former United States Attorney had 
on his staff an assistant handling 25 
cases who had never served in the Armed 
Forces and was outwardly sympathetic 
towards the Selective Service Act 
violators. The new United States Attorney 
has a good attitude towards tne prosecu- 
tion of these violators, however, he has 
not completely replaced the staff of the 
old United States Attorney. 

A major portion of the Selective 
Service Act violations in the San Francisco Division pertains 

., to the inductees failing to step forward to be sworn into 
- .the Armed Forces, thereby refusing induction. The Armed 

Forces Examining and Entrance Station located in Oakland, 
‘California handles all inductions for Northern California 
and part of Nevada and handles approximately five per cent 
of all inductions in the United States. 

Approximately 38 per cent of 
all refusals for induction into the Armed Forces arise at 
Oakland, according to the Department of the Army statistics.. 
Many registrants ffom all over the United States come to the 
'San Francisco area for the specific purpose of having their 
‘local draft board changed to this area, and after meeting 
all other requirements for induction, refuse to step forward 
to be inducted knowing that they will have two years or longer 
of freedom due to the slow handling of these cases by the 
Selective Service Board, United States Attorneys Office 
‘and the courts. San Francisco has several cases where the 
violations are over two years old in which no prosecutive 
action has been taken. 
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It is evident from the 
backlog of cases awaiting trial (414), backlog of cases’ 
awaiting prosecutive action by the Federal Grand Jury 
(749) and the fact that these violations are being re- 
ceived by your office at the average rate of 175 cases 
per month, that something must be done to get these 
cases before the courts. The most aggravated cases should 
be singled out and tried first, particularly those indi- 

; viduals who are members of extremist groups. Experience 
s has shown that after several subjects have received rigid 
: sentences, and a widely publicized trial, that many subjects 

enter guilty pleas hoping for lesser sentences by avaiding 
the Government the expense of a trial. 

It is recognized the San 
Francisco Division has been most forcefully making every 
effort to expedite the handling of these cases, particularly 
through the judiciary. Indications are that the relatively 
newly appointed United States Attorney is sympathetic and 
receptive to the problem and is making an effort to diminish 
-the backlog of cases awaiting Grand Jury presentations, but 
it is recognized once an indictment is returned, it is then 
up to the judiciary to proceed through the final step, to 
which they have not been particularly receptive. They have 
not responded enthusiastically to handling these matters in 
Federal EOUr’: 

a 

a 

It is obvious the Federal 
Judges in Northern California (San Francisco Division) have 

: ‘resisted any and all pressures brought to bear upon them 
concerning this problem. In my analysis of this situation, 
I have determined that the United States Attorney's Office, 
personnel of the FBI, and Selective Service personnel have 

‘all attempted to influence the Judges in handling these 
matters more expeditiously to no avail. Furthermore, within 
recent months there has been wide-spread nation-wide publicity 
relative to their coddling and minimizing this particular 
problem. This apparently has had no effect upon them. It 
would, therefore, appear that the various Federal Judges 
will. not react to this problem unless some superior influential 
individual or group can forcefully bring this matter to their 
attention, particularly if such individual or group is one 
‘which the federal dudges would respect. The obvious answer 
is the Administrator of the Courts for the Federal Judicial . 
System in Washington, D.C. and/or Chief Justice of the Supreme 
Court, WARREN BURGER. | 
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You are, therefore, instructed . 
to suggest to the Bureau that the contents of the letterhead 
memorandum setting forth this overall problem be brought to 
the attention of the Attorney General with the further sug- 
gestion that the Attorney General bring this matter to the 
attention of the Administrator of the Courts of the Federal 
Judicial System and/or Chief Justice BURGER for his analysis 
and information, and the further suggestion he may desire to 
communicate with the Chief Federal Judge in San Francisco 
relative to these matters. “ 

‘ 

Sac, ASAC, aineey sory and 

Agent personnel should take advantage of every opportunity 
to personally discuss this aggravated situation with the 
United States Attorney, Selective Service Board officials, 
SAC contacts and other prominent individuals to get them 
xiled up about this ridiculous situation. Insvre that 

_eontinucus closé iiauison is maintained by supervisory and 
Agent personnel with United States Attorney' s Office and 
various local draft board officials to insure that these 
cases are i processed and prosecuted. 

Your office in April, 1969 
suggested to the insist United States Attorney that arresting 
several inductees on the spot might have a favorable effect 

_“ wpon lowering the rate of refusals at the Oakland Induction 
- Center. The only objection given by the former United States 
Attorney was that the case of the registrant must be presented 
‘to the Federal Grand Jury within two weeks after arrest. Due 
to your effective liaison, most of the "bottlenecks" have been 
worked out between the Selective Service Board and United 
States Attorney's Office in which these arrests can now be 
effected. You should be alert to members of extremist grouns 
who will fail to step forward at the time of their induction 
and appropriately arrange with the United States Attorney for 
authority to arrest these individuals on the spot. You should 
insure that such arrests are given adequate press coverage... 
Such plans should be brought to the attention of the Bureau 
for their consideration in making a national press release, 
if warranted. 

You must closely coordinate 
Selective Service Act cases with Agents handling extremist 
groups such as the Black Panther Party, Weatherman, SDS, etc. 
These files should be cross-referenced by appropriate 
memoranda. 
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Statistical Accomplishments and Aaninaerpative Handling ab Cases: 

As of 9/30/70, you had 1,873 origin a uieiin | 
Service matters (1,799 active and 74 inactive). Between 
March and September 13870 you received 1,186 Selective Service 
Act matters for investigation, an average of 169 (1,186 - 7) 
per month. As of 10/23/70, 1,163 of the origin cases were 
completed. 749 cases are awaiting the United States 
Attorney's (USA) prosecutive decision, and 414 cases involve 
indictments of subjects and are awaiting trial. The case 
load is split about in half between Headquarters City and 
Resident Agents. 17 Agents are assigned to Squad 6 who 
handle only Selective Service Act (SSA) matters and their 
informants. One Agent has been on extended sick leave. 
Approximately 18 Resident Agents spend between 60 to 100% 
of their time on Selective Service Act matters. During 
the fiscal year 1970, ending 6/30/70, you recorded 74 
convictions and for the first four months of fiscal year 1971, 
ending grees you have recorded § convictions. 

The procedures followed by your erPice concerning 
the immediate handling of subjects who refuse to step forward 
at the Armed Forces Examining and Entrance Station, Oakland, 
California, appear to save Agent time and Government expense 
and should be continued. It is noted, however, that several 
months elapse between the time the Subject is interviewed and 

. the time the United States Attorney makes his prosecutive 
. decision since he insists that the Selective Service file be 
‘processed and forwarded to his office by the State Director of 
the Selective Service Board. You should have Headquarters 
city Agents continue close liaison with Selective Service 
Boards and the United States Attorney's Office to insure that 
these cases receive expeditious processing and are presented to 
the Feaenes Grand Jury at an early date. 

” 
am 

paceent administrative procedures Deine followed in 
these refusal type cases are as follows:. F 

The Induction Officer at the Armed Forces Examining 
and Entrance Station, Oakland, California, calls an Oakland 
Agent when there is going to be one or more inductees who will 
refuse to submit to induction. Inductions are handled on 
a Wednesday of each week. The Special Agent witnesses the 
refusal, conducts a short interview of the Subject, and in 
almost every instance’ secures an admission from the Subject 
that he knew he was violating the law and that He had thought 

QYvsa. 
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about this matter carefully before refusing to ste Co 
forward. The Agent during this interview obtains the Subject's 
current address which is generally different from the one he 
furnished the Selective Service Board. The Agent places 
the Subject on notice as to what probably will occur as. to an 
indictment, summons, etc. The Subject is cautioned to remain 
in touch with his Local Draft Board in order to avoid being 
a Bureau fugitive. | 

A case is immediately opened and assigned to the | 
Oakland Agent who prepares a report. Information copies of 

the report are furnished to the local USA, San Francisco: and 
the field office and the USA covering the Subject's draft : 
board when located in another division. It is the USA's ; 
opinion (San Francisco) that the refusal to step forward takes 
precedence over any prior delinquencies and will be handled 2 
py the USA, San Francisco. Instructions are given in leads 
to Headquarters city Agents and/or auxiliary offices to 
Closely follow the Local Board to insure that all pertinent 
information regarding the Subject is pronpesy furnished 
to the USA, San Francisco. | 

In order to streamline the administrative handling 
of these matters as well as keeping the Bureau fully 
informed of the activity you are taking in these matters to 
insure prompt prosecutive handling, the POLLOUING instructions 
a ae be followed: 

: All refusal cases and all other cases in nicl 
the investigation is completed should be reassigned to three or 
four Headquarters city Agents. These Agents will have 
the responsibility of getting these cases to the Federal 
Grand Jury and on the trial calendar. Those cases in which 
the subject becomes a fugitive should be reassigned to another 
case Agent. | : 

: At the present time there are 1163 cases pending 
prosecutive action. In order to eliminate status letters and 
reports to the Bureau in these type cases, the following 
Procedures should be followed. 

Memos to the SAC should be placed in inaividuas 
files to keep them from becoming delinquent. When the 
Subject is indicted the Bureau should be immediately advised 

nN each individual case. Beginning 10/30/70 and continuing 
On the 15th and 30th of each. sukgequent month, you are to 
advise the Bureau, by letter, éntitled "SELECTIVE SERVICE ACT 
MATTERS, SAN FRANCISCO DIVISION" of the activity conducted, 

247, | : 
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which would include the total number of cases ‘eeeened 
_to the Federal Grand Jury during the prior two week period, 
identifying each case by San Francisco file number, Bureau 
file number and title; the number of cases completed and 
awaiting Federal Grand Jury action; number of new cases 
received for investigation and general comments concerniny 
the attitude of the USA's Office and U.S. District Courts 
concerning these matters. Also you should comment on any 
favorable publicity being given these matters by the local. 
press media. 

t 

In the refusal cases the Bureau should be speci trnlt? 
advised of the status of a case within five months after (lin 
violation.. The USA should be requested to advise of the 
prosecutive action he intends to take in each case and thid 
information reported in the individual file. 

. <t is felt that better iiaison can be meintalned 
with the USA's Office when only two or three Special Aganl !! 
present these cases in a group thereby eliminating 30 to 34 
different Agents presenting their cases separately. The 

Bureau will be kept advised on a semi-monthly basis of 
the activities of your office in getting these SSA matters 
through the courts, The above procedures will eliminate 

.'the dictation and typing of approximately 750 Pages each 
month, 

, There are a sufficient number of SSA cases in 
Berkeley, Oakland, San Jose and San Francisco for your 
consideration of having a Special Clerk handle the 
review of Selective Service Board records. You should 
Closely review these situations in these particular areas 
and if warranted recommendations for hiring Special Clerks, 

i : | 
Comments of SAC requested. 

| ; 

SAC ROBERT E. cen ihie 
(10/29/70), 
Supervisor a M. ANDRESS 
: v 

The inspector's instructions will be followed. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE MEMORANDUM 

; . | 
Administrative Handling of Theft = 
From Interstate Shipment Cases in | 
the San Francisco Division 

INSPECTOR ARNOLD C. LARSON : During the course of the 
t/: inspection of the San Francisco 

Office a review was mace of 140 Theft From Interstate Shipment 
cases. Instances were noted wherein Bureau Regulations 
‘concerning the handling of these cases were not followed. Set 
forth below are instances noted during this review: 

In the following cases, it was noted the amount 
involved appeared to be a minor amount and there appeared to 
be no aggravating circumstances concerning. these violations. 
In some instances concerning the cases which originated at the 
San Francisco AirvDsort, it was noted the file indicated there 
was a possibility of an individual at the airport being involved 
in the theft. However, it is felt it is not necessary to keep 
open all the minor cases in order to determine which, if any, 
employees at the airport may be involved. These cases where 
minor amounts are involved are as follows: 
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fhe FBI Handbook, Part tii, chapter V3, Seno eee 

F, Page 192, states as follows: 
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"If complaint is received ey aa a 
minor Theft From Interstate Shipment where there 
are no known aggravating or unusual circumstances, 
immediately present facts to USA for prosecutive 
opinion. If USA will not consider Federal prose- 
cution, conduct no investigation, advise complainant, 
and, where appropriate, refer matter to law enforce- 
ment agency having jurisdiction. Confirm to USA and 
complainant in writing opinion and action taken." 
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you are referring minor violations to the U. S. Attorney 
determine if he would pee in ene event a subject w 

a * 
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‘identified. 

There were numerous incidents wherein information 
hac been received and the file contained no FD~302s and no 

\ 

indication that the FD-302s had been dictated. 

The following is a list of these files which includes 
only those files wherein the case is at least 15 calendar days 
old. These files are PC CRE TELE as follows: 
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The Manual of Rules and Regulations, Section 4, 
Paragraph-C2b and c, provide as follows: 

(ob) “Information not in a signed statement received 
from a witness and concerning whichthe witness may testaty” 
should be reported on the Form FD-~-302. 

{co} “Information which may be the subject matter 
of testimony of a Bureau Agent" should be reported on the 
Form FD-302. 

a Four instances were AeLee ae an serial numbers 
have been obtained and, although sufficient time had lapsed, 
the serial numbers had not been entered into NSEC. These cases 
are as follows: 

15-12006 
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The Manual of Rules and Regulations, Part II, Section 
3, Paragraph F, Page 31 and following pages lists the PROC eeunce 
for entering serial numbers of stolen items into NCIC. 

In your file 15-11918 a case was opened wherein the 
opening memo states there is no Federal violation involved. 
The alleged purpose ofq@mening this case'is because the person 
who is responsible for this theft may have been involved ina. 
theft wherein FBI jurisdiction was apparent. 

Explanations Requested 

Supervisor GLENN A. HARTER is requested to explain 
the following: 
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1) Why, in his supervision of these matters, he 
failed to insure that cases involving minor thefts were 
immediately presented to the U. S. Attorney for prosecutive 
opinion in accordance with existing Bureau instructions. 

2) Why, in his overall supervision, he failed to 
detect that FD-302s were not prepared in the aforementioned 
cases. 

3) Why he failed to detect that serial numbers in 
the igforementdoned cases were not entered into NCIC. 

4) Why a case was opened on 15-11918 when the 
epening serial indicated no Federal law had been violated. 

J | Comments of SAC requested. 

R252. 
32989655 Page 15% 
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Oy SUPERVISOR GLENN A. HARTER: 1) This offi e received a | 
+ 10/28/70 Letter from the U.S. Attorney 

: dated 6/24/69 wherein the 
U.S. Attorney advised that they would not undertake prosecution 

| of minor theft cases. ‘the letter set the guide as those 
cases of value of less than $100. This office has been 
following the interpretation of minor thefts as those having 
a value of less than $109. It was the judgment of this 
office that dout all of the airport thefts involved amounts 
in excess of $100. It appears that an average loss at the 
airport would average an estimated $250, it being noted that 
the airline companies currently are paying up to $500 per 
bag. Therefore, these cases were not judged to be minor 

‘cases and had not been discussed with the U.S. Attorney as 
their value exceeded $190. In following this policy San 
Francisco believed that they were in compliance with Section 
of the Manual regardiny presentation of minor cases to the 
US. Attorney. In the future this of fice will immediately 
present cases of the type cited by the Inspector to the 
U.S. Attorney before any investigation is conducted and 
will consider suitcase type thefts as minor cases. 

10 1 

2)Submission of FD 302s. Regardins 
the fact that I had not detected that FD 302s were not 
included in the 25 files listed by the Inspector, I would 

. like to explain that 13 of these files were opened after 

> «September 22 and I had not reviewed any of these files 
as yet on tickler and thereby would not have had an 
opportunity to detect the fact that the FD 302 was not 
listed. The remaining files have not all been available 
for review at this tine but it is obvious that some of 
these files did not have FD 302s prepared :- + promptly. 

: : . $)NCIC Entries. Three of the 
four files listed where NCIC entries had not been made 
had not as yet.been reviewed on ticklers since they had been 
received in this office. One of the four files, 15-11994, re~ 
flects a suitcase claim check number which is not suitabl 
‘for entry into the NGIc, 

%) File 15-11981 was recommence2 
to be opened by the case Agent as he felt that this 
shipment involved personnel and circumstances which 
would be legically torked in connection with other existing 
TPIS cases and that it might be a lever for possible 
informant development. The Agent hoped to work this case 
even ‘though it was net a Federal violation and obtain an 
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informant and utilizing the Subject's complicity fin ‘the 
case aS-a possible lever. It was believed that he ‘: 
could obtain a criminal informant. 

| j 

a 

i | 
I regret very much that it was 

necessary for the Inspector to call to my attention the 
| matters referred to in this administrative write-up. I 
| will take the necessary action to insure that minor cases 

are immediately presented to the U.S. Attorney, that FD 302s 
are immediately prepared, that NCIC numbers be immediately 
entered where pertinent so that it will not be necessary 
for these matters to be called to my attention again. 

4 

a . 

* 

a 
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| v | “SAC ROBERT E. GEBHARIT The USA advised this office by 

“ 
' 

eT a — alee oe - 

~ 
“ 

5 em 

, letter dated! 7/16/69 that the 
FBI should no Leaical present minor theft cases to the USA's 
office and that these cases should be deferred to local 
courts. The office has followed the nt ind set down by the 
UWA and has utilized his guideline of $100 as a minor case. 
In view of his policy, the office has not been receiving minor 
theft cases, as the local business community has been made 
aware of the policy of the USA and has nqt been referring 
minor cases to the office. 

2 
4 

Occasionally some minor case is received from 
someone not aware of the policy of the USA's office in not 
prosecuting cases having a value of less than $100. [In the 
future when a complaint ‘is received re: garding a minor theft. 
the case will be immediately presented to the USA and after 
his declination, the office will advise the complainant and 
the USA's office in writing and where appropriate, refer the 
complaint to the local law enforcement agency having jurisdiction 
over the violation. This procedure will be in line with the 
reguirements in the Manual of Tnspection, Section 94. 
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ADDENDUM ——— . | | 

A . k 

INSPECTOR eas C. LARSON: In regard to your answer to this 
write-up, the following is 

pointed out to you: 4 

1. Your answer implies the inspector indicated that 
‘all suitcase-type thefts are minor thefts. This is completely 
inaccurate as each case, whether it be a Suitcase or otherwise, 
has to be judged on the merits of the individual case. In 
the review of 140 cases there was not one single instance 
wherein the United States Attorney had been consulted to 
determine if the case was a minor amount and he would not 
entertain prosecution even if the subject were identified. 

2. Concerning the submissions of FD-302‘s to the 
file, the following is a tabulation of cases over two months 
old in which no FD-302 is in the file: 

PILE NUMBER DATE OPENED 

15-11918 8/14/70 
15-11816 7/6/70 

Ps 15-11814 7/2/70 
15-11947 _* 8/26/70 
15-11818 / 7/10/70 
15-11902 8/25/70 
15-11939 8/28/70 
15~11933 8/21/70 

Although the remainder of the 25 files pointed out to 
you: did not contain FD-302's and the files had not come 
up on ticklers for your review, it is apparent with this 
number of files without FD-302's the Agents are not receiving 
adequate instructions in conferences concerning proper 
preparing of FD-302's in TFIS cases. 

OG 
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3. Although it was pointed out to you whever n 
NCIC entries on serial numbers had not come up for adminis- 
trative review, it is apparent that several Agents on your 
squad have not been properly instructed in the necessity 
of immediately entering serial numbers into NCIC. It should 
not be necessary for you to have to remind Agents on your 
Squad on a periodic file review of the necessity of entering 
serial numbers into NCIC. They should not wait an extended 
period of time to enter these numbers in NCIC, but the serial 
numbers should be entered immediately after they are obtained. 

4, File 15-11981 was of a purely local nature and 
should have been worked out of the related Federal violation 
case rather than open a separate TPIS case wherein no 
Federal qoeeee ese was indicated in the opening serial. 

Supervisor HARTER and SAC no oi 

ue 
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CASE SUGGESTION WRITE-UP 

JEREMIAH JOSERE SULLIVAN, op 

a m 
, SELECTIVE SERVICE ACT 
, SF file 25-66962 | | 
‘ Bufile 25-5552u2 | 

°00: San Francisco 
. 
nate : 
ois 
. 

4 
if 

insPEctoR ‘ARMOLD C. LARSON: This is a pending case, opened 
ad on 3/16/67, assigned to SA 

GERARD JAMES NORTON of the Richmond, California, Resident 
Agency. It is supervised by SA RAY M. ANDRESS. 

A review of this file reveals the Subject was de- 
Glared delinquent by Local Board #30, Richmond, California, 
on 3/2/57, for relliure to report for inauction on yy by /es. 
The whereabouts of the Subiect have been unknown since 3/16/67, 
and considerable investigation has been conducted to locate 
him. Information was developed in March, 1970, that Subject 

‘ was possibly in Canada and a friend of Subject's mother advised 
in September, 1970, that the Subject is in Canada, but that his 
mother does not have an address for him. The Subject is re- 
ported to telephone his mother on occasions. Other neighbors 

*-and police have reported Subject to be in Canada at the present 
time. 

9 

In view of the above, the following action should be 
promptly initiated in an effort to ascertain the location of 
the Subject: 

l. Prepare a letra ness memorandum, in accordance 
with instructions set forth in the Manual of Rules and Regu- 
lations, Part ITI, Seetion 4, page 14 (2) (a) I and SAC letter 
#70-27, dated 5/19/70, in order that information regarding 
the Subject may be furnished to the Royal Canadian Mounted 
Police. 

SAN FRANCISCY INSPECTION 
ee a 
£1ej 

~ ° | 

, *-. 

y bi | 
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2. Place stop notices with the Immigration 
and Naturalization Service. | 

| 

3. Place stop, under Subject's name, with the 
FBI Identification Division. 

u. Place stop notices with the appropriate FBI 
Border Offices. 

§. Check toll telephone calis on Subject's 
parents. 

If the objective of this case is obtained, 
either directly or indirectly as a result of this suggestion 
memorandum, advise the Bureau by routing slip, attention: 
The nnn Division. 

- Comments of SA GERARD JAMES NORTON, SUpEE Leo 
RAY M. ANDRESS, and SAC requested. 

SA GERARD.;-JAMES NORTON: Inspector's comments are appreciated 

10/22/ 70.2%" and recommendations will be done 
immediately. 

.. SUPERVISOR Sra This will be followed closely to 
insure that Inspector's suggestions 

are carried out. 
/ . : 

SAC GEBHARDT: Inspector's comments appreciated. This will be 
rm done. 
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CASE !SUGGESTION WRITE-UP 

RAND N. DODD 
ssan[ orcas] 
ASN 28 189 434 | | 
FUGITIVE DESERTER 2 
SF 42-~44226 ; : = ol 
BU 42~284756 a a - 
CO: SAN FRANCISCO 

This is a pending case in the 
San Francisco Office which was 

opened in July 1969 and is presently assigned to SA JEAN G. - 
HUGHES. It is supervised by SA H. ERNEST WOODBY. : 

fa x INSPECTOR frst C. LARSON: 

Extended investigation has been conducted since 
inception of this case in the neighborhood of Subject's parents, 
1132 South Sage Court, Sunnyvale, California. When case was 
initiated, it was detcrymined Subtect'!s family had moved from 
870 El Camino, Mountain View, California, the address shown on 
Subject's DD 553 in 12/68 which was prior to Subiject's 
reported absence from the military in 4/69. Subject's 
parents have appeared to be cooperative md although present 
neignbors of Suvjecti's parents are not well acquainted with 
the Subject, they are cooperative and a neighborhood source 
has been established. 

Subject entered military service in 9/66 at San Jose, 
California, at which time he was approximately 20 years of 
age. Since initiation of this investigation, additional past 
residences have been developed for Subject's parents at 278. 
Lassen Avenue, Mountain View, California in 9/63; 620 East 
Mauded Avenue, Sunnyvale, California in 7/68 and 1390 Latham 
Street, Mountain View, in 7/68. A neighbor has indicated 
Subject may have a brother but could furnish no specific 
information concerning his identity. Attempts to establish 
residence at the Latham Street address have been negative. 
Mail returned to the U.S. Army addressed to the Latham Street 
address indicated a possible residence of Apartment 101, 1617 
Pine Street, San Francisco, California. Investigation has 
also indicated past employment for the Subject at Channing 
House, Palo Alto, California, for a period not stated. 

In view of the fact Subject had already entered 
military service before his parents moved to their current 
address, it is suggested investigation be concentrated in 

San Francisco Inspection 
10/22/70 
So {jb 
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the following areas to develop background and Se of 

Subject which may be of assistance in determining his Peceens 

whereabouts and causing his apprehension: 

ce TET on 

= 

i 

1. Re-interview parents specifically concerning 

the identity of any possible brothers or Sisters 

or other close relatives Sue geoe might logically 

contact. 

2. Conduct in depth investigation in areas of 
family' s former residences, correlating this 
inquiry with results of re-interview of parents, 
to develov former employments or associates of 
Subject who may be able to furnish information 
concerning his present whereabouts. 

3. Conduct inquiry at Pine Street address in 
ere a ome oe ay we ome anwwh ww we wae Sot ote we 

of “possible assistance in this investigation. 

4. Check records at Channing House, Palo Alto, 
to determine if Subject formerly employed there 
and for possible leads to associates of Subject, 
such as listed references or indicated residences. 

5. Conduct appropriate credit and criminal 
checks at Palo Alto and San Francisco. 

6. Inasmuch as Subject has been absent for a 
period in excess of one year, consideration 
should be given to contacting Baltimore Source 
4 should the above leads be unproductive. 

If the objective of this case is achieved, either 
Girectly or indirectly as a result of this suggestion memorandum, 
advise the Bureau immediately by routing slip, attention 
Inspection Division. 

Comments of SA JEAN G. HUGHES, eaitaataeeias H. ERNEST 
WOODBY andSAC requested. 

f 
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SA JEAN G. HUGHES: The above points have been noted and the 
(10/23/70) 3 investigation will be conducted. 

SUPERVISOR H. ERNEST WOODBY: The suggestions of the Inspector 
(10/23/70) bay are appreciated and immediate 

* ~ steps will be taken to carry them out. 

} ail 
SAC ROBERT E. —s concur with the ;Inspector's comments. 

} (10/23/70) 
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CASE SUGGESTION WRITE-UP 
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} | ' LEE EDWARD BECKHUSEN Se ae ee 
SSAN | ser 63) ee eee 
ASN US 56843058 a 

hyo: " FUGITIVE DESERTER Og bey 
" " SF File 42-44534 

- Bufile 42-273118 

ve . = " oO 
INSPECTOR’ ARNOLD C. LARSON: This is a pending case, San 

. | Francisco origin, which was 
'. opened 8/4/63, The case had been assigned to SA STEVEN R. 

BROWN since 3/27/70, and is supervised on the desk of SA 
He ERNEST WOODBY. a 

Subject declared deserter ~ Uw. S, ai 2/9/69. 
On 9/18/68, his mother, MARY BECKHUSEN, advised that the 
Subject lived with her until June, 1969, and since that 
time, nad stayed with different friends in the Nakland- 

se ' Berkeley area. Mrs. BECKHUSEN provided a list of other 
,  " . ypelatives of the Subject. She stated that she had seen 

the Subject approximately three weeks prior to that date. 

1 On 11/18/69, Mrs. BECKHUSEN advised that she had 
- not seen her son for several months and that he had called 
her from Death Valley, California, ee eee one “month 
prior to that date. 

It is suggested that the bAteibes investigation 
pases! be considered at this time: ; 

Le Conduct thorough cea eHnoenGed investigation 
in vicinity of Subject's reed S49 Madison Street, 
Albany, California. 

2. Attempt to establish reliable neighborhood 
source who will report the Subject's presence in the event 
he is staying at or returns to his home address, 

3. Interview Subjéct's brother, LYNN BECKHUSEN , 
and attempt to determine identity of friends in Oakland-— 
Berkeley area, 

san Pranel sco tineseetion 
10/23/70 
a 

| 299, 

@. Le ae » Te - ve 
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u. Interview Subject's brother, LAWRIN 
‘ BECKHUSEN, who resides on Fairview Street, Oakland. 

§. Consider contacting Baltimore CS-4 for |! 
information regarding the Subject's employment. 

: These leads should not be considered all 
| inclusive and case agent should conduct a thorough file 

review to insure that all logical investigation is being 
conducted in an effort to locate the Subject. 

If the objective of the case is attained, either 
directly or indirectly as a result of this suggestion 
memorandum, advise the Bureau immediately by routing slip, 
attention: Inspection Division. 

Comments of SA STEVEN R. BROWN, Supervisor H. 
ERNEST WOODBY and SAC requested. 

SA STEVEN R. BROWN: The above points have been noted and 
10/24/70 this, as well as other logical 

bes rd investigation will be conducted. 

eapeeeaee He ERNEST WOODBY: The suggestions of the 
10/26/70 “ Inspector are appreciated 

: ae and immediate steps will be 
Pi taken to carry them out, 

SAC ROBERT E, comall I concur with the Inspector! Ss 
10/24/70 Yc comments. 

< 

r 

300. 
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SUGGESTION MEMORANDUM | 

BOND DEFAULT MATTERS . Ve 

Z sper i OLD C. LARSON: As of 10/1/70, the San Francisco 
Office had 48 bond default 

matters under investigation. This volume of cases presents 
a fertile field for increased convictions under the Bond 
Default classification. 

An in depth survey conducted by the Inspection 
Division disclosed that there has been a significant 
increase in cases received by the FBI for investigation 
subsequent: to the passage of the Bail Reform Act of 1966. 
This Act liberalized bail and bond procedures in Federal 
cases whereby subjects were to be considered for release 
on their own personal recognizance or unsecured appearance 
bond in contrast to previous procedures which required a 
specific bond, creating an excellent opportunity for us 
to achieve statistical accomplishments. The ratio of 
convictions to the number of cases investigated in bond 
default matters is one of the highest of any violation 
handled by the Bureau. 

_ One of our offices, namely San Diego, has been 
responsible for the most significant portion of the Bureau's 
convictions in bond default matters as a result of effective 
liaison with the U. S. Attorney, who felt that an indictment 
obtained under bond default was more easily proven than 
the substantive offense. When a subject is apprehended, 
the sentence is, in part, influenced by the U. S. Attorney, 
who informs the court the length of time the subject's 
apprehension has been sought by the Bureau. A number of 
these cases have arisen through charges of narcotics and 
smuggling of merchandise and aliens across the border. 

. Subjects were brought before a magistrate, and rather than 
pleading guilty, subjects obtained a court appointed 
attorney and entered a not guilty plea. They were released 
then on either personal recognizance or a minimum bond until 
their scheduled appearance. When the subject failed to 
appear in court, a bench warrant was issued, San Diego opened 
a case, and.usuadily within 30 days an indictment was secured 
under bond default. 

SAN FRANCISCO INSPECTION 
10/23/70 
WAK: kah 
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\ : Although San Francisco is not a Dorder office, 
it is a great port of entry, both by sea and air, and many 
of the same type cases utilized by San Diego for obtaining 
a bond default indictment should be available to San, 
Francisco. 

AS you are aware, convictions are becoming more 
difficult to obtain because of the court's interpretation 
of the law in many classifications. Bond default matters 
present an excellent opportunity to increase your conviction 
rate, therefore, it is suggested that through your liaison 
with the U. S. Attorney, point out to him the possibilities . 
for an increase in convictions under the Bond Default e. 
Statute. . 3 

‘The necessity to establish effective liaison with 
the U. S. Attorney in bond default matters was set out in 
SAC Letter 70-13 dated 3/17/70. 

| If an increase in cases and convictions is obtained 
as a result of this Suggestion Memorandum, advise the 
Bureau by routing slip, attention Inspection Division. 

| | Comments of Supervisor DE JEAN and SAC GEBHARDT 
‘requested. 

kas *MORRIS M. DE JEAN: Close liaison will eontinue to 

- 10/26/70 be maintained with the United States 
Attorney's office and all avenues 
of potential convictions will be 

vigorously pursued to increase the statistical accomplishments 
in the San Franeisco PeNGeoer 

SAC | ERHARDT: This matter will be followed and the 
10/26/70 WV © Inspection Division will be advised if 

- an increase in cases and convictions is 
obtained. 

JOD. 
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| 3 SUBSTANTIVE ERROR WRITE-UP 

ROGER WILLIAM EPPERLEY 

SSN 
SELECTIVE SERVICE ACT 
CO: San Francisco 

a’ ban Francisco File 25- 77034 
“ey ft eget Beet es 

msprcroR Aston C,. LARSON: This is a ined case which was 
opened in the San Francisco 

Office 4/21/70, and closed 6/15/70. At that time, case was 
assigned to SA ROBERT M, LEONARD and supervised by SA RAY M, 
ANDRESS, The case was reopened 8/26/70, and assigned to ._ 
SA RICHARD G. MILLER and supervised by Relief Supervisor ~~. 
RICHARD E,. LUEBBEN onoreac: @ i3)k Of SA ANDRESS. Case was again ~ 
closed 9/3/70, . 

But bee ape Bw tht 

nee § 

oan OEY enittena peel be} 

wrt 

The case was initially opened on the basis of a 
copy of a letter directed to Iocal Board 4. Fureka, 
California, from the Armed Ferces Uxamining and Entrance 
Station, Oakland. The letter indicated that the Subject 
reported for induction 4/14/70, was found qualified, but left 
the building prior to induction. Case was closed 6/15/70, 
on basis of a memorandum from SA ROBERT M, LEONARD wherein 
it was pointed out that the violation was not such as to be 
reported to the U. S. Attorney by the Selective Service 
System. 

Case was reopened 8/26/70, on receipt of a request 
‘for investigation from the U. S. Attorney, San Francisco, — 
and assigned to SA RICHARD G, MILLER. Review of the file 
indicates that Subject was interviewed by SA MILLER 9/1/70, 
at which time he indicated he would agree to induction, 

U. S. Attorney declined prosecution and a closing 
report was submitted 9/3/70, with copy to U. S. Attorney and 
San Francisco Office. . This report was signed by SA RICHARD 
E, LUEBBEN. This report contains FD 302 (interview report 
form) wherein interview of Subject was recorded, The FD 302 
fails to indicate that the Subject was advised of the 
veo eee of SA MILLER or the nature of the inquiry. 

SAN FRANCISCO phseeeaao 
| ct on ach 

BDW:sad ° 

2 

a” 

308. 1 
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Agents’ handbook, Part II, Page 12 and 128, 
instructs that at the beg inning of an interview with any 
known Subject of a Bureau case the Subject be advised of the 
name and official identify of the interviewing agent and the 
nature of the inquiry. The fact that the Subject was, so 
advised is to be recorded in the pPenend paragraph of the 
FD 302, 

EXPLANATIONS REQUESTED: 

SA MILLER is requested to explain his failure to 
advise the Subject of his name and official identity and the 
nature of the aay, and to record on FD 302 that this was 
done. 

Relief Supervisor LUEBBEN is requested to explain 
his failure to detect this delinquency at the time he 
approved the report on 9/3/70. 

Comments of SA ANDRESS and SAC requested, 

SA RICHARD ,QGUY MILLER: At the beginning of the interview at the 
10/27/70 ae Humboldt County Jail, Eureka, California, 

I exhibited my FBI credentials to the 
subject and advised him of the nature of the inquiry. qt 

' | “apparently inadvertently failed to record this in the opening 
paragraph of the FD 302 and on review of this FD 302 I 
inadvertently failed to note this had been omitted from the 
FD 302. Care will be exercised in the future to insure this 
does not reoccur. 

SA RICHARD FE, LUEBBEN: I was Relief Supervisor on Desk #6 in the 
10/27/70 RAY absence of the regular supervisor and due 

to the exceptionally high volume of mail 
handied by this desk I inadvertently failed to note the above 
omission from FD 302 of SA MILLER dated 9/1/70 when the report 
was Signed out by me. Every effort will be made in the future 
to avoid a repitition of this See anaency: 

ON ; . 

SA RAYMOND MyVANDRESS: In reference to the report of SA RICHARD GvU= 
10/27/70 a MILLER signed out by SA LUEBBEN on 9/3/75, 

SA LUEBBEN was one of the Relief Superviscrs 
during my extended sick leave during this period. SA LUEBBEN is an 
experienced Relief Supervisor and supervises the desk in a very 
efficient and commendable manner. Due to the exceptionally heavy 
volume of mail during this time, he inadvertently overlooked the 
omission in the FD 302 of SA MILLER. The -importance of advising 
Bureau subjects the identity of Agents and nature of interview wiil 
be discussed with the Relief Supervisors periodically and will be 
followed closely to insure this does not reoccur. 

Le 55155 = DPocld: 32989655 Page i1f4 
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SAC scanty Above delinquencies noted and will ‘be followed 
10/27/70 | closely to insure this does not occur, again. 
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INSPECTOR’ JARHOLD C. LARSON: There is no Seat of Government 

culpability in this matter as 

this error or delinquency could only be detected through 

a review of the field office file. 
4 

e 
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INSPECTOR abit LARSON : This is a pending case in the 
[js ce San Francisco Office opened 

on 7/24/69, assigned to SA JEAN G, HUGHES and reassigned 
on 12/8/63, to SA KENNETH W. SHEETS. Case is supervised 
by SA ROBERT ‘De ROBY. 

Review of the file indicates the Subject together 
with two other Navy deserters had lived in a hippie commune 

_in the San Jose area Aun ing Aucscust oF 19689. Tnvestisation has 

.’ determined thet he has used narcotics and has associated with 
hippie-type individuals until the present time. 

During 8/70, investigation was conducted in San 
dose and investigation determined that one JOAN BAUER was 
also residing in a hippie fashion and was acquainted with the 
Subject of this inves tigation as well as the other two Navy 

-. deserters, 

On 8/13/70, JOAN C. BAUER was interviewed at which 
time she stated she is employed at National Aeronautics 
Space Agency (NASA), Ames Research Center, as a secretary 
at Moffett Field, a "Navy installation, During the course 
of this interview, she stated she was living with a male 

individual in a common-law relationship. She had formerly 
considered herself a member of a "family" of hippies 
including the Subject and another Navy deserter. At the 
time of interview she advised that the members of this 
hippie "family" received mail at her address and the reason 

. for maintaining the address is to receive food stamps for 
this hippie "family" living in a commune style. She stated 
she occasionaily picks up their mail at her home and admitted 
on occasion taking the mail to them when she visits the 
““family". This interview was conducted at Moffett Field. 
The information concerning BAUER was orally disseminated 
to the Security Officer, NASA, Ames Research Center, on 
8/13/70. 

San Francisco eee ee ee 
10/23/70 
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vee vemes! The Manual of Rules! and Regulations, Part 2, ° | 
‘Section 5, Page 7, indicates that Bureau policy under 
Executive ‘Order 10450 is to furnish the Civil Service 
Commission all pertinent identifiable, derogatory non- 
subversive information relative to employees of the Executive 
Branch of the government. This is normally accomplished by 
including such information in letterhead memorandum form 
and transmitting same to the Bureau for appropriate dissemination. 

Feed san on rae wan 

7. we AT £ Lhe DN : 

INSTRUCTIONS 

Immediately handle this matter in eccercance with 
-: Bureau instructions cited above. 

EXPLANATIONS REQUESTED 

: 1. SA KENNETH W. SHEETS is requested to explain 
why Ke neglected to forward to the Bureau in letterhead 
-memorandum form the information daveloped concerning TOAN C. 
BAUER, as required by existing Bureau instructions. 

2. Supervisor ROBERT D. ROBY is requested to 
explain why, in his over-all supervision of this case, Hé:idid 
not detect this error as set out above. 

-. Comments of SAC requested, 

c 

SA. SHEETS : cor. * . JOAN C. BAUER advised at the outset 
: of the interview on 8/13/70 that she 
- could sensidas herself a member of the communal "family", 

. however, this became a matter of interpretation during the 
~Course of interview and eventually she denied she was a member 
of the "family" or commune. She admitted visiting people 

.. connected with the commune and associating with them, -even to 
the extent of allowing’ some of these individuals to use her 
address for the purpose of receiving mail and food stamps. 
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. This matter was discussed at length 
with Security Officer RALPH MAINES and JOHN VAN ETTEN, Head of 
Security at NASA, Moffett Field, California, They made no 

-‘statement as to what action they intended to take. 

I realize now that I should have 
also prepared a letterhead memorandum for dissemination to NASA 
Headquarters in Washington, D.C. I regret not having dohe-sc and 
in the future will insure that such matters are promptly 
disseminated. 
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_surenvrson/khy . Da ROBY: On 9/30/70 I approved a 
. communication prepared by 

‘SA SHEETS to Siride of origin incorporating interview of 
JOAN C, BAUER, referred to above. At the time, mv primary 
attention was directed toward information furnished in the 

-.’- ‘substantive fugitive investiration and I failed to consider 
the nature of BAUER's emplovment. I apree ‘that the infor- 

*, mation pointed out by the Inspector should ‘have been furnished 
‘to the Bureau in letterhead memorandum form for dissemination 

- at the Seat of Government. Letterhead memorandum has now been 
ae . prepared and forwarded to the Bureau, I regret mv oversight 

_. * + $n this instance and will be alert for similar situations in 
‘the future to insure that all data which should be disseminated 

' by Jetterhead = mera is promptiv submitted, 
¢ 

ee ®» “ #8 y 
“4 

8 ‘SAC GEBHARDEA - ee Letterhead memorandum 
2 ate me —- = ‘should have been prepared 

rn. at the time of the initial interview with JOAN C. BAUER. I 
will continue to emphasize the necessitv of prompt dissemination 
of information obtained during our investigations which may 

| cF"'...be of interest to other governmental agencies. 
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OLD C. LARSON: There is no Seat of Government 
culpability in this matter as 

this error or delinquency could only be detected through 
a review of the field office file. 
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JIMMY LA VERNE BUSHBAUM 

a 
ALSO KNOWN AS ; 
JAMES L. BUSHBAUM ~ FUG 
UFAC - MURDER 
00: LOS ANGELES 
SF 88-9478 ! 
LA 88-11640 aa 
BU 88-35799 I 

j ol 
RNOLD C. LARSON: This case was opened in 9/65 

with San Francisco as Office 
of Origin. Bureau changed Office of Origin to Los Angeles 
7/19/66. Case has been opened periodically in San Francisco 
Division to cover leads. Case reopened 5/4/70 and assigned 
to SA DCUGLAS R. AHLSTROM. Case is supervised by SA BRYON 
Cc. WHEELER. Case was closed (RUC) on 10/15/70. 

msPcrow/p 

Subject escaped from custody at San Quentin Prison 
Os/isé/ES_ Authorized complaint filed 10/21/65 befure U.S. 
Commissioner, San Francisco, California. Bureau changed 
Office of Origin to Los Angeles because Subject's relatives 
and friends live in the Los Angeles area and ail logical 
leads had been coveredin the San Francisco Division. 

Los Angeles by letter dated 4/24/70 requested the 
. San Francisco Office to identify the holders of two telephone 
numbers concerning long-distance telephone calls from home 
telephone of Mrs. MARLYS CONNOLLY, Rialto, California. San 
Francisco by letter dated 6/30/70 identified one telephone 
number registered to the Subject’s sister, Mrs. MELVIN GLAZE 
of Point Arena and subsequent contact with Mrs. GLAZE failed 
to develop any information corcerning the Subject. No investigatic: 
was conducted to identify holder of telephone number 933-8871 
at Walnut Creek, California between 5/4/70 (date case reopened) 
and 10/15/70 (date case RUCed). 

. ‘SNSTRUCTION: 
f 

Immediately reopen this case and conduct logical 
investigation eoguee ce in Los Angeles letter dated 4/24/70. 
\ 

~~ San Francisco Inspection: 
10/26/70 
WAK/ jb 
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EXPLANATIONS REQUESTED ; 
i 

SA DOUGLAS R,. AHLSTROM is requested to explain 
why he failed to detect the lead at Walnut Creek had not 
been covered before the case was closed on 10/15/70, 

Field Supervisor BRYON C, WHEELER is requested 
to explain why he failed to assign a lead to a Walnut Creek 
Resident Agent to conduct an investigation to identify 
the holder of the telephone number and why he failed to 
insure that this investigation had been conducted before he 
approved the closing of this case (San Francisco letter to 
Los Angeles dated 10/15/70), 

Comments of SAC requested, 

SA DOUGLAS R. cl itt writer was of the 
impression that the lead at Walnut Creek to identify a 
telephone subscriber had been covered and reported at 
the time the case was RUC'd on 10/15/70. The writer did 
riot have the file available as the RUC communication was 
submitted from the Santa Rosa Residence Agency and was 
therefore unable to make a thorough review of the file. 
Steps will be taken to make certain this does not recur 

-'in the future. 

. SUPERVISOR BRYON C. sins The lead to check 
out a telephone number at Walnut Creek was inadvertently 
overlooked at the time the case was reopened and assigned 
to SA AHLSTROM. Upon receipt of the RUC communication closing 

. the case on 10/15/70, the fact that the Walnut Creek lead 
had not been covered was overlooked. Efforts will be made 
to make certain this does not recur ir the future. Case reopenec. 

} ; ‘ 
SAC ROBERT E. GEBHARD he above write-up and 

explanations have been noted. It'will be stressed among 
Special Agent and Supervisory personnel in this office 
the importance of guarding against a situation of this 

. kind happening in the future. 
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' JINSPECTO lik. C. LARSON: There is no Seat of Government 
, a culpability in this matter as 
; this error or delinquency could only be detected through 

a review of the field office file. Bs 
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